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Abstract(
For%the%past%decades,%more%and%more%organisations%have%started%to%recognise%that%they%can%
apply% open% innovation% (OI),% the% process% in% which% an% organisation% shares% knowledge,%
experiences% and% ideas% with% external% parties.% When% applying% OI,% organisations% can% face%
problems% in% letting% ideas% flow% throughout% their% complex%networks%and% thus%unconsciously%
restrict%their%innovation%process.%They%can%be%unaware%that%certain%key%behavioural%roles%can%
enable%ideas%to%flow%better%and%thus%unrestrain%the%innovation%process.%
 
The% purpose% of% this% thesis% was% to% investigate% the% challenges% and% success% factors% that%
organisations%should%be%aware%of%when%applying%open%innovation%as%well%as%to%investigate%and%
analyse%the%existing%key%networks%and%key%behavioural%roles%of%organisations%that%apply%open%
innovation.%The%findings%were%obtained%through%qualitative%and%semiPstructured%interviews%
with:%five%expert%organisations%in%OI%(the%prestudy)%and%eight%companies%that%apply%OI%(the%
case%study).%The%study%was%delimited%to%collaborations%of%large%and%established%companies.%
%
The%findings%show%that%having'management'commitment%and%creating'an'open'culture%are%
both%challenges%and%success%factors%when%applying%OI.%Other%success%factors%are%finding'the'
right' partner,% having' trust' and' transparency% and% aiming' for' the' win6win' concept.%
Organisations%have%an%internal6,%external6%and%absorbent'network,%out%of%which%the%external%
is% the%most% emphasised% and% the% internal% one% is% easily% overlooked.% It% is% in% the% absorbent%
network% where% different% people% meet% to% absorb% and% develop% potential% ideas.% The% key%
behavioural%roles%needed%in%the%absorbent%network%are%the%broker,%team'creator,%supporter,%
energiser%and%challenger.!
%
Keywords:'Open'innovation,'Challenges,'Success'factors,'Networks,'Behavioural'roles! '
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Sammanfattning(
De%senaste%decennierna%har%fler%organisationer%börjat%upptäcka%att%de%kan%applicera%öppen%
innovation,%processen%där%en%organisation%delar%med%sig%av%kunskap,%erfarenheter%och%idéer%
med%externa%parter.%När%organisationer%applicerar%öppen%innovation%kan%de%stöta%på%problem%
med%att% låta% idéer% flöda%genom%deras%komplexa%nätverk%och%därmed%omedvetet%begränsa%
deras%innovationsprocess.%De%kan%vara%ovetande%om%att%vissa%nyckelroller%kan%göra%att%idéer%
flödar%bättre%och%därigenom%smörjer%innovationsprocessen.%
%
Syftet%med%detta%examensarbete%var%att%undersöka%vilka%utmaningar%och%framgångsfaktorer%
organisationer% bör% känna% till% när% de% applicerar% öppen% innovation% samt% att% undersöka% och%
analysera% de% nyckelnätverk% och% nyckelroller% som%existerar% i% organisationer% som%applicerar%
öppen% innovation.% Resultatet% erhölls% genom% kvalitativa% och% semistrukturerade% intervjuer%
med:% fem% expertorganisationer% inom% öppen% innovation% (förstudien)% och% åtta% företag% som%
applicerar% öppen% innovation% (fallstudien).% Studien% avgränsades% till% stora% och% etablerade%
företags%samarbeten.%%
%
Resultatet% visar% att' ledningsengagemang% och' en' öppen' kultur% är% både% utmaningar% och%
framgångsfaktorer%när%öppen%innovation%appliceras.%Ytterligare%framgångsfaktorer%är%att%hitta'
rätt'partner,%ha'förtroende!och'transparens%samt%jobba'mot'“win6win”.%Organisationer%har%ett%
internt,%externt%och%absorberande'nätverk,%där%det%externa%nätverket%får%mest%fokus%och%det%
interna% lätt% förbises.% Det% är% i% det% absorberande% nätverket% där% olika% individer%möts% för% att%
absorbera% och% utveckla% potentiella% idéer.% Nyckelrollerna% som% behövs% i% det% absorberande%
nätverket%är%bryggan,%teamskaparen,%supportern,%ambassadören%och%utmanaren.%
%
Nyckelord:.Öppen'innovation,'Utmaningar,'Framgångsfaktorer,'Nätverk,'Roller%
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1.!Introduction 
In# the# first# chapter,# the# background,# problem# formulation,# purpose,# research# questions,#

delimitations#and#sustainability#aspects#of#the#thesis#are#presented."

1.1&Background&
Innovation"is"a"go^to"source"for"organisations"to"keep"or"gain"a"competitive"advantage"and"
ensure" economic" growth." Many" executives" believe" that" this" is" as" it" generates" long^term"
organisational" success" (Smith" &" Mindrum," 2008)." According" to" Bessant" and" Tidd" (2000),"
innovation"is"the"process"of"capturing"an"opportunity,"turning"it"into"a"new"idea"and"making"it"
a"well^spread"practice."This"process"is"about"the"creation"of"new"possibilities"by"integrating"
different"levels"and"types"of"knowledge.""
"
Today"organisations"can"take"different"approaches"to"innovate."Typically,"they"tend"to"either"
work" closely" or" openly." In" a" closed" approach," an" organisation" relies" on" its" existing"
competences" and" knowledge" to" develop" new" ideas." Such" organisations"work" internally" to"
exploit" old" innovations" and/or"explore" new" innovations." They" urge" on" keeping" their" ideas"
within" their" boundaries" and" avoid" any" outside" communication" at" all" costs." They" do" so"
conjecturing"that"it"gives"them"a"competitive"advantage"(Knott,"2018)."
"
Throughout"history,"many"organisations"have"shown"examples"of"how"they"are" starting" to"
open"up"and"share"their"ideas"with"the"world."For"instance,"in"the"beginning"of"the"Georgian"
era," different" countries"wanted" to" dominate" the" seas." As" a" result," the" British" government"
offered" an" award" for" anyone" that"was" able" to" come" up"with" a"method" to" determine" the"
longitude" of" a" ship." Using" crowdsourcing," it"managed" to" broaden" its" knowledge" base" and"
develop"such"a"method"before"any"other"country."(Dunn,"2014)""
"
As"time"has"passed,"more"and"more"organisations"have"become"drawn"to"the"idea"of"opening"
up" their" boundaries." Taking" an" open" approach" to" innovation" implies" being" less" afraid" of"
exploring" the" unknown" and" sharing" one’s" knowledge" with" organisations," customers,"
universities"etc."Open"innovation"is"the"process"that"an"organisation"uses"to"allow"ideas"and"
experiences"to"flow"through"external"and"internal"sources."Unlike"in"closed"innovation,"these"
organisations" rely" not" only" on" their" R&D" departments" but" also" on" the" knowledge" and"
competencies"found"throughout"their"networks."
"
"

& &
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1.2&Problem&Formulation&
Organisations"use"open" innovation" to" innovate" incrementally" or" radically" and" thus" gain"or"
maintain"a"competitive"advantage."They"can"be"prone"to"developing"their"ideas"internally"and"
may" therefore" face" problems" when" opening" up" their" organisational" boundaries." Open"
innovation,"however;"entails"complex"networks"both"within"and"outside"of"an"organisation."
Organisations"can" face"problems" in" letting" ideas" flow"throughout" these"complex"networks,"
and"thus"unconsciously"restrict"their" innovation"process."They"can"be"unaware"that"certain"
key" behavioural" roles" can" enable" ideas" to" flow" better" and" thus" unrestrain" the" innovation"
process."Key"behavioural"role"refers"to"the"behaviour"of"an"employee."It"can"be"a"formal"or"an"
informal"form.""Mapping"the"underlying"complexity"of"open"innovation,"in"terms"of"the"key"
behavioural"roles"and"networks"involved,"is"thus"of"interest."

1.2.1!Purpose!

The"purpose"of"this"study"is"to:"
^! Investigate"the"challenges"and"success"factors"that"organisations"should"be"aware"of"

when"applying"open"innovation"
^! Investigate" and" analyse" the" existing" key" networks" and" key" behavioural" roles" of"

organisations"that"apply"open"innovation"

1.2.2!Research!Question(s)!

The"research"questions"that"will"be"answered"in"this"thesis"are:"
^! What"are"the"challenges"that"arise"when"organisations"apply"open"innovation?"
^! What"success"factors"are"important"when"organisations"apply"open"innovation?"
^! What"are"the"required"key"networks"for"organisations"that"apply"open"innovation?"
^! What" are" the" required" key" behavioural" roles" for" organisations" that" apply" open"

innovation?"

" &
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1.3&Delimitations&
In"the"thesis,"open"innovation"is"defined"as"the"process"that"an"organisation"uses"to"allow"ideas"
and"experiences"to"flow"through"external"and"internal"sources."The"thesis"preliminarily"focuses"
on" the" key" behavioural" roles" and" networks" that" transpire" when" a" company" applies" open"
innovation." More" precisely," in" terms" of" open" innovation," it" has" been" delimited" to"
collaborations"of"private"organisations"both"with"the"private"and"public"sector."That"is," less"
emphasis" is" held" on" areas" that" include" the" opinions" and" ideas" of" the" public" (such" as"
crowdsourcing"and"open"software).""
"
The" aim" of" the" thesis" is" to" find" how" large# and" established# companies" work" with" open"
innovation" globally." The" European" Commission" (2005)" defines" small" and" medium^sized"
enterprises" (SMEs)"as"companies"with" less" than"250"employees."A" large"company" is" thus"a"
company"with"more"than"250"employees."The"adjective"established"is"described"by"Oxford"as"
being"“respected#or#given#official#status”"due"to"having"“existed#or#been#used#for#a#long#time”."
A" large" and"established" company" thereby" implies" a" respected" company"of"more" than"250"
employees"that"has"existed"for"a"long"time."
"
Most"of"the"respondents"were"located"in"Sweden"and"would"thus"provide"answers"based"on"
how"open"innovation"is"applied"in"a"local"level"(in"Sweden)."Additionally,"despite"efforts"to"find"
international"literature,"most"of"the"literature"used"was"written"by"researchers"based"in"the"
United"States"of"America."This"is"as"the"field"is"not"yet"a"well^researched"topic"on"a"global"scale."
" "
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1.4&Sustainability&Aspects&
Sustainable"development"is"defined"as"the"“development"that"meets"the"needs"of"the"present"
without"compromising"the"ability"of"future"generations"to"meet"their"own"needs”"(Brundtland,"
1987,"p."37)." This" term" is"often"divided" into" the" three"dimensions"of" social," economic"and"
environmental" sustainability."While" social" sustainability" involves" the" health" of" people" and"
touches"on"subjects"such"as"gender"equality,"poverty"and"healthcare,"economic"sustainability"
relates"to"fulfiling"the"demands"of"the"people,"without"compromising"their"living"conditions."
Environmental"sustainability"concerns"protecting"the"environment"and"natural"resources,"for"
instance"by"minimising"the"carbon"emissions."(Muralikrishna"&"Manickam,"2017)"
"
By"including"more"parties"and"thus"diverse"sets"of"views,"open"innovation"and"collaboration"
can"evoke"a"broader"perspective"and"a"wider"set"of"competencies." In"such"a"way,"applying"
open" innovation" allows" organisations" to" develop" products" or" solutions" that" align"with" the"
needs"of"the"customer,"thereby"fulfiling"the"dimension"of"economic"sustainability."Working"
together"will"also"cause"these"products"or"solutions"to"be"developed:"in"a"shorter"time"period"
and"using" less"natural" resources,"consequently" improving" the"dimensions"of"economic"and"
environmental"sustainability."This"will"in"turn"yield"lower"costs"for"those"parties"involved."
"
Open"innovation"can"also"be"used"to"develop"different"solutions"for"the"public"welfare."In"such"
cases,"solutions"are"not"developed"for"the"economic"benefits"of"organisations"(even"if"they"
can"sometimes" follow)"but" to" improve"the" living"standard"of" the"public." I.e."solutions" from"
open" innovation" can" improve" social" sustainability." Following" such" collaborations,"
organisations"are"more"likely"to"gain"better"reputations"and"likeability"from"the"public."This"
enhances"their"chances"of"being"chosen"as"potential"partners"by"other"organisations."It"also"
attracts"more"customers"to"purchase"their"products"or"use"their"solutions,"thereby"improving"
economic"sustainability."
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2. Literature Review 
In# this# chapter,# previous# research# and# concepts# related# to:# innovation,# open# and# closed#

innovation,# diffusion# of# innovation,# knowledge# management# and# network# analysis# are#

thoroughly#described.#The#theoretical#framework#(the#Adaptive#Space#model)#used#in#this#thesis#

is#also#presented.#

"
OI" involves"sharing"knowledge"across"multiple"organisations."Therefore,"to"obtain"a"deeper"
understanding"of"the"subject,"the"topic"of"knowledge"and"idea"sharing"is"researched."Diffusion"
of"Innovation"(Rogers,"1983)"is"presented"to"refer"to"how"ideas"and"knowledge"can"be"shared"
while"Knowledge"Management"(e.g."Bessant"&"Tidd,"2013;"Baets,"2005;"Nonaka"&"Takeuchi,"
2005;"Bergeron,"2003;"Dalkir,"2005;"Mothe"&"Foray,"2001)"is"included"to"cover"what"type"of"
knowledge,"and"with"which"prerequisites" it," can"be" shared." SNA" (e.g."Cross"et"al.," 2003)" is"
included"to"refer"to"the"informal"and"formal"networks"that"exist"within"an"organisation."The"
Adaptive"Space"model" is" researched"as" it" concerns"both" roles"and"networks"as"well"as" the"
connection"between"these.""

2.1&Innovation&&
The"word"innovation"originates"from"the"Latin"word"“innovare”."It"stems"from"the"words"“in”"
(into)"and"“novare”"(new),"which"combined"imply"the"creation"of"something"new"(Bessant"&"
Tidd,"2011)."Innovation"has"always"been"a"part"of"our"history"and"has"been"a"force"that"has"
driven"humanity"to"develop."From"Thomas"Edison’s"lightbulb"to"Mark"Zuckerberg’s"Facebook,"
innovation" has" been" and" is" still" about" “spotting”" opportunities," seeing" connections" and"
exploiting"these."Johnson"(2010)"explains"that"these"connections"and"opportunities"are"ideas"
that"are"generated"from"a"network"of"thousands"of"neurons"in"the"brain"working"together"in"
sync"for"the"first"time."When"viewing"ideas"as"products"of"different"neural"networks"syncing"
up"and"collaborate," two" important"aspects"become"clear:" the"size"and"the"flexibility"of" the"
network."This"implies"that"in"order"for"the"network"to"be"functional,"it"needs"to"have"a"large"
number"of"neural"connections"as"well"as"being"able"to"adopt"new"configurations."
""
There"is"a"distinct"difference"between"the"words"innovation"and"invention"and"these"words"
should"not"be"used"synonymously."Invention"is"simply"put"the"formation"of"good"ideas,"while"
innovation"implies"the"creation"of"these"ideas"and"making"them"function"in"a"technical"and"
commercial"sense."Innovation"is"therefore"an"invention"that"has"come"to"life."(Bessant"&"Tidd,"
2013)"
"
Innovation"takes"both"the"element"that"is"about"to"change"and"the"action(s)"that"are"required"
for"the"change"in"consideration."Reduced"to"four"dimensions,"innovation"can"be"in"the"form"of"
a:"Product,"Process,"Position" and"Paradigm."Product# innovation" connotes" change(s)" in" the"
offering"of"an"organisation."Process#innovation"refers"to"change(s)"in"the"way"the"offering"is"
created"and"delivered."Position#innovation"implies"change(s)"in"the"context"within"which"the"
offering"is"introduced."Lastly,"Paradigm#innovation"entails"change(s)"in"the"business"model"of"
an"organisation"(Bessant"&"Tidd,"2011)."
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Innovation"can"either"be"small"and"incremental"improvements"or"major"and"radical"changes"
in"the"technological"state"of"the"art."Discovering"new"possibilities"in"technology"and"exploiting"
them" are" ways" for" radical" innovation" to" transpire." Such" innovation" disrupts" and" replaces"
existing"systems"or"processes"with"something"new"and" transforms" the"use"of" them."These"
innovations"can"sometimes"go"as"far"as"changing"the"basis"of"society."Take"for"example"today’s"
communication" technologies:" they" changed" the" way" we" get" our" information," how" we"
communicate"and"the"basis"of"our"social"networks"(Bessant"&"Tidd,"2013).""
"
Incremental" changes" to" a" company’s" already" existing" offering," processes" or" methods" are"
important" for" organisations" to" differentiate" their" products" on" the" market." This" type" of"
innovation" is" more" common" and" is" driven" by" the" improvement" of" existing" technologies,"
processes"etc."It"builds"on"existing"knowledge"within"established"infrastructures"and"does"not"
challenge"underlying"systems,"strategies"or"assumptions"(Trauffler"&"Tschirky,"2007)."
"
Bessant"&"Tidd"(2013)"generalise"the"phases"of"the"innovation"process"as"Searching,"Selecting,"
Implementing" and"Capturing" value," see"Figure"2.1^1." In" the" searching"and" selecting"phase,"
different" sources" (both" external" and" internal)" are" scanned" through" to" find" multiple"
opportunities" for" the"organisation" to"benefit" from." Later"on," the" idea" that" is" analysed"and"
identified"as"the"best"is"chosen"to"be"developed."In"the"implementation"phase,"the"selected"
idea"is"developed,"tested"and"made"possible"to"launch"into"external"or"internal"markets."Lastly,"
in"the"capturing"value"phase,"the"organisation"markets"and"launches"the"innovation"in"order"
to"benefit"from"it."
"

"
Figure!2.1)1."An"illustration"of"the"stages"in"an"innovation"process."

2.1.1!Closed!Innovation!

While"the"word"innovation"began"being"used"in"discourse"as"early"as"in"the"beginning"of"the"
1200th"century"(Godin,"2015),"humans"had"been"innovating"long"before"that."To"exemplify,"
the"domestication"of"the"horse"has"been"traced"to"have"begun"approximately"5"500"years"ago"
(Andrews,"2012)."Innovations"have"emerged"in"both"individual"as"well"as"collective"settings.""
More"than"a"thousand"ideas"were"patented"by"Thomas"Edison"and"the"(first)"groundbreaking"
iPhone"was"launched"by"the"successful"company"Apple"(Tidd"&"Bessant,"2013)."
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#“If#you#want#something#done#right,#you’ve#got#to#do#it#yourself”#H#CharlesHGuillaume#Étienne"
"
Researchers" claim" that" organisations" have" always" been" partly" open" and" partly" closed."
However,"indications"exist"suggesting"that"organisations’"overall"way"of"using"knowledge"and"
innovating" has" changed"merely" over" the" past" few" decades." The" trend" has" deviated" from"
innovating"closely"to"doing"it"more"openly."
"
Between"the"1980s"to"the"2000s,"organisations"tended"to"follow"a"closed"innovation"paradigm"
(i.e." pattern)." Firms"wanted" to"manage" their" innovation" processes" independently,"without"
receiving"any"help"or" input" from"the"outside"of" their" sturdy"and" impermeable"boundaries."
Coase"(1937)"argued"that"firms"worked"this"way"to"minimise"their"transaction"costs"(e.g."costs"
related" to" searching" for" information" or" minimising" risks)" (Remneland," 2010)." Intellectual"
properties"(IP),"assets"protected"by"patents"and"copyrights,"were"used"to"exclude"other"firms"
from"using"one’s"ideas"or"technologies."Emphasis"was"placed"on"working"internally,"much"in"
silos"and" secrecy" (Chesbrough,"2003)." " Every" idea" that"was"used"originated" from,"and"was"
developed,"within"the"walls"of"the"firm."This"led"to"firms"becoming"vertically"integrated"and"
highly"specialised"in"their"domains."Being"self^reliant"and"maintaining"control"over"one’s"entire"
supply^"and"value"chains"was"a"way"for"firms"to"guarantee"the"customer"products"that"met"
their"expected"level"of"quality"and"capabilities"(Chesbrough,"2003).""
"
Organisations"with" the"closed" innovation"paradigm"believed" that" they"possessed" the"“best"
people”"whom,"with"the"best"equipment,"would"yield"new"innovations"(Remneland,"2010)."If"
an"organisation"did"not"consider" itself"to"have"the"best"employees," it"would"strive"towards"
finding" and"hiring" them" (Chesbrough," 2006)."A" tendency"would"be" to" experience" the"Not^
Invented^Here" (NIH)"syndrome." It"pertains" to"how"organisations"can"question"and"degrade"
information"and"ideas"that"do"not"derive"from"within."This"type"of"attitude"to"the"unknown"
was"documented"by"Katz"and"Allen"in"1985"and"can"for"example"arise"in"the"organisational"
structure,"reward"systems"or"channels"of"communication"(Lakemond"&"Tell,"2016)."
"
To" illustrate" the" closed" innovation" paradigm," Chesbrough" (2003;" 2006)" compares" the"
innovation"process"with"a"funnel."This"can"be"seen"in"Figure"2.1^2."From"it,"one"can"observe"
how"an"organisation"manages"its"innovation"process"by"initiating"a"fraction"of"its"own"ideas"
into"projects."These"are"further"researched"on"and"filtered,"so"that"some"are"discarded"while"
others" proceed" to" being" developed." Once" developed," the" ideas" have" been" transformed,"
packaged"and"presented"as"products"on"the"market."
"
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"
Figure!2.1)2."The"Closed"Innovation"model"(Chesbrough,"2006,"p."3)."

"
With"the"above"circumstances"in"mind,"the"key"to"success"lied"in"having"a"so"called"Red"Ocean"
strategy."This"implies"that"one"1."aims"for"differentiation"from"other"firms"or"low"cost"and"2."
competes" in" the" current" market." In" other" words," organisations" stressed" on" being" first" to"
market." They"would" take"matter" into"own"hands"by"producing"whatever" components" that"
were"required"to"manufacture"the"products"they"were"to"offer"(Chesbrough,"2003)."(Bessant"
&"Tidd,"2013)""
"
Bell"Laboratories"of"AT&T"and"Palo"Alto"Research"Center"(PARC)"of"Xerox"are"typical"examples"
showing"the"closed"attitudes"that"established"and"traditional"companies"have"had."Sony"and"
Philips" are" additional" examples" of" companies" having" used" such" strategies." Both" used" an"
internal"focus"when"striving"for"their"versions"of"the"digital"amplifier"to"become"the"dominant"
design."(Chesbrough,"2006)"
!
While"using"control"to"innovate"was"fitting"and"certainly"helpful"during"its"period,"things"were"
to"change"in"the"2000s."This"would"be"as"a"result"of"certain"societal"and"technological"factors"
that"were"to"emerge.""

2.1.2!Open!Innovation"
"“Not#all#the#smart#people#work#for#you”#H#Bill#Joy"

"
In"the"20th"century"people"started"moving"more"between"jobs."With"the"Generation"Y"having"
higher"demands" in" life," it" tended"to"consistently"be" in" the"search" for" something"better."As"
people"began" jumping" from" job" to" job," they"were" also" taking" their" knowledge"with" them,"
making"it"more"difficult"for"companies"to"maintain"and"oversee"the"knowledge"they"had"from"
within."In"addition,"the"IT^wave"and"the"revolutionary"internet"swept"over"in"the"‘80s,"enabling"
a" simplified" means" of" communication" for" all." Using" the" computer" and" mobile" phone" to"
exchange"words"opened"up"an"economical"and"new"way"for"organisations"to"hear"from"and"
be"in"touch"with"the"public,"composed"of"both"current"and"potential"customers."
"
" "
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Towards"the"century"shift"the"society"also"began"changing."Consumers"were"no"longer"blindly"
buying"what"the"media"and"advertisements"were"presenting"them,"without"questioning"if"they"
really"needed"it"firsthand."People"started"focusing"on"what"they"wanted"to"have"(the"demand)"
rather"than"on"what"was"available"for"them"(the"supply)."They"also"became"more"impatient,"
pressuring" companies" to" put" new"products" to"market" faster." The"way" in"which" the" public"
changed"and"became"after"the"industrialism"became"referred"to"as"the"Network"society"by"
sociologist"Manuel"Castells"in"1996."The"above"mentioned"technological"advancements"as"well"
as"cultural"and"societal"changes"began"challenging"the"mentality"of"traditional"firms."It"was"no"
longer" fitting" for" them"to"believe"that" they"could"do"everything"themselves."An" innovation"
paradigm"shift"was"on"its"way."(Remneland,"2010)"
"
Open"innovation"(OI)"became"the"alternative"way"for"an"organisation"to"stimulate"innovation."
Like"other"terms,"this"concept"has"been"given"many"definitions."One"of"the"most"common"ones"
is"by"Henry"Chesbrough,"who"coined"the"word"in"2003."It"goes"as"follows:"
"

“The#use#of#purposive#inflows#and#outflows#of#knowledge#to#accelerate#internal#innovation,#and#expand#the#

markets#for#external#use#of#innovation,#respectively.”#H#Henry#Chesbrough#(2006,#p.#1)"
"
Here"it"is"believed"that"knowledge"and"ideas"lay"both"in^"and"outside"of"the"firm."This"is"as"it"is"
assumed"that"the"smart"people,"who"come"up"with"these"ideas,"are"and"are"not"working"within"
the"company."Shortly"put,"in"OI,"ideas"can"be"born"and"packaged"in^"and"outside"of"the"firm"
(Chesbrough,"2003)."Thus"in"this"paradigm,"the"boundaries"between"firms"and"the"surrounding"
environment"are"in"more"of"a"dissolved"and"permeable"form."Companies"with"this"attitude"
therefore" open" up" part(s)" of" their" innovation" processes" to" external" stakeholders." Such"
stakeholders"can"be"everything"from"specialised"suppliers,"universities"or"research"institutes,"
to" recent" startups" or" long^time" rival" competitors." Even" consumers" and" customers" can" be"
included"to"add"value"to"the"value"chain.""
"
The"point"of"OI"is"to"break"away"the"internal"focus"from"some"parts"of"the"value"chain"and"in"
turn"place"that"focus"on"parts"that"go"more"hand"in"hand"with"the"business"model"(i.e."parts"
that" add" more" value)." Companies" actively" go" past" their" boundaries" to" access" ideas" and"
resources"that"fit"with"their"business"models."They"also"do"so"to"sell"those"that"do"not"fit"them."
Innovation"happens"according"to"the"business"model."The"business"model"decides"what"stays"
and"what"goes."
"
As"briefly"touched"upon,"the"IT"development"has"assisted"organisations"to"innovate"openly."
Not"only"has"it"helped"them"to"communicate"more"with"lead^users"and"thus"get"an"idea"of"
what"step"to"take"next,"but" it"has"also"helped"them"to"easily"access"an" immense"source"of"
knowledge" deriving" from" scientific" databases," articles" etc." In" OI," knowledge" is" considered"
distributed."(Chesbrough,"2003)"
"
" "
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Open"innovation"is"all"about"sharing"ideas,"knowledge"and"resources."It" is"about"giving"and"
taking."It"is"not"about"inventing"the"best"idea"but"more"so"about"being"strategic"on"which"idea"
to"use"and"why."A"misconception"is"that"OI"merely"concerns"working"externally,"when"it"in"fact"
is"related"to"both"the"internal"and"external"aspects."That"is,"it"is"just"as"much"about"internal"
knowledge"made"from"within"as"it"is"about"finding"external"knowledge"from"the"outside."The"
R&D^function" and" core" competencies" that" give" an" organisation" a" competitive" advantage"
should"thereby"not"be"forgotten"(Chesbrough,"2003)."
"
Another"misconception" is" that" open" innovation" is" equivalent" to"merely" accessing" external"
resources."It"is"as"important"to"discard"of,"outlicense"or"sell"ideas"that"are"not"in"line"with"the"
business"model."Many"companies"continue"to"develop"ideas"that"are"not"relevant"for"them"
and" then" aggravate" their" situations" even" further" by" patenting" these." In" fact," having"more"
patents"does"not"necessarily" imply"a"higher" level"of" innovation"(Graham"&"Mowery,"2006)."
Patents"“lying"to"dust"on"shelves”"do"not"generate"any"value"and"should"in"consequence"be"
sold"(Rivette"&"Kline,"2000)."Unlike"closed"innovation,"in"open"innovation"IP"is"a"helping"tool"
used"to"profit"from"outer"parties"using"one’s"solutions"instead"of"having"no"one"using"them"
(Chesbrough,"2006)."In"OI,"R&D"spillover"is"thus"viewed"as"an"opportunity"rather"than"a"cost."
"
Similarly"to"cross"functional"teams"(CFTs),"open"innovation"is"also"a"way"to"combine"employees"
that"have"different"sets"of"skills,"experiences"and"perspectives."Companies"that"use"OI,"in"the"
sense"of"partnering"up"with"other"parties"to"innovate"collaboratively,"do"so"to"obtain"a"broader"
range"of"people."This"is"thought"to"contribute"to"more"creativity."Johansson"(2017)"refers"to"
this"intersection"of"concepts"and"disciplines"as"the"Medici#effect"and"suggests"that"it"is"at"those"
points"where"ideas"are"born"and"innovation"occurs."Similarly,"Page"(2007)"claims"that"diversity"
leads"to"better"decision"making"and"more"creative"ideas"which"in"turn"create"better"groups."
Enberg" (2016),"on" the" contrary," explains" that"when"competing" companies" collaborate," the"
knowledge" integration" process" is" simplified" due" to" similar," and" possibly" overlapping,"
knowledge"bases."A"common"framework"used"when"distinct"parties"are"in"collaboration"is"the"
Triple#helix"by"Henry"Etzkowitz" (2005)." It"explains" the" interactions"of"when" the" three"main"
components"universities,"industries"and"public"authorities"are"in"co^operation."
""
While"OI"could"be"seen"to"offer"more"opportunities"than"closed"innovation,"given"that"it"yields"
a"larger"pool"of"ideas,"it"still"comes"with"some"risks."A"company"could"expose"too"much"or"too"
detailed"goals"and"ideas,"enabling"other"actors"to"make"use"of"these"and"surpass"its"offerings."
Finding"a"balance"and"knowing"what"to"share"and"what"not"to"can"be"found"difficult."To"avoid"
worries," some" companies" prefer" to" use" IP" as" a" way" of" protection." If" a" balance" between"
openness"and"closeness"is"not"found,"tensions"can"grow"and"people"involved"can"criticise"the"
choice"of"innovation"paradigm"(Remneland,"2010)."
"
" "
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Compared"to"the"closed"innovation"model,"one"can"from"the"open"innovation"model"observe"
how"it"encompasses"more"than"one"way"for"ideas"to"enter"and"leave"the"innovation"process,"
see"Figure"2.1^3."In"this"process,"false#positives"(ideas"that"initially"seemed"promising"but"later"
are"not)"are"more"effortlessly"filtered."Meanwhile"false#negatives"(ideas"that"initially"seemed"
inadequate"or"deficient"but"later"proved"to"be"the"opposite)"can"be"absorbed"along"the"way"
(Chesbrough,"2003)."Thus,"compared"to"in"closed"innovation,"false"negatives"can"in"OI"produce"
positive" results" when" developed" in" a" new" context" (i.e." in" collaboration" or" when" sold)" or"
proposed"to"a"new"market."Classic"examples"of"companies"known"to"use"open"innovation"are"
International"Business"Machines"(IBM),"Intel,"Procter"&"Gamble"(P&G)"and"Texas"Instruments"
(TI)"(Chesbrough,"2006)."
"

"
Figure!2.1)3."The"Open"Innovation"model"(Chesbrough,"2006,"p.3)."
#

Categorisation#of#Open#Innovation#

Open"innovation"has"been"categorised"by"many"researchers"to"simplify"the"paths"in"which"the"
knowledge"flows."While"the"names"may"vary,"(e.g."inside^out"vs"outside^in"(Gassman"&"Enkel,"
2004)," exploitation" vs" exploration," inbound^" vs" outbound" open" innovation)," most" of" the"
categories"seem"to"somewhat"align."For"instance,"the"outside^in"archetype"concerns"bringing"
in" external" ideas" through" stakeholders" like" suppliers" and" customers" (e.g." in^licensing" and"
crowdsourcing),"while"inside^out"relates"to"exposing"internal"ideas"to"them"(out^licensing"and"
selling"patents)."Moreover,"the"inbound"and"outbound"classifications"are"further"categorised"
depending" on" whether" the" knowledge" sharing/obtaining" involves" a" financial" exchange"
(pecuniary)" or" an" indirect" benefit" (non^pecuniary):" acquiring" and" selling" or" sourcing" and"
revealing."
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While"the"benefits"of"OI"seem"staggering,"dilemmas"can"arise"when"attempting"to"implement"
it."During"collaborations"between"stakeholders,"the"leadership"is"often"executed"by"a"group"of"
people."This"can"call"for"issues"such"as"expectations"in"the"leaders"leading"the"collaboration"
like"any"other"project."The" leaders"are" suddenly"expected" to"have" responsibility"over"both"
people"and"resources"from"beyond"their"organisation."Subordinates"might"become"confused"
over"what"roles"and"responsibilities"they"now"have,"and"turn"to"their"superiors"for"guidance,"
whom"might"be"just"as"confused."In"effect,"in"successful"implementations"informal"leaders"are"
often"present."These"take"such"roles"due"to"having"technological"or"social"skills."In"her"study"
that"lasted"for"four"years,"Yström"(2016)"managed"to"identify"five"examples"of"how"leaders"of"
OI"act"during"innovation"collaborations."These"were:"building#identity,"nurturing#coHoperation#
spirit,"nurturing#partner#relations,"sensemaking#&#sensegiving"and"political#manoeuvring."To"
add" onto" this," Remneland" &" Wikhamn" (2016)" argue" that" a" new" type" of" leadership" and"
organisation"culture"as"well"as"a"will"to"change"is"required"in"order"to"open"up"an"innovation"
process."(Yström,"2016)""
"
Since"its"first"use"in"the"early"2000s,"open"innovation"has"become"a"practice"that"companies"
intend"to"follow."A"quick"search"in"databases"like"Scopus"or"web"search"engines"like"Google"
Scholar"show"thousands"and"millions"of"search"results"on"the"topic"respectively."While"it"was"
initially"used"in"the"context"of"ICT,"OI"is"applicable"in"all"industries"and"sectors,"despite"the"size"
and"age"of"an"organisation."Today,"large"companies"often"have"more"difficulties"in"applying"OI"
as"it"requires"changing"ways"of"working"and"making"strategic"decisions"(Remneland,"2010)."On"
the" contrary," younger" companies"as"well" as" startups"have"a" tendency" to"go" towards"open"
innovation"making"(Chesbrough,"2003)."
"
In"present^day,"companies"do"not"only"have"innovation"managers"but"some"even"have"open"
innovation" managers." These" are" responsible" to" drive" the" topic" of" OI" in" their" respective"
company." They" offer" training" to" other" managers" and" create" a" space" for" scientists" and"
researchers"to"connect"with"outside"parties"such"as"universities."Open"innovation"managers"
have" typically" worked" for" their" companies" for" many" years," thus" being" more" than" well"
acquainted"with"the"business"model"they"entail"(Vanhaverbeke"et#al.,"2017)."Moreover,"online"
communities"on"OI"are"available"for"everyone"and"lectures"as"well"as"seminars"are"given"at"
institutions" on" the" topic." Despite" these" signs" of" efforts,"many" companies" in" countries" like"
Sweden"are"not"as"practically"engaged"in"the"topic"as"they"are"theoretically"(Jungstedt,"2015)."
The"reason"seems"to"lie"in"a"lack"of"systematic"processes"to"handle"OI."
"
Today" the" term" open" innovation" is" often" confused" with" concepts" like" collaboration," co^
creation"and"open"software."These"are"not"to"be"used"interchangeably."OI"does"not"always"
imply"two"companies"collaborating,"nor"does"it"connote"that"everyone"should"have"free"access"
to"everything" (like"open" software"does)."While" these"words" can"be" related"and" somewhat"
overlap,"they"all"have"their"separate"meaning"and"must"be"used"with"caution."""""""" "
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2.2&Knowledge&Management&
OI"is"essentially"organisations"opening"up"their"boundaries,"partially"by"sharing"and"taking"part"
of"new"knowledge"sets."The"combination"of"different"knowledge"sets"between"organisational"
networks"gives"possibilities"for" innovations"to"flourish"and"shortens"the" innovation"process"
(Bessant"&"Tidd,"2013)."Knowledge"management"theory"can"help"answer"the"question"on"what"
challenges"and"success"factors"exist"in"relation"to"OI.""
"
Knowledge"can"take"different"forms"within"the"organisation,"it"can"either"be"explicit"or"tacit."
Explicit"knowledge" is"codified"and"can"easily"be"articulated"and"accessed."Tacit"knowledge,"
however;"is"known"about"but"is"neither"easily"codified"nor"accessed."These"knowledge"sets"are"
acquired" from" different" life" experiences" or" from" made" studies," and" can" therefore" be"
subjective."Weaving"such"different"knowledge"sets"in"the"intricate"organisational"network"is"
therefore"an"inevitable"process"when"managing"innovation."(Bessant"&"Tidd,"2013)""
"
Throughout"history,"humankind"has"been"passing"down"its"knowledge"and"wisdom"to"younger"
generations." Cumulating" knowledge" in" organisations" has" been" a" way" to" gain" competitive"
advantage," maximise" profit," effectivise" processes" and" maintain" good" customer" relations."
However,"during"the"industrial"revolution"only"the"managers"would"have"access"to"the"existing"
knowledge"within"the"firm."The"production"equipment"then"used"would"provide"the"sufficient"
structural" memory" needed" to" perform" a" task" (Bergeron," 2003)." Today," there" is" a" rapid"
transition"into"becoming"a"knowledge"society,"where"knowledge"that"is"important"to"a"society"
is"generated,"shared"and"made"available"to"all"the"members."This"is"a"result"of"products"having"
high"development"costs"but"rather"low"production"costs."For"example,"for"organisations"that"
sell" softwares," the" cost" of" the" development" is"marginally" higher" than" the" cost" of" creating"
copies"of"them"(Baets,"2005)."
"
“In#an#economy#where#the#only#certainty#is#uncertainty,#the#one#sure#source#of#lasting#competitive#advantage#is#

knowledge”#H"Ikujiro"Nonaka"(1995)#

"
In" order" to" understand" knowledge" management" theory," the" difference" between" data,"
information"and"knowledge"needs"to"be"clarified."Data"is"numerical"quantities"and"can"come"
from"different"sources"such"as"observations"and"experiments."Information"is"a"collection"of"
explained"and" interpreted"data." Lastly,"knowledge" is" the"understanding"of" information"put"
into"a"context."(Bergeron,"2003)"
""
Dalkir"(2005)"points"out"that"knowledge"creation"and"diffusion"has"become"an"important"asset"
and" factor" in" gaining" a" competitive" advantage." Knowledge" however;" differs" from" other"
important"assets"of"a"company"as:"

^! It"cannot"be"consumed,"
^! It"is"not"lost"in"transfer,"and"
^! The"ability"to"use"it"is"unusual"despite"the"enormous"existing"amount"of"it.""""

"
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Bergeron"(2003)"defines"knowledge"management"as"a"systematic"strategy"used"to"optimise"
an"organisation."This"is"done"by"selecting"and"communicating"useful"information"flows"that"
improve" the"performance"and"competitiveness"of" the"organisation."Organisations"can" take"
different" approaches" to" manage" their" knowledge." For" instance," they" can" have" certain"
employees"bridging"between"groups"to"share"knowledge"or"they"can"have"formal"systems"that"
in"some"way"store" the"knowledge"of" the"employees."Thereby," through" formal"systems"the"
knowledge"of"a"certain"employee"can"remain"within"the"company"even"if"they"were"to"resign."
In" other" words," knowledge" management" is" an" approach" to" manage" the" IPs" and" other"
information"in"a"beneficial"way"to"the"organisation."It"does"thus"not"have"to"be"limited"to"a"
certain"technology.""
"
Baets" (2005)" explains" that" an" organisation’s" capacity" to" capture," create" and" manage"
knowledge" is"an"essential"key" for" its" success."He"describes"knowledge"management"as" the"
process"of"redefining"company"objectives,"from"short"term"goals"(such"as" increasing"share^
value)"to"long"term"goals"(such"as"creating"a"society"of"knowledge"creating"and"sharing)."With"
the"help"of"the"long^term"goals"that"knowledge"management"can"give,"companies"can"become"
more"focused"on"sustainable"development"and"less"on"pure"growth."It"is"therefore"essential"
for"them"to"have"a" learning"culture"and"seek"continuous" improvements"to"their"processes."
Encouraging"a"learning"culture"results"in"the"gathering"of"ideas"and"solutions"from"multiple"
sources"both"within"and"outside"of"one’s"organisation."This"enables"organisations"to" faster"
adapt"and"improve"their"efficiency.""
"
An"organisation’s"absorptive"capacity"is"its"ability"to"observe,"incorporate"and"eventually"use"
new"information"that"is"acquired"from"external"sources."The"acquisition"of"such"information"
depends" on" the" knowledge" base" and" imagination" of" the" employees" that" have" access" to"
external"sources."This"is"as"external"information"is"maintained"only"when"it"is"seen"as"relevant"
and"valuable."Furthermore,"external"information"that"is"received"from"interactions"with"other"
firms"is"perceived"as"one"of"the"most"important"information"flows"to"organisations."(Mothe"&"
Foray,"2001)"""
"
Dalkir" (2005)" stresses" the" need" of" organisational" leaders" to" work" towards" removing" and"
preventing"barriers"between"departments."He"emphasises"the"benefits"of"sharing"information."
Furthermore," he" explains" that" knowledge" sharing" can" also" be" a" result" of" communities" of"
practice"that"are"formed"around"informal"relationships"and"roles."There"is"therefore"a"need"
for"both"formal"and"informal"systems"in"organisations,"that"neither"stifle"creativity"nor"hinder"
the"availability"of"knowledge." "
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Communities" of" practice" represent" groups" of" people" that" have" a" common" identity" and"
professional"interests,"yet"different"knowledge"sets."The"individuals"in"these"groups"share"their"
resources"and"dynamic"relationships"in"order"to"use"the"shared"knowledge"and"enhance"group"
learning"(Dalkir,"2005)."Tidd"and"Bessant"(2013)"emphasise"the"need"for"deploying"innovation"
scouts," through" communities" of" practice," that" allow" knowledge" to" flow" across" the"
organisational"boundaries."They"explain"that"these"scouts"act"like"“prospectors,#brokers#and#
gatekeepers”"for"the"collection"and"diffusion"of"knowledge"throughout"the"organisation.""
"
One"of"the"most"distinguished"challenges"in"knowledge"management"is"setting"up"appropriate"
rewards"to"motivate"the"workforce"to"share"their"knowledge"amongst"each"other."The"purpose"
of"these"rewards"is"to"encourage"the"employees"to"share"their"knowledge"and"feel"that"they"
are" compensated" for" their" sharing."Moreover," since" knowledge"management" involves" the"
three" aspects" of" people," organisational" culture" and" technology," multiple" challenges" can"
emerge"when"applying"it."These"challenges"typically"stem"from"the"organisation"ignoring"the"
people^" and" culture" issues" and" overemphasising" the" technology" aspect." Lastly," some"
organisations"fail"to"implement"knowledge"management"approaches"since"they"conduct"them"
in"isolation"from"the"business"objectives."(Dalkir,"2005)"

2.2.1!Diffusion!of!Innovation!

In"many"organisations,"a"distinct"gap"exists"between"what"is"known"within"the"organisation,"
the"knowledge"set,"and"how"much"of"this"knowledge"is"used."It"is"often"difficult"to"diffuse"ideas"
and"innovations"between"practitioners,"despite"the"obvious"advantages"of"them."Diffusion"of"
Innovation" Theory" (DOI)," is" one" of" the" oldest" social" science" theories" and" was" originally"
developed"by"Everett"M."Rogers."In"his"theory,"Rogers"(1983)"explains"how"innovations"gain"
momentum"and"popularity"for"practitioners"over"time."Innovation"diffusion"is"the"process"of"
spreading"the"word"about"an" innovation"to"the"members"of"different"social"systems," (over"
time)"resulting"in"innovation"adoption."The"theory"can"be"applicable"in"many"types"of"contexts."
In"this"case,"it"is"applied"in"how"knowledge"and"more"importantly"developed"ideas"are"spread"
within"the"organisation"by"certain"types"of"employees."These"employees"spread"developed"
ideas"to"the"rest"of"the"employees"so"that"they"gain"popularity"and"momentum"and"can"thus"
be" applied" in" practice." These" ideas" can" either" be" applied" to" facilitate" the"workload"of" the"
employees"or"more"typically"to"simplify"the"life"of"the"end"consumer."In"other"words,"in"this"
context,"the"practitioners"are"the"employees."
"
Innovation" is" diffused"with" communication." Rogers" (1983," p.5)" defines" this" as" “a# twoHway#
process#of#convergence”."This"special"type"of"communication"is"characterised"by"the"need"for"
newness" in" the"message"delivered."Newness"does"not"necessarily"mean"new"knowledge;"a"
potential"adopter"may"have"heard"about"the"innovation"without"forming"an"attitude"towards"
it."It"could"just"as"well"be"added"in"forms"of"persuading"the"potential"adopter"of"the"benefits"
of"the"innovation.""
"
"
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Human"communication"and"interactions"are"observed"to"be"more"frequent"between"people"
that"are"similar,"i.e."homophilous."The"similarity"between"people"is"measured"by"the"degree"
of"homophily"through"certain"attributes"such"as"beliefs,"social"status"and"education."A"high"
degree"of"both"physical"and"social"homophily"between"two"individuals"makes"communication"
more"likely"to"happen"and"makes"them"more"prone"to"be"a"part"of"a"homophilous"network."
This"type"of"interaction"is"considered"to"be"more"effective"as"it"is"more"likely"to"generate"more"
knowledge"gains"and"have"a"bigger"effect"on"attitude"formation."This"is"because"of"the"two"
people"involved"having"similar"characteristics"and"sharing"common"understandings."However,"
when"two"people"are"homophilous"and"obtain"the"exact"same"knowledge,"no"diffusion"can"
take"place."Therefore,"Rogers"(1983)"states"in"his"theory"that"the"ideal"situation"for"innovation"
to"diffuse"is"between"two"people"that"are"homophilous"on"all"physical"and"social"levels"except"
on"their"knowledge"regarding"the"innovation."
"
Change#agents"are"people"that"seek"to"influence"social"systems"in"ways"that"are"beneficial"to"
their"agency."These"people"do"so"by"introducing"new"ideas"and"securing"their"adoption."The"
agents" work" as" communication" links" between" potential" adopters" and" a" resource" system/"
change"agency"that"benefits"from"the"diffusion"of"the"innovation."In"order"to"get"a"successful"
and"effective"diffusion,"it"is"crucial"for"the"agents"to"use"their"clientele"as"a"starting"point"when"
selecting"an"innovation"to"diffuse."This"is"as"the"innovation"that"is"getting"diffused"needs"to"
match"the"needs"and"problems"of"the"customers."(Rogers,"1983)"
"
Rogers"(1983)"refers"to"the"degree"by"which"individuals"are"formally"able"to"influence"others"
and"change"their"attitude"towards"new"ideas"as"opinion"leadership."Opinion"leaders"are"often"
used"in"diffusion"programs"as"they"hold"an"important"role"in"their"networks"and"can"be"the"
entrance"through"which"new"innovation"flows"into"their"social"systems."Opinion"leaders"are"
generally"characterised"to"have:"

^! Formal,"relevant"education"
^! Exposure"to"mass"media"channels"
^! Contact"with"change"agents"
^! Big"interpersonal"networks"
^! Higher"hierarchical"status"than"their"followers"
^! Competent"knowledge"about"innovations"

& &
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2.3&Network&Analysis&&&
According"to"Oxford"Dictionaries,"network"analysis"is"defined"as"“[t]he#mathematical#analysis#

of#complex#working#procedures#in#terms#of#a#network#of#related#activities”."Network"analysis"
is"used"in"several"fields"to"discover"links"across"many"networks."More"specifically,"in"the"fields"
of"innovation,"it"is"used"to"analyse"the"social"and"organisational"as"well"as"formal"and"informal"
networks." These" networks" are" links" between" individual" and" organisational" relationships,"
which"exist"both"within"and"outside"of"the"own"organisation."
"
The"network"of"relationships"that"each"individual"has"nested"during"their"lifetime"can"affect"
everything"from"their"health"to"their"career"success."Furthermore,"the"success"of"individuals"
with"high"performance"rates"in"organisations"has"been"associated"with"their"relationships"and"
network"connections"to"different"groups"of"people"(Kilduff"&"Tsai,"2003)."On"the"contrary,"the"
loss"of"well^connected"employees"can"be"devastating"for"organisations."This"is"because"it"does"
not"only"result"in"the"loss"of"important"knowledge"and"experience"but"it"also"disrupts"critical"
informal"networks"and"collaborations"(Ballinger"et"al.,"2011)."

2.3.1!Social!Network!Analysis!

A" social" network" is" a" social" structure" containing" connections," “ties”," between" individuals,"
groups" or" organisations" (also" called" “nodes”)." These" ties" are" made" up" of" one" or" several"
interdependencies,"such"as"friendship,"common"interests,"knowledge,"financial"exchange"and"
kinship." In"social"network"analysis" (SNA)," these"nodes"and"ties"are"mapped"out" in"order" to"
perform"mathematical"analysis"and" receive"a"visual"map"of"human" relationships"and"asset"
flows," such" as" knowledge" (Krebs)." The" analysis" and"maps" are" created" to:" understand" the"
patterns"of"the"relationships,"identify"missing"ties"and"improve"both"communities"as"well"as"
connections"between"groups."(Wasserman"&"Faust,"1994)"
"
SNA"allows"organisations"to"effectively"evaluate"the" information"sharing"that"occurs"within"
their"organisational"network."It"makes"it"possible"for"organisations"to"map"both"formal"and"
informal"networks."Informal"networks"enable"organisations"to:"make"necessary"collaborations"
as" well" as" integrate" strategically" important" groups" and" expertise" that" are" needed" for"
innovation" creation." These" networks" would" otherwise" be" left" unidentified" as" they" are"
generally" not" found" on" any" formal" organisational" chart." By" analysing" the" social" networks,"
organisations"are"able"to"reveal"where"in"the"network"collaboration"is"working"and"where"it"
needs"to"be"improved.""(Cross"et"al.,"2003)"""
"
In"their"book,"Cross"et"al."(2003,"p."7)"categorise"the"reasons"that"managers"decide"to"use"SNA"
into"three"domains:"

1.! Assessing#individual#and#organisational#social#capital#
2.! Ensuring#effective#knowledge#creation#and#sharing#
3.! Analysing#the#extent#to#which#an#organisation’s#informal#structure#supports#strategic#

objectives#

#
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Individual!and!organisational!social!capital!
Organisations" are" showing" more" interest" in" social# capital" (the" connections" between"
individuals,"departments,"organisations"etc.)"and"in"how"this"can"be"beneficial"for"both"them."
With" social" capital" in" mind," SNA" can" help" organisations" in" two" ways." Firstly," it" enables"
organisations" to" X^ray" collaboration" patterns" between" different" employees" and" units."
Visualising"^"otherwise"^"invisible"relationships"make"it"possible"for"managers"and"executives"
to" intervene" where" it" is" needed," in" order" to" improve" the" effectiveness" of" their" groups."
Secondly,"SNA"enables"insight"into"the"health"and"strength"of"an"individual’s"network."Social"
network"analysis"makes"it"possible"to"spot"hidden"biases,"which"can"be"critical"for"managers"
and" executives" in" terms" of" their" decision"making," performance" and" career" advancement."
(Cross"et"al.,"2003)"
"
Effective!knowledge!creation!and!sharing"
One"of"the"most"important"assets"of"an"organisation"is"the"information"and"knowledge"that"
flows"within"it."According"to"the"research"of"Cross"et"al."(2003)"people"are"more"prone"to"learn"
from"other"individuals"in"their"network"than"from"other"information"sources,"such"as"datasets,"
despite"the"oftentimes"large"amount"of"accessible"data."This"is"likely"since"people"in"the"same"
local"group"are"subjectively"more"similar"and"can,"compared"to"an"objective"source,"explain"
the"matter"in"a"more"easily"understandable"way"(as"touched"on"in"section"2.2)."However,"an"
individual" can" only" share" so" much" knowledge" with" other" people" before" they" become"
overloaded." SNA" makes" it" possible" to" identify" who" these" heavily" connected" nodes" (i.e."
overloaded"individuals)"are"within"a"network."These"nodes"could"be"so"densely"loaded"that"
they" become" bottlenecks" in" the" flow" of" information." Addressing" these" points" therefore"
becomes"necessary"in"order"to"improve"the"flow"of"information"and"knowledge."SNA"could"
thus"be"used"as"a"tool"to"manage"the"knowledge"within"an"organisation."(Cross"et"al.,"2003)"
"

“Whom#you#know#often#has#a#great#deal#to#do#with#what#you#know”#H#Cross#et#al.#(2003,#p.#8)"
"
Organisation’s!informal!structure!and!strategic!objectives!
In"a"flat"organisation"structure,"work"is"often"performed"in"formally"made"small"groups,"such"
as" leadership"networks," joint" ventures" and"product"development" initiatives." The"members"
from"these"groups"are"in"turn"informally"connected"to"other"employees"in"the"organisation."
These" members’" informal" connections" often" help" the" groups" perform" their" tasks."
Furthermore,"when"groups" are"disintegrated" from" the" rest" of" the"organisation," a" sense"of"
competition"can"arise"and"problems"can"surface."The"disintegration"and"competition"disrupt"
knowledge"flow"and"collaboration"possibilities"between"different"expertise"(that"can"lie"within"
or" outside" of" the" organisation)." Assessing" these" informal" networks" becomes" thus" of" high"
significance"for"managers"and"executives,"in"order"to"ensure"that"the"company"objectives"are"
followed."SNA"makes"misalignments"with"corporate"objectives"visible"by"visualising"patterns"
of"interaction"and"making"them"actionable."(Cross"et"al.,"2003)"
! !
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2.3.2!Structural!Holes!

An"egocentric"network,"or"an"“ego”," is"a"network"where"a"significant"number"of"nodes"are"
directly" connected" to" a" central" node," see" Figure" 2.3^1." In" an" ego," structural" holes" are" the"
missing"connections"between"two"nodes"in"the"network."In"Figure"2.3^1,"the"open"network"
contains"multiple"structural"holes"whereas"the"closed"network"only"contains"a"few"(Borgatti"
et"al.,"2009)."Research"proposes"that"structural"holes"could"have"both"positive"and"negative"
impacts"on"innovation"(Ahuja,"2000)."
"

" "
Figure!2.3)1."An"illustration"of"an"open"vs."a"closed"egocentric"network."""
"
According" to" the" findings" of" Burt" (1995)," structural" holes" are" beneficial" as" they" allow"
organisations"to"gather"non^redundant" information."He"defines"non^redundant" information"
as"information"that" is"additive"rather"than"overlapping."Burt"(1995)" implies"that"closed"and"
dense"networks"are"inefficient"as"they"return"more"none"diverse"information"in"comparison"
to"open"networks."According"to"Borgatti"et"al."(2009),"structural"holes"make"it"possible"for"egos"
to" pit" other" nodes" against" each" other," in" order" to" gain" a" competitive" advantage." On" the"
contrary,"the"findings"of"Ahuja"(2000)"suggest"that,"in"interorganisational"collaborations,"the"
advantages" of" closed" networks" outweigh" the" disadvantages." Building" trust," reducing"
opportunism"and"developing"the"way"of"collaborating"is"essential"to"establish"a"collaborative"
environment" and" could" improve" the" innovation" output" of" the" organisation." Furthermore,"
Ahuja" (2000)" suggests" that" structural" holes" could," depending" on" the" context," be" either"
beneficial" or" disadvantageous." Closed" networks" are"more" beneficial" for" organisations" that"
strive" to" build" collaborative" environments"while" open" networks" benefit" organisations" that"
need"quick"access"to"diverse"information." "
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2.4&The&Adaptive&Space&Model&
Studies"show"that"within"a"decade,"40%"of"today’s"organisations"will"no"longer"exist"(Arena,"
2018)."Advancements"have"made"the"world"become"much"more"dynamic"rather"than"static"as"
well"as"complex"rather"than"simple,"over"merely"the"past"few"decades"(as"touched"upon"in"
section" 2.1.2)." Alterations" in"manufacturing" and" transportation" contexts" are" allowing" new"
businesses"and"products"to"emerge."Technologies"like"artificial"intelligence"(AI)"are"challenging"
traditional"firms’"ways"of"working"while"ride"services"like"Uber"are"challenging"the"business"
models" of" traditional" taxi" companies." Customers’" needs" are" changing" and" so" are" market"
conditions." Changes" are" happening" everywhere" constantly." These" are" changes" that" all"
organisations,"particularly"large"and"established"ones,"have"to"quickly"and"actively"be"able"to"
adapt" to." These" are" changes" that" demand" organisations" to" be" agile," or" else" they"will" not"
survive."
"
In" 2017," organisational" network" analysis" (ONA)" experts" Rob" Cross" and" Michael" Arena"
developed" a" model" together" with" other" researchers" that," if" implemented," should" give"
organisations"the"agility"they"need"to"react"to"change."The"model"was"the"result"of"hundreds"
of" interviews" with" leaders" from" 20" organisations," the" application" of" ONA" and" the"
accompanying" aim" to" find" the" reason" as" to" why" some" organisations"manage" to" adapt" to"
dynamic" changes" while" others" do" not" (Arena" et" al.," 2017)." A" year" later," Arena" published"
Adaptive# Space," explaining" the" framework" more" in" depth." The" framework" serves" to" help"
organisations"drive"innovation"forward."It"should"be"applied"as"a"way"to"cope"with"the"threat"
of"competitors"as"well"as"disruptions"within" industries."Arena’s" framework" is" comprised"of"
three" networks" and" four" behaviours." These" will" be" explained" down" below." Unless" stated"
otherwise,"section"2.4"is"based"on"Adaptive#Space"by"Arena"(2018)."

2.4.1!Networks!

Traditional"organisations"assume"that"the"environment"is"stable."They"thus"remain"static" in"
their"way"of"working."The"main"concern"for"these"organisations"is"to"be"efficient"(Arena"et"al.,"
2017)"with"their"operations"so"as"to"profit"more."These"incumbent"organisations"work"fast"to"
obtain"short^term"results."Decades"ago"they"did"so"with"conveyors"and"batch"production,"now"
they" do" it" through" data" analytics," automated" systems" and" machine" learning." Traditional"
organisations"manage"and"control"their"activities,"thus"creating"rigid"operational"systems"and"
maximising" profit." Consequently," the" systems" or" structures" of" these" bureaucratic"
organisations"limit"their"potential"to"innovate"(Arena"et"al.,"2017)."
"
In"a"traditional"organisation,"operational"efficiency"is"enabled"using"human#capabilities,"the"
competencies" and" experiences" of" the" employees." The" knowledge" of" the" employees" (see"
section" 2.2)" is" thus" critical" for" organisations" that" value" operational" efficiency." For" such" an"
organisation," talent^" and" performance" management" systems" are" followed" to" fulfil" its"
strategies,"whilst"still"making"the"employees"feel"valued"(as"mentioned"in"section"2.2)."In"short,"
in"a"traditional"organisation,"the"skills"of"the"employees"are"what"is"leveraged."What"matters"
is"what"the"employees"know."(Arena,"2018)" "
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All" organisations" have" an" operational# system" and" entrepreneurial# pockets." An" operational"
system" refers" to" structures" and" activities" that" drive" operational" efficiency," e.g." standards,"
protocols"and"organisational"structures"like"a"hierarchy."For"example,"using"a"formal"system"
for"knowledge"management"could"be"one"of"the"ways"for"an"organisation"to"achieve"a"higher"
efficiency" (see" section" 2.2)." The" operational" system" makes" the" formal" system" of" the"
organisation"(Arena"et"al.,"2017)."Entrepreneurial"pockets"are"the"different"networks,"or"local"
groups," in"which"ideas" lie."For" instance,"an"entrepreneurial"pocket" in"an"organisation"could"
take"the"form"of"an"internal"community"of"practice,"as"mentioned"in"section"2.2."Together,"the"
entrepreneurial"pockets"form"the"informal"system"of"the"organisation"(Arena"et"al.,"2017)."To"
conclude,"all"organisations"follow"some"type"of"rules"in"order"to"function,"while"having"ideas"
resting"in"the"minds"of"their"employees."
"
To"summarise,"established"organisations"have"operational"systems"(formal"systems)"as"well"as"
entrepreneurial"pockets"(informal"systems),"see"Figure"2.4^1."However,"these"two"areas"do"
not" meet" nor" overlap," meaning" that" new" ideas" are" not" formally," and" thus" not" fully,"
implemented"in"the"organisation."Established"organisations"work"fast"but"not"flexibly."They"
prefer"control"over"ambiguity"and"become"locked"into"all"their"fixed"procedures."This"works"
for"traditional"organisations"until"it"does"not."It"works"until"they"are"disrupted"as"a"result"of"
not"adjusting"to"change,"as"a"result"of"not"being"agile."
"

"
Figure!2.4)1."Interpretation"of"an"incumbent"organisation"that"is"not"agile"according"to"Arena"(2018)."Such"an"
organisation"contains"entrepreneurial"pockets"and"an"operational"system."The"outer"circle"represents"the"
boundary"of"the"organisation."
"
Unlike" traditional"organisations," agile"organisations" consider"both"operational"efficiency"as"
well"as"entrepreneurial"ideas."They"aspire"to"work"both"fast"and"smart,"knowing"that"the"world"
is"complex"and"constantly"transforming."These"organisations"take"on"external"pressures"and"
dynamic" changes" as" a" way" to" perform" entrepreneurial" activities," thereby" loosening" and"
modifying"their"operational"systems."They"can"for"instance"sell"a"part"of"their"business,"that"is"
not" of" much" worth" nor" focus," to" save" resources" for" what" they" find" to" be" important" (i.e."
outlicensing,"as"explained"in"2.1.2)."
"
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Agile"organisations"recognise"the"worth"of"the"social#capabilities#(also"called"social"capital"in"
section" 2.3.1)" of" their" employees," the" informal" and" sometimes" hidden" social" connections"
between"them."They"know"that"the"relationships"and"interactions"that"employees"share"are"
just"as"important"as"the"knowledge"they"hold"and"thus"want"to"leverage"these"as"well."In"other"
words,"innovative"organisations"leverage"their"networks"(Arena"et"al.,"2017)."They"attempt"to"
find"a"balance"between"obtaining"results"versus"developing"ideas,"so"that"the"ideas"are"feasible"
enough"to"be"implemented"while"the"operations"are"satisfying"enough"without"jeopardising"
innovation."Agile"organisations"differ"from"traditional"ones"by"impregnating"the"operational"
system"with"ideas"from"the"entrepreneurial"pockets."They"are"made"to"produce"and"adapt;"
they"cannot"be"disrupted.""
"
Like" incumbent" organisations," agile" organisations" have" an" operational" system" as" well" as"
entrepreneurial"pockets."However,"what"differs"is"that"agile"organisations"include"a"third"type"
of"network,"namely"the"adaptive#space."This"is"illustrated"in"Figure"2.4^2."The"adaptive"space"
acts" as" a" bridge" between" the" entrepreneurial" pockets" and" the" organisational" system." This"
network"is"what"distinguishes"an"agile"organisation"from"a"traditional"one.""
"

"
Figure!2.4)2."The"Adaptive"Space"model:"the"three"networks"of"an"agile"organisation,"including"the"adaptive"
space."The"outer"circle"represents"the"boundary"of"the"organisation."(Arena,"2018)"
"
Arena"defines"the"adaptive"space"as"“the#freedom#for#ideas#to#flow#into#and#throughout#an#

organisation”" (2018,"p."8)."This" space" is"what"allows" ideas" to"move"more"easily"across" the"
systems" in" the" organisation" (Arena" et" al.," 2017)." It" is" the" space" in" which" ideas," people,"
resources" and" information" can"meet" to" create" something" new." This" often" occurs" through"
heterogeneous"groups,"distinct"entrepreneurial"pockets,"crossing"paths"and"sparking"creative"
ideas."It"is"where"the"ideas"of"the"employees"are"linked"with"the"operations"of"the"organisation"
(Arena"et"al.,"2017),"so"that"change"can"be"implemented."Arena"(2018)"compares"it"to"the"term"
the"“third"place”,"coined"by"sociologist"Ray"Oldenburg,"who"claims"that"the"home"is"the"first"
place,"the"office"is"the"second"and"the"“hangout”"is"the"third."Arena"explains"that"the"adaptive"
space"is"similar"to"the"third"place"in"that"it"is"where"employees"meet"and"connect"for"social"
purposes."
"
" "
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An"organisation’s"adaptive"space"is"thus"correlated"to"its"absorptive"capacity"(mentioned"in"
section"2.2),"which"is"its"capacity"to"create"something"out"of"the"knowledge"that"it"has"access"
to."Adaptive"space"is"therefore"a"space"in"which"employees"can"learn"and"promotes"a"learning"
culture" in" the" organisation." This" type" of" culture" enables" organisations" to" adapt" faster" to"
changes"and"encourages"different"types"of"people"to"meet"to"make"something"new."Since"the"
adaptive" space" is" the" overlapping" space" between" the" entrepreneurial" pockets" and" the"
operational" system," it" also" meets" the" need" mentioned" by" Dalkir" (2005)." It" enables"
organisations"to"have"both"informal"and"formal"systems,"allowing"it"to"be"creative"while"still"
being"efficient."
"
The"adaptive"space"must"not"be"a"physical,"tangible"and"definite"space"(Arena"et"al.,"2017),"it"
can"just"as"well"take"a"relational"and/or"an"emotional"form."It"is"where"employees,"and"possibly"
outside" individuals" as" well," have" the" freedom" to" exchange" ideas" between" each" other," in"
whatever"means"that"may"be."The"adaptive"space"enables"four"different"types"of"connections"
(discovery,"development,"diffusion"and"disruption)"to"be"built,"which"help"ideas"be"molded"into"
developed"concepts."It"is"in"this"network"that"the"organisation"reacts"to"external"pressures"and"
becomes"agile."The"adaptive"space"can"be"created"in"many"different"formats"(e.g."different"
type"of"events)"and"by"four"distinct"key"network"roles:"the"broker,"the"connector,"the"energiser"
and"the"challenger.!

2.4.2!Roles!

In"this"section,"the"roles"in"the"Adaptive"Space"model"will"be"described."Examples"for"each"role"
will"also"be"provided."
"
2.4.2.1!Brokers"^"Bringing#people#together#to#discover#ideas#
A" broker" is" an" individual" in" the" organisation" who" initiates" the" innovation" process." This" is"
someone"who" looks" for"and"finds"the"brilliant" ideas"that"should"be"further"developed."The"
brokers"are"the"explorers"of"the"organisation."They"can"move"both"internally"and"externally,"
connecting"with"individuals"that"are"based"inside"and"outside"of"the"organisation,"to"find"the"
latest"ideas"and"the"state"of"the"art"technology."(Arena,"2018;"Arena"et"al.,"2017)"
"
Brokers"are"not"only"skilful"in"finding"ideas"but"also"in"building,"or"brokering,"relationships"with"
those"who"possess"these"ideas"(hence"the"term"broker)."They"are"networkers"who"connect"
with"different"local"groups"(Arena"et"al.,"2017)"and"like"so"obtain"a"broader"information"base."
In" such" a" way," a" broker" can:" gain" different" perspectives" from" each" pocket" (e.g." each"
department"in"the"organisation),"recognise"the"conflicting"needs"and"opinions"between"these"
and"work"towards"finding"a"solution"that"satisfies"each"party"involved."This"is"often"achieved"
by"the"broker"challenging"groups"to"go"beyond"their"daily"operation"boundaries,"resulting"in"
creative" thinking." Brokers" understand" that" it" is" at" the" interface" of" different" networks" that"
innovative" ideas"are"triggered"(Arena"et"al.,"2017)."This" is"similar"to"how"innovation"scouts"
(mentioned" in" section" 2.2)" must" go" through" communities" of" practice" to" find" “hidden”"
knowledge."" "
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The"brokers"can"be"described"as"being"translators"or"messengers,"since"they"convey"ideas"and"
information"(like"thoughts,"priorities"and"reasoning)"of,"and"from,"one"group"to"another"(Arena"
et"al.,"2017)."A"broker"does"not"necessarily"have"to"be"the"person"in"the"organisation"with"the"
most"connections,"but"rather"the"one"with"the"ability" to"understand"the"political"dynamics"
within"it."
"
Since" brokers" communicate"with" different" groups" to" collect" ideas," they" correspond" to" the"
central"nodes"in"an"open"egocentric"network"(introduced"in"section"2.3.2),"see"Figure"2.4^3."
Meanwhile,"those"that"they"network"with"are"the"nodes"within"such"a"network."In"this"context,"
structural"holes"exist"since"these"groups"often"do"not"know,"and"lack"connections"with,"each"
other."
"

"
Figure!2.4)3."A"diagram"of"a"social"network,"illustrating"how"a"broker"networks"with"different"groups."(Interpreted"
from"the"work"by"Arena"et"al."(2017))""
"

In"bridging"heterogeneous"groups,"the"connections"that"a"broker"builds"become"vital"for"the"
organisation"to"be"able"to"innovate"(Arena"et"al.,"2017)."Studies"have"shown"that"when"brokers"
leave"a"company,"critical"connections"are"lost"and"its"innovation"rate"decreases"(Arena"et"al.,"
2017)."This"loss"of"connections"can"be"perceived"from"Figure"2.4^3,"where"if"a"central"node"is"
lost," its" ties" are" lost" with" it" as" well," consequently" leading" to" the" whole" open" network"
disappearing.""Therefore,"without"brokers"and"their"connections"between"different"groups,"an"
organisation" is" more" likely" to" suffer" from" insularity" (the" tendency" of" groups" to" isolate"
themselves,"work"in"silos"and"not"go"beyond"their"comfort"zones)."As"mentioned"in"section"
2.3.1,"this"insularity"can"cause"competition"between"groups"to"emerge,"preventing"knowledge"
and"ideas"from"flowing"as"well"as"collaborations"to"take"form."Shortly"put,"a"broker"bridges"
silos"(Arena"et"al.,"2017)."
"
Traditional"companies"tend"to"have"few"employees"acting"as"brokers."This"is"as"a"result"of"them"
focusing"on"operational"efficiency,"working"towards"short"term"performance."Those"who"do"
act"as"brokers"often"do"so"with"the"personal"interest"to"learn"something"new,"the"rest"merely"
communicate"with"those"that"they"have"to"talk"to"in"order"to"meet"their"daily"goals."A"broker"
on" the" other" hand," interacts" with" people" before" (s)he" needs" their" help." (S)he" sees" the"
importance"of"continuously"connecting"with"different"people."
"
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A"company"that"has"gotten"by"working"in"silos"thanks"to"its"brokers"is"Apple."The"former"CEO"
Steve"Jobs"is"an"excellent"example"of"a"broker"who"worked"his"way"in"interacting"with"other"
employees"and"companies"in"Silicon"Valley,"searching"for"new"discoveries"(Arena,"2018).""
"
Brokers"give"organisations"three"competitive"advantages"(Arena"et"al.,"2017)."Firstly,"they"have"
access"to"more#information"by"linking"diversified"groups."Secondly,"by"being"connected"they"
access#this#information#earlier"than"their"competitors."Thirdly,"they"control#when#and#how#to#
use#this#information"to"their"advantage."That"is,"they"control"its"diffusion."Researchers"have"
also" found" that" having" more" external" connections" results" in" better" innovations," a"
phenomenon"called"the"variance#hypothesis."This" is" in" lines"with"the"findings"of"Kilduff"and"
Tsai"(2003),"suggesting"that"the"more"connected"an"individual"is,"the"more"likely"(s)he"will"have"
a"high^performance"rate"(as"mentioned"in"section"2.3)."The"variance"hypothesis"is"furthermore"
something"that"Dahlander"et"al."(2014)"have"verified,"when"finding"that"technical"experts"who"
spent"more" time" on"making" connections" and" finding" ideas" were"more" innovative" (Arena,"
2018)."A"main" finding"of" theirs"was" that" internal"brokering" is" just"as" important"as"external"
brokering."This"is"since"internal"brokering"is"what"makes"the"ideas"become"applied"within"an"
organisation"and"generates"value"creation."
"
A"broker"acts"as"a"bridge"between"groups,"thereby"identifying"new"perspectives"and"in"turn"
discovering"new" ideas."A"broker"makes"discovery#connections,"allowing" ideas" to" flow"more"
openly."(S)he"enables"an"adaptive"space"by"connecting"people"that"otherwise"would"not"be"
interacting"with"each"other"(thus"being"the"central"node"in"an"open"ego).""A"broker’s"skills"lie"
in"finding"ideas,"not"so"much"in"implementing"them."
"
2.4.2.2!Connectors"^"Bringing#ideas#to#life#through#cohesion"
A"connector"can"be"seen"as"a"person"who"picks"up"from"where"a"broker"left"off."While"brokers"
have" their" advantages," they" lack" cohesive" relationships" with" other" employees" to" make"
something"out"of" the" ideas" they"have"discovered." If" their" ideas"are" left"undeveloped," their"
efforts"have"been"made"in"vain."Arena"(2018)"argues"that"ideas"are"cheap."For"them"to"actually"
give" value," they" must" be" implemented" in" some" way." This" is" what" connectors," or" central"
connectors,"do."A"connector"develops" ideas"by"collecting"people"and"assembling"them"into"
hard"working" teams." Connectors" are" the" ones"who" “get" down" to" business”" or" “get" things"
done”"(Arena"et"al.,"2017,"p."45)."
"
Connectors" know" that" inventions" developed" in" groups" rather" than" alone" lead" to" better"
inventions,"as"for"instance"researchers"Lee"Fleming"and"Jasjit"Singh"have"studied"(Arena,"2018)."
A" connector" is" an" individual" who" creates" teams" to" test," evaluate" and" refine" ideas." This"
individual"can"identify"what"skills"are"required"to"develop"a"certain"idea"and"is"proficient"in"
finding" those" with" these" skills" in" hand." Someone" who" takes" this" role" has" skills" within" a"
particular"area"(Arena"et"al.,"2017)"and"attracts"people"who"share"similar"interests."This"way,"
(s)he"can"make"his/her"team"merely"focus"on"that"specific"area"or"that"specific"project."" "
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Thomas"Edison"is"a"great"example"of"a"connector."When"he"invented"the"light"bulb,"he"brought"
together"a"team"in"which"each"person"was"an"expert"in"one"specific"aspect."For"instance,"he"
had"one"individual"trying"to"find"the"ideal"material"for"the"filament"(to"make"it"shine"as"long"as"
possible)"and"another"working"on"the"design"of"the"bulb."Having"such"a"team"setting"resulted"
in"an"optimal"light"bulb"being"developed.""
"
Connectors"are"the"most"connected"people" in" the"organisation."Arena"(2018)"explains"that"
they"have"the"answers"to"most"of"the"questions"that"they"are"given"and"if"they"do"not,"they"
can"direct"you"to"someone"who"does."This" is"why"employees"often"chose" to"contact" them"
when"they"are"in"need"of"help,"whether"it"is"to"get"a"second"opinion"on"something"or"to"obtain"
help"in"making"a"decision."Like"brokers,"connectors"also"communicate"with"and"help"others"
before"they"need"help."In"this"way,"they"can"get"the"support"that"they"need"when"they"want"
to"apply"a"certain"idea."
"
A"connector"highly"values"social"cohesion"and"strong"ties;"(s)he"wants"team"members"to"form"
deep"relationships"with"each"other."This"is"as"connected"teams"trust"each"other"more"and"dare"
to" learn" and" take" risks" (Arena" et" al.," 2017)," which" is" crucial" for" creativity" and" idea"
enhancement."They"also"lead"to"members"being"more:" loyal"to"each"other,"willing"to"share"
information/ideas" with" each" other" and" committed" to" the" tasks" they" have." Such" teams"
communicate"faster"with"each"other"and"can"thus"work"quicker"and"be"more"agile."This"is"why"
connectors"try"to"create"safe"environments"in"which"people"dare"to"experiment."That"is,"in"a"
cohesive"group,"the"members"have"many"connections"with"each"other"(Arena"et"al.,"2017)."
"
As"mentioned"above,"since"the"connector"is"the"most"connected"employee"in"the"organisation,"
(s)he"is"proficient"in"creating"the"optimal"group"to"develop"an"idea."Additionally,"in"order"for"
the"group"to"be"as"creative"and"efficient"as"possible," the"connector"encourages"strong"ties"
between"the"group"members."By"being"the"creator"of"the"group"and"advocating"its"members"
to"have"strong"ties"between"each"other,"it"is"thus"evident"that"a"connector"corresponds"to"a"
central"node"in"a"closed"ego"(where"structural"holes"are"barely"present),"see"section"2.3.2"and"
Figure"2.4^4"below."
"

"
Figure! 2.4)4." A" diagram" of" a" social" network," illustrating" how" a" connector" networks" within" the" same" group."
(Interpreted"from"the"work"by"Arena"et"al."(2017))""
"
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Organisations" can" strive" for" groups" to" become"more" cohesive" through," for" instance," team"
huddles"or"taking"collective"breaks."To"avoid"breaking"cohesion"and"working"methods"as"well"
as" causing" demotivation," they" can" also" choose" to" let" startups," that" they" have" just"
acquisitioned," continue"working" in" isolation." This" is" something"which" for" instance"General"
Motors"(GM)"did"when"it"acquired"Cruise"automation"(Arena,"2018)."
"
An"example"of"cohesive"teams"can"be"seen"from"Edison’s"groups"of"engineers"and"tradesmen."
They"worked"together"for"years"on"enhancing"ideas"and"thereby"formed"strong"bonds"with"
each"other."Much"of"their"time"was"spent"on"optimising"ideas"to"achieve"outcomes"with"higher"
qualities"and" lower"prices."These"members"knew"each"other" so"well" that" they"could"make"
expectations"from,"and"challenge,"each"other"in"the"workplace."They"would"even"spend"time"
together"outside"of"work."
"
A"connector"also"ensures"that"his/her"team"is"of"the"right"size"in"order"to"work"as"efficiently"as"
possible."In"fact,"(s)he"tries"to"emulate"the"group"structure"of"a"flat"organisation"(mentioned"
in"section"2.3.1)."When"the"teams"are"small,"the"team"members"can"connect"more"with"each"
other."A"team"with"too"many"members"leads"to"slower"development"as"a"result"of"there"being"
too"many"connections"between"the"members."I.e."in"a"large"team,"it"is"hard"knowing"who"is"
working" on" what." In" a" smaller" team," however;" the" members" have" an" easier" time"
communicating"with"each"other,"are"more"autonomous"and"develop"their"ideas"faster."With"
fewer"members"involved,"each"person"recognises"the"strengths"of"the"rest."This"allows"them"
to"complement,"and" rely"on,"each"other’s" skills."Amazon" is"an"example"of"a" company" that"
values"small"local"teams."It"follows"its"“two"pizza"rule”,"which"implies"that"a"team"should"be"
able" to" feed"all" of" its"members"with" two"pizzas"only" (Arena,"2018)." Similarly," an" industrial"
employee"of"Apple"claims"that"the"majority"of"the"company’s"products"are"developed"by"a"
team"of"approximately"15"designers"(Arena,"2018)."
"
A"connector"creates"entrepreneurial"pockets,"local"groups,"in"which"ideas"are"built,"tested"and"
improved." (S)he" creates"development# connections." (S)he" is" the"person"who"people" turn" to"
when"times"are"hard."A"connector"is"like"the"glue"that"keeps"everyone"together"and"strives"for"
strong"bonds"between"them"((s)he"is"the"central"node"in"a"closed"ego)."A"connector"allows"
ideas"to"be"developed"but"needs"someone"who"spreads"these"to"the"rest"of"the"organisation"
so"that"they"are"implemented"and/or"sold."
"
2.4.2.3!Energisers"^"Bringing#people#encouragement#&#motivation"
A"connector"allows"the"ideas"that"a"broker"has"found"to"be"developed"but"does"not"know"how"
to"further"spread"these,"past"their"local"teams,"within"the"organisation."When"connectors"try"
to"pitch"an"idea"(that"they"have"developed)"to"the"management"team"they"are"often"turned"
down"(Arena"et"al.,"2017)."In"order"to"have"their"idea"approved,"they"need"someone"with"a"
good"reputation"to"brag"about"it"to"the"rest"of"the"employees"and"get"the"board"“on"board”."
Connectors"need"energisers."
"
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When"two"people"interact"they"form"a"dyadic"relationship."They"emit"energy"through"their"
body" language," facial" expressions," tones" etc." These" are" unconscious" signals" of" how" one"
actually"feels"about"the"person"one"is"talking"to."That"is,"while"your"words"are"saying"one"thing,"
your"body"might"be"saying"something"else."Sandy"Pentland,"who"has"studied"social"signals"at"
MIT,"states"that"up"to"80%"of"an"individual’s"ability"to"affect"a"recipient"lies"in"his/her"facial"
expressions" (Arena," 2018)." In" an" organisation," the" daily" interactions" between" employees"
therefore"become"critical."Employees"can"either"take"or"give"energy;"they"either"de^energise"
or"energise"their"co^workers."The"signals"that"they"give"off"affect"the"relationships"they"form"
and"either"make"their"colleagues"disinterested"or"interested"in"them"and"in"what"they"have"to"
say.""
"
An" energiser" is" an" individual" in" the" organisation" that" interacts" with" the" employees" and"
encourages"them"about"new"ideas"(Arena"et"al.,"2017)."They"send"out"social"signals"that"people"
respond"to"positively."Energisers"form"social"connections"with"employees"by"affecting"them"
emotionally." By" spreading" positive" energy"with" those" that" they" share" dyadic" relationships"
with,"they"attract"other"people"(Arena"et"al.,"2017)"and"spark"interest"in"them"to"learn"more"
about"the"ideas"that"they"promote."An"energiser"diffuses"ideas"to"the"rest"of"the"organisation,"
making"sure"that"they"are"not"only"concentrated"within"the"entrepreneurial"pockets"they"were"
made"and"that"they"are"implemented"in"the"organisation."The"personality"of"an"energiser"is"
thus"highly"connected"to"the"DOI"theory,"more"specifically"change"agents"(as"mentioned"in"
section"2.2.1),"since"(s)he"aims"to"implement"ideas,"making"them"go"from"theory"to"practice."
The"energiser"is"someone"who"motivates"people"and"engages"them"to"interact"and"collaborate"
with" one" another" about" and" on" the" current" ideas" within" the" organisation." (S)he" inspires"
employees"to"dare"to"take"risks"and"experiment"more"(Arena"et"al.,"2017).""
"
Energisers"do"not"just"talk"to"others"to"get"them"engaged"about"ideas."They"genuinely"care"
about" those" who" they" interact" with." They" want" to" make" those" around" them" happy" and"
emphasise"with"them"when"they"are"feeling"down."Energisers"have"a"paternalistic"side"and"
naturally"give"other"employees"attention"when"they"need"it."
"
The"energisers"are"the"optimists"who"see"the"possibilities"in"every"situation"and"make"people"
keep"going"during"difficult"times"(Arena,"2018;"Arena"et"al.,"2017)."They"are"open"on"how"to"
reach"a"goal"as"long"as"it"is"reached."They"commit"to"ideas"and"give"well^deserving"credit"to"
those"who"have"been"involved"in"fulfiling"tasks"or"projects."They"can"be"formal"leaders"in"the"
organisation"but"often"tend"to"be"the"informal"and"passionate"ones."In"fact,"Arena"et"al."(2017)"
claim"that"an"energiser"can"simultaneously"be"a"broker"or"a"connector."
"
In" a" study"on" the" interactions"between"employees" in" large"organisations," researchers"Rob"
Cross"and"Wayne"Baker"found"that"energy"affects"the"organisational"progress"(Arena,"2018)."
They" concluded" that" energy" boosts" factors" such" as" productivity," engagement" and" job"
retention,"all"of"which"improve"the"overall"performance"of"an"employee."" "
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Cross" and" Baker" also" discovered" that" successful" organisations" have" three" times" more"
energisers"than"the"average"organisation"and"argued"that"this"is"due"to"the"three"main"causes:"
Energisers"1."make"people"spread"ideas,"2."encourage"people"to"act"and"3."make"people"join"
an"initiative"for"a"cause."Energisers"make"a"broader"change"within"the"organisation"than"what"
brokers"or"connectors"do."
"
Jack"Ma,"the"founder"of"Alibaba,"is"an"example"of"an"energiser."He"grew"up"in"a"poor"family,"
had"a"tough"childhood"and"did"not"get"hired"to"any"of"the"30"jobs"he"applied"to."In"spite"of"this,"
Ma"remained"optimistic"and"managed"to"found"one"of"the"most"successful"retail"companies"
in"the"world."Ma"cheers"up"his"employees"by"dressing"up"in"crazy"outfits"and"telling"them"that"
they"are"not"competing"with"Amazon"but"are"rather"doing"their"own"race."Southwest"Airlines"
is"also"known"to"have"energising"staff."For"instance,"their"flight"attendants"will"go"out"of"their"
way"to"make"their"travelers"feel"safe"and"comfortable."When"one"passenger"girl"was"afraid"
during"a"flight,"an"attendant"on"board"joked"around"and"sat"with"her"to"make"her"feel"better."
!
An"energiser"does"not"necessarily"spread"valuable"ideas"to"the"management"group"directly."In"
fact,"Arena"(2018)"explains"that"if"one"wants"a"greater"change,"it"is"more"effective"to"propose"
and"promote"an"idea"to"one’s"local"group."Individuals"influence"those"that"are"the"closest"to"
them."This"type"of"influence"is"highly"linked"to"homophily,"as"described"in"section"2.2.1."In"the"
DOI"theory,"the"higher"the"degree"of"homophily"between"two"individuals"is,"the"more"likely"
they"will"have"an"effective" interaction"between"each"other."Therefore,"since"those" in"one’s"
local"group"often"have"similar"characteristics,"views"and"opinions"as"oneself,"they"are"more"
likely"to"feel"the"same"way"about"the"idea"being"pitched."Homophilous"people"to"oneself"will"
consequently"try"to"spread"the"idea"as"well.""
"
Furthermore,"one’s"ability"to"influence"someone"is"something"that"researchers"like"Nicholas"
Christakis" and" James" Fowler" have" examined." Christakis" and" Fowler" (2007)" formulated" the"
Three# Degrees# of# Influence# Rule," suggesting" that" an" individual" can" affect" people" in" three"
degrees"of"separation."This"means"that"when"a"colleague’s"colleague’s"colleague’s"colleague"
hears"about"an"idea,"(s)he"is"not"as"likely"to"act"on"or"be"intrigued"by"it;"however,"a"colleague’s"
colleague’s"colleague"is."
"
Through"his/her"many" local" relationships," good" reputation" (Arena" et" al.," 2017)" and"not" to"
mention"positive"social"neural"responses"(s)he"instigates"in"people,"the"energiser"has"a"high"
potential"to"affect"the"organisation."The"enthusiasm"of"an"energiser"is"contagious."With"more"
energisers"advertising"an"idea"in"the"organisation,"the"higher"the"probability"is"that"they"will"
cause"a"chain"reaction"and"spread"the"idea"to"the"top"of"the"organisation."The"main"goal"of"the"
energiser"is"thus"to"influence"the"opinion"leaders"(see"section"2.2.1),"the"formal"leaders"on"the"
top"of"hierarchy,"who"have"the"power" in"making"the"big"and"strategic"decisions."That"way,"
when" the" connector" presents" an" idea" to" the" board," it" is" more" likely" to" be" approved" and"
implemented"because"it"is"already"familiar"with"it."
" "
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Energisers"get"ideas"noticed"by"echoing"them"across"the"local"groups."They"create"diffusion#
connections." They" speed" up" the" diffusion" process" of" ideas." Energisers" make" possibilities"
emerge"and"want"the"best"for"their"colleagues."They"are"listened"to"because"they"are"trusted"
and"know"that"for"an"organisation"to"make"a"real"change"it"must"change"the"behaviour"of"its"
people."Energisers"influence"employees"directly,"triggering"an"interest"in"them,"changing"their"
attitudes" and" getting" them"excited" to" learn." They"open"up" their" eyes" and"make" them" see"
opportunities"that"they"otherwise"probably"would"not"have."
"
2.4.2.4!Challengers"^"Bringing#disruptive#change#to#the#organisation#to#avoid#demise"
One"might"believe"that"brokers,"connectors"and"energisers"are"the"key"network"roles"that"an"
organisation"needs."However,"in"order"for"it"to"be"agile,"Arena"(2018)"argues"that"a"fourth"type"
of" role" is" needed." The" organisation" needs" a" challenger." It" needs" someone" who" analyses"
external"events"like"technological"developments,"in"order"to"predict"the"future"and"criticise"
the"status"quo"of"the"organisation."It"needs"a"peelrson"who"reinvents"the"organisation"from"
within"and"helps"it"survive"when"it"is"too"blind"to"see"that"it"is,"or"is"about"to"be,"dying."
"
A"challenger"is"an"employee"with"a"long^term"perspective"of"the"growth"of"the"organisation."
(S)he"recognises"external"pressures"and"emphasises"on"the"importance"to"make"some"major"
modifications" in" the" organisation" according" to" these." Challengers" are" the" individuals" who"
positively" disrupt" and" destroy" the" business" models," structures" and/or" strategies" of" the"
organisation"to"allow"room"for"something"new."They"are"the"realists"of"the"organisation,"who"
know" that" its" current" offerings" can" become" unwanted" and" obsolete" in" the" near" future." A"
challenger"acts"as"the"tenth"man,"somebody"that"is"critical"to"the"current"state"of"affairs"and"
searches"for"red"flags"or"counterarguments"to"these"(Arena,"2018)."They"can"therefore"be"seen"
as"relevant"to"OI"as"one"of"its"principles"is"to"build"(and"thus"adapt)"a"better"business"model"
(see"section"2.1.2)."Challengers"share"their"ideas"with"the"energisers,"who"in"turn"spread"them"
to"the"rest."Arena"(2018)"summarises"it"well:"challengers"“provoke#positive#disruption#to#usher#
in#new#ideas#as#the#new#normal”"(p."101)."
"
As" previously" mentioned," non^agile" organisations" focus" on" operational" efficiency" and"
generating" short^term"profit." They" become" locked" in" to" their" structures" and" conformities,"
forgetting"that"the"world"is"dynamic."This"is"why"organisations"need"challengers"who"can"see"
beyond"these"factors"and"not"get"caught"up"with"them."A"challenger"understands"the"meaning"
of"Schumpeter’s"creative#destruction."This"term"implies"that"as"new"innovations"emerge,"they"
pave"the"way"for"new"businesses"to"unfold"and"aggravate"those"of"established"ones"to"further"
endure."As"Arena"(2018)"states:"innovations"challenge"incumbent"businesses"to"adapt"or"die."
While" Schumpeter’s" argument" is" linked" to" economy" growth," it" can" be" applied" in" more"
contexts."As"an"example,"Charles"O’Reilly"implemented"it"in"large"organisations"and"deduced"
that"they"suffer"from"success#syndrome."This"refers"to"how"the"structures"and"processes"of"an"
organisation" rigidify" as" it" becomes" more" successful," thereby" inhibiting" it" from" further"
innovating."(Arena,"2018)"
"
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The"operational"system"obstructs"challengers"from"existing"in"an"organisation."This"is"as"firstly,"
formal" leaders" become" fixated" on" and" limited" to" the" formal" requirements" from" the"
operational"system"(as"that"is"what"is"expected"from"them)."They"thereby"do"not"dare"as"much"
to" take" on" risky" ideas" that" might" go" as" far" as" changing" the" foundation" of" the" company."
Secondly,"employees"are"paid"and"rewarded"according"to"their"talent"and"performance."Acting"
as"a"challenger"does"not"give"any"reward,"and"can"in"the"worst"case"result"in"punishment"due"
to"disobedience."The"operational"system"is"thus"what"restricts"many"employees"from"acting"
as"challengers,"despite"them"being"able"to"predict"future"dilemmas.""
"
For" leaders"to"make"appropriate"adjustments"and"admit"the"challenges"that"are"appearing,"
they"must"be" familiar"with"what" is" happening"within" and"outside"of" the"organisation." The"
problem"is"that"many"times"they"are"excluded"from"the"rest"of"the"organisation,"due"to"having"
a" different" social" identity." Formal" leaders" belong" to" a" different" group," one" with" higher"
authority"and"power"as"well"as"its"separate"norms"and"values."They"move"in"different"circles"
than"their"subordinates"and"constitute"their"own"social"bubble."This" is"since"individuals"are"
more" likely"to"keep"close"contact"with"people"similar,"homophilous,"to"them"(as"previously"
mentioned"in"section"2.2.1)."The"formal"leaders’"different"social"bubble"makes"it"difficult"for"
employees" to" propose" an" idea" to" them," feeling" disconnected" from," and" perhaps" even"
intimidated"by,"them."In"addition,"leaders"tend"to"listen"to"those"that"they"know"well."These"
often" have" similar" views" and" information," providing" no" new" insight" and" being" as" blind" to"
changes." The" above" factors" conduce" to" leaders" not" being" as" able" to" forecast" approaching"
challenges."
"
When" Steve" Sasson," an" electrical" engineer" at" Kodak," invented" the" first" digital" camera" and"
demonstrated"it"to"the"management"team"it"was"rejected."The"team"had"not"previously"heard"
about"the"camera"and"was"not" impressed"by" it."While" it"could"capture" images," it"had" little"
megapixels"and"was"the"size"of"a"toaster."When"Sasson"later"pitched"the"camera"to"his"own"
team"however;"they"were"thrilled"by"it."The"digital"camera"later"made"its"debut"from"other"
companies," after" which" Kodak" shortly" became" extinct." What" Sasson" should" have" done"
differently" is" acting"as"a" challenger."He" should"have" “penetrated" the" social"bubble”"of" the"
management"team"by"proposing"his"idea"to"those"he"knew"within"the"company"and"reaching"
out"to"the"energisers"as"well."This"way"his"idea"could"have"reached"the"management"prior"to"
his"meeting"with"them,"which"could"have"made"them"find"him"and"his"invention"more"credible."
If" Sasson" had" taken" the" role" of" a" challenger," the" history" of" Kodak" could" have" turned" out"
differently."
"
Organisations"need"challengers"who"dare"to"defy,"dissent"and"disobey."In"3M"for"instance,"one"
employee" was" instructed" by" the" CEO" to" stop" working" on" a" project" of" his." The" employee"
continued"with"it"anyway"and"ended"up"inventing"the"masking"tape,"which"came"to"be"one"of"
the"company’s"main"products"(Arena,"2018)."" "
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A"similar"example"of"a"challenger"can"be"found"in" IBM,"whose" initial"main"business"was" its"
punch"card"machines."When"Thomas"Watson"Jr.,"the"son"of"the"former"CEO,"had"invented"the"
“general^purpose"computer”"it"was"designed"incompatible"to"IBM’s"main"machine"so"to"avoid"
its"main"business"from"going"under."This"way,"the"company"could"prepare"for"a"new"business"
while"still"capitalising"from"its"current"one."IBM"is"furthermore"a"company"that"has"become"
very"responsive"to"outside"events"and"is"actively"doing"research"on"these."It"is"mindful"in"how"
it"spends"it"resources"and"has"for"instance"sold"off"part"of"its"PC"businesses"in"an"attempt"to"
adapt."
"
A"challenger"creates"positive"disruptions"within"the"organisation"to"change"what"is"considered"
as" the" “normal”." Challengers" create" disruptive# connections" by" seeking" information" that"
contradicts"the"“normal”"of"the"organisation."They"explore"beyond"the"organisation"to"gain"
new"judgement"and"can"disregard"its"norms"and"ways"of"working."They"are"persistent"in"their"
way"of"expressing"and"experimenting"with"what"otherwise"would"have"been" left"unsaid"or"
unthought"of."Challengers"form"relationships"with"energisers"who"can"later"spread"their"ideas"
throughout"the"organisation."They"are"the"confronters"of"the"organisation"who"dare"to"face"
the"sometimes"harsh"reality."
"
2.4.2.5!Taking!on!Multiple!Roles!!

Both"Arena"(2018)"and"Arena"et"al."(2017)"claim"that"employees"can"take"more"than"one"role."
To"elaborate,"Arena"(2018)"claims"that"employees"can"be"both"brokers"and"connectors"at"the"
same"time."An"example"is"Thomas"Edison,"who"was"in"contact"with"other"parties"to"get"patents"
but"also"created"teams"that"developed" ideas."Similarly,"Arena"et"al" (2017)"claim"that"those"
with"the"role"of"a"broker"or"connector"can"be"energisers"at"the"same"time."The"ability"for"an"
employee"to"take"several"roles"is"a"matter"that"is"up"for"investigation."

2.4.3!Criticism!of!the!Adaptive!Space!model!

While"the"Adaptive"Space"model"clarifies"what"an"organisation"needs"to"face"dynamic"changes"
and"still"be"innovative,"it"leaves"some"questions"unanswered."According"to"Arena"(2018),"the"
entrepreneurial"pockets,"adaptive"space"and"operational"system"all"lie"within"the"organisation."
Yet,"many"companies"go"past"their"organisational"borders"to"find"ways"to"be"innovative."Many"
companies"use"open"innovation"to"innovate."Should"then"not"at"least"one"of"these"networks"
lie"partially"outside"of"the"organisation?"
"
In"the"Adaptive"Space"model,"the"operational"system"and"the"entrepreneurial"pockets"are"left"
as"a"question"of"interpretation."For"instance,"it"is"unclear"what"exactly"the"operational"system"
is." It"could"be"merely" interpreted"as" the" formal" rules," requirements"and"procedures"of" the"
organisation" but" it" could" also" be" interpreted" as" a" network" that" is" dependent" on" a" certain"
system."It"is"simply"never"explicitly"formulated"what"it"is"exactly."Is"it"just"a"system"or"is"it"the"
employees" within" the" organisation" whom" are" connected" to" one" another" through" the"
operations"of"the"organisation?"Likewise,"the"entrepreneurial"pockets"could"also"be"perceived"
as"either"an"informal"system"or"a"network."Due"to"the"lack"of"clarity"of"what"these"two"areas"
are,"they"remain"ambiguous."
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It" is"also"left"to"mention"where"exactly"each"role"is" located"within"the"organisation."Who"is"
active"in"which"network(s)?"Who"communicates"with"whom?"While"this"is"explained"in"text"for"
some" of" the" roles," it" is" not" clearly" perceived" from" merely" studying" the" model" itself." For"
example,"Arena"(2018)"does"state"that"a"broker"can"go"beyond"the"organisation"boundary"to"
explore"ideas."However,"this"cannot"be"discerned"from"the"model."

& &
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2.5&Frame&of&Reference&
As"previously"mentioned,"the"questions"that"shall"be"answered"in"the"thesis"are:"

^! What"are"the"challenges"that"arise"when"organisations"apply"open"innovation?"
^! What"success"factors"are"important"when"organisations"apply"open"innovation?"
^! What"are"the"required"key"networks"for"organisations"that"apply"open"innovation?"
^! What" are" the" required" key" behavioural" roles" for" organisations" that" apply" open"

innovation?"
"
When"the"literature"was"reviewed"it"was"understood"that"the"Diffusion"of"Innovation"model"
could"help" in"answering" the" research"questions."However," this"model"only"discusses"a" few"
roles" (or" behaviours)" that" are"necessary" to"diffuse" an" idea" and"does"not" elaborate"on" the"
networks"that"are"required."The"Adaptive"Space"model"was"therefore"instead"chosen"as"the"
frame" of" reference." This"model" studies" traditional" organisations" and" describes" the" largest"
challenges" that" they" face." To" overcome" these" challenges," the"model" compares" traditional"
organisations"with" agile" ones," to" underline"where" effort" could" be" placed." The"model" also"
introduces"which"roles"and"networks"exist"in"agile"organisations"and"explains"how"these"are"
linked"to"each"other" in" innovation"initiatives." It"should"be"noted"that"both"of"these"models"
concern"the"concept"of"innovation"and"not"specifically"open"innovation.""
"
"
" "
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3. Methodology 
This#chapter#outlines#the#research#methodology#that#was#used#in#the#thesis.#It#describes#the#

chosen#approach#as#well#as#the#process#of#collecting#and#analysing#data.#It#also#discusses#the#

quality#and#the#ethical#considerations#of#the#research.##

3.1&Research&Design&
As" previously" mentioned" in" the" Introduction," the" purpose" of" this" study" was" to" firstly,"
investigate"the"challenges"and"success" factors"that"organisations"should"be"aware"of"when"
applying"open"innovation."Secondly,"the"purpose"was"to"investigate"and"analyse"the"existing"
key" networks" and" key" behavioural" roles" of" organisations" that" apply" open" innovation." The"
researchers" therefore" decided" to" carry" out" an" exploratory," abductive" and" qualitative" case"
study"approach"as"explained"below."
"
According"to"research"by"Blomkvist"and"Hallin"(2015)"as"well"as"Yin"and"Campbell"(2018),"it"is"
suitable" for" scientifically" unexplored" areas" to" be" studied" from" an" exploratory" perspective."
Since" the"area"of" social"networks"and"key"behavioural" roles" in"organisations" that"adopt"OI"
could"be"considered"as"unexplored,"the"researchers"have"chosen"an"exploratory"approach."In"
other" words," based" on" the" theory," this" approach" seems" to" be" the"most" suitable." Several"
discussions"have"been"held"with"knowledgeable"people"regarding"different"areas"of"the"thesis."
For"instance,"two"of"the"writers"of"the"theoretical"model"as"well"as"the"professor"that"coined"
the"term"open#innovation"were"approached"to"get"a"deeper"understanding"of"the"subject."A"
PhD"in"network"analysis"and"an"associate"professor"at"the"Royal"Institute"of"Technology"was"
also"contacted."She"contributed"with"her"insight"on,"and"discussed"the"aspect"of,"SNA."Along"
the" way," several" phases" of" the" study" were" discussed" with" the" company" contact" and" the"
supervisor." This" was" done" in" order" to" get" outside" opinions" but" also" to" obtain" a" better"
understanding"of"the"model"as"well"as"avoid"getting"blindsided"by"it.""
"
Abductive" research" is" a"mixed" approach"where" researchers" switch"between" literature" and"
empirical"findings"to"understand"the"problem."Therefore,"the"understanding"of"the"literature"
is"influenced"by"the"understanding"of"the"empirical"findings"and"vice"versa."The"strength"of"
this"approach" is" stated" to" lay" in" its" sensitivity" to" the"empirical"data"gathered" (Blomkvist"&"
Hallin,"2015)."The"abductive"approach"was"accomplished"by"first"building"a"fundamental"base"
of"knowledge"from"previously"done"research"and"later"performing"a"prestudy"by"interviewing"
experts"in"the"field."These"experts"gave"a"broad"picture"of"how"organisations"work"with"open"
innovation" and" an" insight" in" what" challenges" may" arise." They" also" gave" input" of" what" is"
essential"in"open"innovation"initiatives,"in"order"for"them"to"be"successful."Together"with"the"
findings"of"the"literature,"the"prestudy"determined"the"themes"investigated"in"the"empirical"
gathering."""
""""
" "
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Yin"and"Campbell"(2018)"suggest"that"a"case"study"approach"could"be"favoured"when"the"focus"
of"the"study"is"a"contemporary"social"phenomenon"that"requires"an"“extensive#and#inHdepth#
description”" (p." 33)." In" this" thesis," the" choice" was" made" to" study" eight" different" cases"
(explanans)" in" order" to" study" the" phenomenon" (explanandum)." The" cases" chosen"were" of"
companies"that"work"with"OI"and"that"fit"the"definition"of"large"and"established"companies,"
provided"in"the"Delimitations"(section"1.3)."The"case"studies"were"not"conducted"to"show"a"
statistical"correlation"in"the"phenomenon"but"rather"to"produce"results"to"which"similar"cases"
could"be"analytically"compared.""
"
As"the"phenomenon"involves"soft"and"complex"aspects"that"are"hard"to"quantify,"a"qualitative"
research"approach"was"chosen."Qualitative"research"is"characterised"by"its"way"of"emphasising"
words"over"numbers."It"is"an"interpretive"approach"that"emphasises"the"understanding"of"a"
social"world"by"analysing"the"perspective"of"its"participants."Such"research"seeks"to"understand"
social"reality"and"order"as"it"occurs"through"interactions"in"natural"settings"(Bryman"&"Bell,"
2015)." This" type" of" approach" is" therefore" recommended"when" further" exploration" of" the"
problem"is"needed"and"an"overview"of"the"phenomenon"is"not"enough"(Blomkvist"&"Hallin,"
2015)."
"
Since" the" research" questions" were" sought" to" be" deeply" investigated," semi^structured"
interviews"were"selected"as"the"chosen"instrument."This"method"allowed"the"researchers"to"
discuss"what"they"found"important"as"well"as"keep"a"list"of"questions/topics"they"wanted"to"
be" covered" in" the" interviews." In" qualitative" interviews," the" emphasis" is" put" on" the"
interviewees’" own" perspectives" and" understandings." Therefore," it" is" important" for" the"
interviewers" to" formulate" the"questions" in"a"general"way,"allowing" the" interviewee" to" talk"
freely,"even"if"it"sometimes"means"getting"off"the"subject."This"is"since"it"gives"an"insight"into"
what" is" important" to" the" interviewee." Qualitative" interviews" are" characterised" by" their"
flexibility,"where"the"interviewers"are"allowed"to"ask"follow^up"questions"that"might"not"exist"
in"their"interview"guideline."Interviewers"are"also"allowed"to"change"the"order"and/or"wording"
of"the"questions"depending"on"what"the"interviewee"responds."In"such"interviews,"the"aim"is"
to"receive"detailed"answers."This"can"lead"to"the"emergence"of"several"significant"topics"that"
were" unaccounted" for" in" the" interview" guideline." There" is" therefore" a" possibility" for" the"
interviewers"to"hold"multiple"interviews"with"the"same"interviewee."(Blomkvist"&"Hallin,"2015;"
Bryman"&"Bell,"2015)""

& &
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3.2&Literature&Review&
Post" the" problem" formulation," research" question" and" purpose" of" the" thesis" had" been"
formulated"an"extensive"literature"review"was"carried"out."This"was"partially"to"comprehend"
the"background"of" the"underlying"problem"and" thereby"be"able" to"grasp"why" it"exists"and"
should"be"solved."The"intention"of"performing"a"literature"review"was"thus"to"obtain"a"deeper"
insight"on"topics"related"to"the"problem"(such"as"OI,"knowledge"management"and"SNA)"but"
even"more"to"understand"the"Adaptive"Space"model"itself."Correctly"interpreting"this"model"
was"of"even"greater"importance"as"the"whole"purpose"of"the"thesis"was"to"compare"and"study"
the"model’s"applicability"to"the"reality,"in"order"to"later"suggest"suitable"adjustments"and/or"
provide"further"details"of"it."
"
The"literature"review"mildly"began"with"simple"online"research"on"what"was"believed"to"be"
relevant"topics"for"solving"the"problem"at"hand."Communication"was"also"held"with"both"the"
supervisor" and" company" representatives" to" hear" what" areas" or" research" they" found"
paramount"to"include"in"the"thesis."Following"this,"visits"to"public"and"academic"libraries"were"
made"to"find"textbooks,"scientific"articles"and"other"helpful"sources"on"the"identified"topics."
These"would"serve"as"a"basis"for"the"review."Similarly,"keywords"were"searched"for"in"scientific"
database"journals,"such"as"Google"Scholar,"Scopus"and"ScienceDirect,"to"find"more"articles"to"
build"a"foundation"on."Keywords"that"were"used"were"for"instance"the"topic"areas"themselves"
(e.g."open"innovation)"and/or"famous"researchers"from"these"(e.g."Henry"Chesbrough)."During"
these"searches"functions"like"AND"and"OR"as"well"as"sorting"options"like"cited#by#(highest)"and"
relevance"were"used."This"was"done"to"obtain"the"most"fitting"articles."
"
Focus"was"also"held"on"finding"literature"made"by"well^known"researchers"from"certain"fields."
As" an" example," works" of" Henry" Chesbrough"were" read"when" aiming" to" understand" open"
innovation,"as"he"coined"the"term"himself."Likewise,"the"book"by"Michael"Arena"on"Adaptive"
Space"was"used"to"understand"the"model"he"further"developed."Using"acclaimed"researchers"
felt" like" the" most" effective" way" to" reach" a" general," deeper" and" perhaps" more" accurate"
understanding"of"the"topics."However,"when"possible,"criticism"of"these"researchers"and"their"
work"was"also"scanned"to"avoid"bias."
"
The" literature" that" had" been" discovered" online" was" later" downloaded," collected" and"
categorised"according"to"topics"in"a"virtual"library."When"a"sufficient"amount"of"literature"had"
been"found"it"(in"particular"its"summaries,"abstracts,"conclusions"and"table"of"contents)"was"
skimmed"through"to"make"a"priority"list"on"what"should"be"read"in"which"order."This"was"to"
filter"the"literature"according"to"relevance"and"to"ensure"that"the"most"important"and"helpful"
works"were"read,"by"giving"a"faster"insight."The"literature"review"was"then"written"using"notes"
and"judgments"made"from"reading"the"compiled"sources"in"order"that"had"been"selected."
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3.3&Prestudy&
In#this#section,#the#prestudy#that#was#carried#out#is#introduced.#Its#methodology,#interviewees#

as#well#as#the#results#are#presented.""

3.3.1!Methodology!of!Prestudy!

To"obtain"a"broader"and"more"general"understanding"of"OI"and"collaborations,"a"prestudy"was"
carried"out."Its"purpose"was"to:"gain"a"better"as"well"as"deeper"understanding"of"OI,"adjust"the"
Adaptive"Space"model"more"to"OI"(instead"of"innovation"overall)"and"obtain"some"indicative"
answers"to"the"first"two"research"questions:"

^! What"are"the"challenges"that"arise"when"organisations"apply"open"innovation?"
^! What"success"factors"are"important"when"organisations"apply"open"innovation?"

"
The"prestudy"entailed"interviews"with"experts"on"OI,"see"Table"3.3^1."Those"interviewed"were"
either"seen"as"experts"due"to"their"experiences"of"collaborating"with" large"and"established"
companies," or" due" to" having" consulted" for" such" companies" on" OI." In" other" words,"
organisations"that"consult"companies"on"how"to"apply"OI"or"that"have"senior"experts"within"
that"area"were"chosen"to"be"interviewed"for"the"prestudy."These"organisations"were"either"
government"or"private"driven."In"preparing"for"the"prestudy"interviews,"an"interview"guideline"
was"written,"see"Appendix"A."This"prestudy"guideline"incorporated"questions"that"would"give"
more"of"a"general"understanding"of"OI"in"practice."These"interviews"followed"the"same"data"
collection"and"data"analysis"methodology"as"the"case"study,"see"section"3.5"and"3.6.""
"
Performing" a" prestudy"was" a"way" to" assess" the" Adaptive" Space"model" and" its" ambiguity."
Through"it,"preliminary"conclusions"could"be"drawn"on"what"roles"and"networks"exist"in"reality"
when" companies" apply" OI." Through" these" interviews," it" would" be" found" how" much"
organisations"agree"or"disagree"with"the"Adaptive"Space"model."A"potential"model"could"then"
be"proposed"and"in"later"stages"empirically"“tested”."
"
The"prestudy"interviews"would"also"serve"to"give"insights"on"the"problems"and"challenges"that"
large" and" established" companies" face" when" applying" OI." Similarly," it" would" show" what"
strengths"and"weaknesses"they"have"in"doing"so"as"well"as"some"success"factors"they"would"
need"when"applying"OI."Furthermore,"interviewing"consulting"organisations"was"of"interest"as"
they"could"have"a"less"biased"perception"of"the"reality"of"how"companies"apply"OI."In"other"
words,"with"a"prestudy,"the"findings"could"be"less"biased"and"more"aligned"with"the"reality."
"
" !
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Table!3.3)1."A"list"of"the"organisations"and"individuals"that"partook"in"the"prestudy"interviews,"along"with"some"
describing"information."

Organisation! Name!&!position!of!employee! Interview!setting!

Wexxa#Collaborative#Business#
Tove"Östlund,"
Collaboration"Analyst" In"person"

DrBeng(t)#

Bengt"Järrehult,"
CEO,"Innovation"Management"
Consultant"

Video"call"

Ideon#Open#
Gustav"Widerström,"
Open"Innovation"Navigator" Video"call"

RISE#
Pia"Wågberg,"
Director"of"Business"Development"" In"person"

Spinverse#

Janne"Kaukojärvi,"
Analyst"
Markku"Heino,"
Principal"Consultant"

Video"call"

!

3.3.2!The!Interviewed!Experts!

In#this#section,#the#organisations#and#experts#interviewed#during#the#prestudy#are#presented.##

"
Wexxa!Collaborative!Business!
The"commissioner"of"the"thesis,"Wexxa"Collaborative"Business,"often"referred"to"as"Wexxa,"is"
a"management"consultancy"firm"that"provides"its"services"within"the"domain"of"collaboration."
It"has"categorised"this"domain"into"the"following"four"subcategories:"mergers"&"acquisitions,"
digital" transformation," customer" experience" and" OI." In" terms" of" OI," Wexxa" diagnoses"
organisations"by"measuring"their"internal"and"external"dialogues"and"collaborations."In"other"
words,"it"works"by"putting"numbers"on"and"analysing"the"“soft"values”"of"its"clients."It"does"so"
to"provide"recommendations"on"how"these"clients"can"change"to"become"further"successful.""

"
The"contact"person"and"the"expert"interviewed"at"Wexxa,"Tove"Östlund,"is"both"a"collaboration"
analyst"and"a"project"manager."She"holds"a"master"of"science"degree"in"Industrial"management"
and"a"bachelor"of"science"degree"in"Design"and"Product"realisation."#
"
Dr!Beng(t)!!
Dr"Beng(t)"is"a"private"consultancy"firm"owned"by"Dr."Bengt"Järrehult."This"firm"is"specialised"
in"innovation"management"and"typically"has"large"companies"as"clients."It"provides"workshops"
in"business"modelling"and"customer"development"as"well"as"gives"lectures"about"OI."A"part"of"
its" offering" is" motivating" why" and" in" which" ways" its" clients" should" come" in" contact" and"
collaborate"with"small"companies."OI"is"one"of"the"firm’s"preferred"areas"to"teach"about"since"
it"gives"adapters"benefits"such"as"industrial"solutions,"lab"methods"and"expanded"networks."
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Throughout"the"years,"Dr."Bengt"has"had"several"job"positions"in"which"he"has"worked"with"
various" aspects" of" innovation." One" of" his" main" positions" was" working" as" a" knowledge"
management"and"innovation"director"at"Svenska"Cellulosa"(SCA)."During"his"time"there,"he"had"
the"privilege"to"be"one"of"the"first"Swedes"to"hear"about"OI"at"a"conference"held"by"Henry"
Chesbrough."He"liked"its"message"so"much"that"he"initiated"the"application"of"it"at"SCA."Dr."
Bengt" has" also" worked" as" an" adjunct" professor" at" Chalmers" University" of" Technology" in"
asymmetric"collaborations"(collaborations"between"large"and"small"companies)."
!

Ideon!Open!
Ideon"Open" is"a"small"consultancy"company"of"ten"to"twelve"employees"that"typically"help"
large"organisations"(of"thousands"of"employees)"with"OI"and"intrapreneurship."It"is"a"part"of"
Ideon"Science"Park,"the"oldest"and"one"of"the"largest"science"parks"in"Sweden."Its"clients"are"
organisations"that"need"help"in"how"to"become"more"innovative,"either"due"to"them"struggling"
in"going"from"theory"to"practice"or"because"of"internal"issues"that"need"external"help"to"be"
solved."As"of"today,"some"of"Ideon"Open’s"prior"clients"are"Stora"Enso,"Tetra"Pak"and"Kährs."
"
Ideon"Open"provides"its"clients"three"activities."Firstly,"it"globally"scans"for"and"connects"them"
with"potential"people"or"organisations"that"could"help"solve"their"problems."Secondly,"it"holds"
idea"generation"sessions."Thirdly,"it"provides"innovation"training"through"workshops,"during"
which"it"teaches"its"clients"different"ways"to"“break"out"of"their"shells”."In"these"workshops,"it"
also" shows" the" importance" of" having" an" intrapreneur" in" an"OI" initiative" by" comparing" his"
attributes"and"motivations"with"those"of"an"entrepreneur"and"a"middle"manager."These"three"
activities" that" Ideon" Open" offers" facilitate" the" clients’" innovation" processes," finds" their"
intrapreneurs"and"changes"their"culture."
"
Gustav"Widerström,"the"interviewee"from"Ideon"Open,"has"an"engineering"degree"in"IT"and"is"
currently"employed"as"an"OI"navigator"at" Ideon"Open,"where"he"has"worked" the"past" four"
years."He"has"previously"worked"for"large"international"IT"service"companies"during"a"total"of"
ten"years"and"stumbled"across"innovation"when"he"was"working"at"the"consultancy"company"
CGI."Like"all"of"his"colleagues,"Gustav"has"worked"for"large"companies"but"also"has"his"own"
startup"company."This"allows"him"and"his"colleagues"to"know"how"large"companies"work"and"
help"them"attain"the"daring"mentality"of"startup"employees,"which"they"often"seek.""
!

RISE!
The"Research" Institutes"of" Sweden" (RISE)" is" a" governmentally" owned"network"of" gathered"
resources,"such"as"research"institutes"within"various"fields,"that"aim"to"develop"sustainable"
solutions."It"has"realised"that"fast"developments"in"the"world"are"causing"complex"problems"
to" emerge,"making" it" hard" for" companies" to" innovate"by" themselves." The" vision"of"RISE" is"
therefore"to"help"both"public"and"private"organisations"find"new"ideas"and"markets"to"expand"
into"or"to"develop"an"existing"idea"into"an"offering."Its"clients"are"typically"large"companies"
that"have"seen"a"threat"to"their"current"offering"and"are" looking"to:"renew"it,"expand"their"
market"and"discuss"the"potential"of"technological" innovation."RISE"helps"its"clients"broaden"
their"networks"and"get"connected"with"strong"innovation"partners.""
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"
RISE"does"not"develop"innovations"for"or"with"its"clients."Instead,"it"helps"them"by"finding"them"
partners"(that"can"help"solve"their"problems)"and"connecting"them"with"these."The"innovation"
process"varies"from"case"to"case"as"it"is"highly"dependent"on"what"the"organisation"seeks"to"
accomplish" and" with" whom." Moreover," the" clients" can" decide" when" to" take" over" the"
innovation"process"themselves."
"
In"the"initiating"phase"of"a"project,"RISE"always"tries"to"get"a"clear"picture"as"possible"of"the"
customer’s"need."Together"with"the"client,"it"also"sets"a"common"goal"for"the"project."If"the"
required"competence"is"available"at"RISE,"a"project"is"set"up"to"work"on"and"solve"the"problem"
of" the" client," without" involving" other" parties." However," if" RISE" deems" the" problem" to" be"
generally"interesting"for"society,"it"invites"multiple"parties"to"join"multi^client"discussions"and"
co^creation"workshops"to"help"solve"it."
"
Pia"Wågberg,"the"expert"interviewed"at"RISE,"is"the"director"of"business"development"and"an"
innovation"manager"at"RISE"Innventia,"a"subsidiary"company"of"RISE."Her"focus"is"within"the"
forest"industry"and"large"companies.""
!

Spinverse!
Spinverse" is"a" consultancy"company" that"offers" its" clients"a"wide" range"of" services,"among"
others" to" help" them" build" their" OI" ecosystem" and" portfolio." Its" clients" are" typically" large"
companies"that"are"active"in"the"Nordic"region."These"companies"usually"adopt"OI"as"a"mean"
to"find"new"technologies"and"enter"new"markets,"having"realised"that"nobody"can"rise"alone"
during"the"current"fast"rate"of"development."
"
At"Spinverse,"every"project"is"treated"as"a"business"case."In"order"to"scope"a"project,"it"typically"
starts"by"having"multiple"discussions"with"the"client,"to"understand"the"important"aspects"and"
needs" that" should" be" fulfiled." Once" the" client" and" Spinverse" have" reached" a" mutual"
understanding," Spinverse"moves" on" to" finding" solutions" and" partners" that" could" solve" the"
client’s"problem."Thereafter,"it"helps"the"client"manage"and"plan"the"project"as"it"often"involves"
multiple"partners.""
"
Markku" Heino" is" the" principal" consultant" at" Spinverse." While" he" does" have" many"
responsibilities," his"main" responsibility" lies" in" helping" customers" build" their"OI" ecosystem."
Janne"Kaukojärvi,"on"the"other"hand,"works"as"an"analyst"and"focuses"his"work"on"publicly"
funded"projects"as"well"as"innovation"competitions."
" "
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3.4&Case&Study&
In#this#section,#the#selected#cases#are#presented#in#terms#of#their#background#and#the#industry#

they#are#in.#The#years#that#the#companies#were#founded#as#well#as#their#size#(in#terms#of#number#

of#employees)#are#also#mentioned#to#show#their#fulfilment#of#the#set#delimitations#provided#in#

the#first#section#of#the#report.#

#

As"previously"mentioned" in" the" Introduction"section," the" study"was"delimited" to" large"and"
established"companies"that"apply"OI."According"to"the"definition"provided"in"the"Delimitations,"
a"large"and"established"company"is"a"respected"company"of"more"than"250"employees"that"
has" existed" for" a" long" time." Therefore," companies" that" fit" this" definition"were" sought" and"
pursued"to"be"interviewed."The"case"study"was"conducted"with"the"following"companies:"Alfa"
Laval," Bayer," Clorox," Company" X" (a" company" that" preferred" to" stay" anonymous)," Essity,"
Fujifilm," IBM" and" SCA." The" years" that" the" companies" were" founded" and" their" number" of"
employees"can"be"seen"in"Table"3.4^1."
"
Alfa!Laval"
Alfa" Laval" is" a" Swedish" company" that"was" founded" in" Lund" in" 1883." It" is" a" publicly" traded"
mechanical"company"that"is"active"in"90"countries,"with"a"total"of"18"000"employees."It"has"13"
business"areas"and"four"main"products"being"sold"in"35"different"markets."During"the"past"20"
years,"this"company"has"acquired"many"different"corporations."Through"its"Channel"Partner"
programme,"Alfa"Laval"seeks"to"collaborate"with"other"organisations"to"develop"innovations"
and"gain"a"competitive"advantage."By"being"established"as"early"as"in"1883"as"well"as"by"having"
18"000"employees"around"the"world,"Alfa"Laval"fulfils"the"set"delimitations."
"
The" interviewee" Klas" Bertilsson" has" 24" years" of" experience" working" with" development,"
product"development,"innovation"and"innovation"processes"at"Alfa"Laval."In"2015"he"resigned"
from"Alfa"Laval"to"work"on"innovation"for"two"years"at"a"small"management"company."The"
past" year" he" has" being" working" independently" as" an" innovation" advisor" part" time" at" the"
corporate"development"department"in"Alfa"Laval."His"current"niche"is"transformation"through"
digitalisation."
"
Bayer"
Bayer"is"a"traditional"company"with"its"roots"from"Germany."It" initially"began"as"a"chemical"
company"but"later"expanded"to"operate"in"other"fields"such"as"agriculture,"consumer"health"
and"pharmaceutics."Since"its"foundation"(in"the"late"1800s)"it"has"never"been"acquired"but"has"
constantly"ruled"itself."In"its"annual"report"of"2018,"the"company"reported"to"have"116"998"
employees"on"a"global"scale."Furthermore,"on"its"website,"it"promotes"itself"as"working"with"
OI" through" collaborations." It" is" therefore" known" to" be" innovative" and" seeking" for"
collaborations."As"Bayer"was"established"in"the"late"1800s"(and"has"ruled"itself"ever"since)"and"
has"nearly"117"000"employees,"it"fulfils"the"set"delimitations."
"
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Ingalill" Hyltander," the" interviewee" of" Bayer," graduated" with" a" bachelor" in" anesthesia" and"
intensive" care" and" became" headhunted" to" the" medical" technology" industry" during" her"
postgraduate" studies." Since" then," she" has" only"worked" for" large" companies." Ingalill" began"
working"at"Bayer"Scandinavia"in"2002"and"currently"holds"the"Commercial"Operation"Director"
position."The"past"few"years"she"has"particularly"been"working"closely"with"startups."
"
Clorox"
Clorox,"a"subsidiary"company"to"the"company"Procter"&"Gamble"(P&G),"is"an"American"publicly"
traded"company"in"the"healthcare"and"food"industry."It"offers"its"customers"a"wide"range"of"
consumer"household"products." The" company" is" based" in"California" and"was" established" in"
1913."Today," it"has"over"8"700"employees"with"products"sold" in"over"100"countries."On" its"
website,"Clorox"promotes"both"its"OI"team"that"brings"innovation"to"the"business"and"its"yearly"
internal"idea"competition."Clorox"fulfils"the"set"delimitations"by"having"existed"since"1913"and"
having"over"8"700"employees.""
"
Navin"Kunde,"the"interviewee"from"Clorox,"is"originally"from"India."It"was"there"where"he"saw"
the"opportunity"for"people"to"collaborate"and"develop"ideas."After"college,"Navin"set"off"to"the"
United"States"of"America"to"reach"the"community"mindset"that"exists"there."In"the"States,"he"
obtained"both"an"MBA"and"a"PhD"and"worked"across"multiple"fields"such"as"the"aerospace"
industry"as"well"as"the"operations"and"innovation"space."Today,"Navin"works"as"an"OI"manager"
in"Clorox"where"he,"together"with"his"team,"searches"for"ideas,"develops"innovations"and"helps"
the"different"business"functions"make"better"decisions."
"
Company!X"
Company"X"is"a"publicly"traded"company"in"Sweden"that"is"active"in"the"transportation"industry"
and"primarily"develops"ideas"of"incremental"character."It"is"one"of"the"dominating"companies"
in"its"industry,"has"well"over"250"employees"and"has"existed"for"many"years."(Its"exact"number"
of"employees"and" the"year" it"was" founded"will"not"be"mentioned"due" to"anonymity.)" This"
company" is" aware" of" the" big" changes" that" the" industry" is" facing" and" uses" one" of" its"
departments"to"inspect"potential"businesses"(products"or"services)"that"it"could"provide"to"its"
private"or"business"customers."As"Company"X"has"existed"for"many"years"and"has"over"250"
employees,"it"fulfils"the"set"delimitations.""
"
Interviewee"X"has"worked"at"the"business"development"department"of"Company"X"for"several"
years."His/her"work"tasks" include"daily" investigating"new"businesses"that"Company"X"could"
offer."Today,"(s)he"holds"a"position"as"a"team"manager."
"
" !
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Fujifilm"
Fujifilm"is"a"technology"company"that"was"established"in"1934"in"Japan"and"is"mainly"known"
as"a"camera"manufacturer."It"is"however"active"in"four"business"areas"in"total:"medical"systems,"
electronic" imaging,"photo" imaging"and"optical"devices." In"other"words," it"does"not" just" sell"
digital"cameras"but"also"lenses"for"television"production"and"machines"for"X^rays,"ultrasound,"
photo" development" etc." Today," it" has" over" 79" 000" employees" around" the" world" and" has"
products" sold"worldwide." Through" collaborations" and" internal"work," Fujifilm"develops" and"
innovates"products"and"services"that"it"sees"have"a"market."By"having"been"established"in"1934"
and"employing"over"79"000"employees,"Fujifilm"fulfils"the"set"delimitations."
"
The"interviewee"Patrik"Wigholm"is"the"Managing"Director"of"Fujifilm"Nordic"and"is"responsible"
for"its"net"sales"and"profit."He"has"previously"been"the"CEO"for"Sony"Sweden."Patrik"is"very"
involved" in" the" innovations"of" Fujifilm" and" tries" to" promote" the" company" as" a" technology"
company"and"not"as"a"camera"manufacturer."
"
International!Business!Machines!Corporations"
International"Business"Machines"Corporations"(IBM)"is"a"publicly"traded"American"company"
working" in" the" technology" industry,"within"areas" such"as" in"cloud"computing,"AI"as"well"as"
computer" hardware" and" software." It" was" established" in" New" York" in" the" early" 1900s" and"
became"one"of"the"most"dominating"computer"platforms"around"the"1960s."Today,"it"operates"
in"over"170" countries" and"has"over"350"600"employees" around" the"world."Both" in" several"
studies"as"well"as"in"its"blog,"IBM"is"said"to"apply,"and"help"other"companies"apply,"OI."By"being"
considered" as" one" of" the"most" dominating" companies" in" the" technology" industry," having"
existed" since" the" early" 1900s" and" having" over" 350" 600" employees," IBM" too" fulfils" the" set"
delimitations."
"
The"interviewed"employee"at"IBM,"Martin"Rydén,"has"worked"at"IBM"for"more"than"14"years."
He"has"previously"worked"as"a"manager" for"consultants"and"currently"works"as"a" technical"
manager."Within"this"position"he"works"in"a"group"that"preliminary"tries"to"help"entrepreneurs"
and"small"companies"shorten"their"processes"of"developing"a"product."
"
Svenska!Cellulosa!
Svenska"Cellulosa"(SCA)"is"a"publicly"traded,"Swedish"company"working"in"the"forest"industry"
and"was" established" in" 1929." Between" the" years" 1975^2017," SCA"was" also"working" in" the"
hygiene" and" health" industry" through" its" subsidiary" company" Essity." However," these" two"
companies" split" into" two" in"2017"and"Essity"was" introduced"as"a" separate" company" in" the"
Swedish"stock"exchange"market."SCA" is"one"of"the"dominating"companies"of" its" industry" in"
Sweden"and"has"over"4"000"employees."On"its"website,"it"explains"how"and"why"it"uses"OI"to"
innovate"and"describes"that"journey"as"having"started"in"2006."Since"SCA"was"established"in"
1929"and"has"over"4"000"employees,"it"fulfils"the"set"delimitations."
" "
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Dr."Bengt"Järrehult"was"interviewed"twice"in"the"thesis"because"of"his"deep"knowledge"and"
outstanding"work"in"OI."As"previously"mentioned,"he"was"the"former"knowledge"management"
and" innovation" director" at" SCA." During" his" time" there," Dr." Bengt" was" the" initiator" and"
introducer" of" multiple" strategic" initiatives." Among" other" achievements," he" initiated" the"
application" of" OI" as"well" as" introduced" operation"methods" for" exploring" versus" exploiting"
innovation"in"the"company."
"
Essity"
As"previously"mentioned,"Essity"was"a"part"of"SCA"for"many"years."However,"since"the"two"
companies"split"in"2017,"Essity"is"said"to"technically"have"been"established"that"year*."Today,"
it"is"a"leading"company"worldwide"with"over"47"000"employees."On"its"website,"the"company"
explains"that"it"works"with"OI"both"through"collaborations"and"online"crowdsourcing."Despite"
having"been"established"in"2017,"Essity"is"deemed"to"fulfil"the"set"delimitations"as"it"has"existed"
for"many"years"and"has"over"47"000"employees."
"
The" interviewee"Gunilla" Himmelmann"works" as" a" Global" Technical" Innovation"Manager" at"
Essity" within" the" business" function" Tork," which" produces" hygiene" products" such" as" paper"
towels"and"napkin"dispensers."She"previously"worked"within"product"development"at"Essity"
when"it"was"still"a"part"of"SCA.""
"
Table!3.4)1."A" list"of"the"case"companies"along"with" information"on"when"they"were"founded"and"how"many"
employees"they"currently"have."

Company! Year!founded! Number!of!employees!

Alfa#Laval# 1883" ~"18"000"

Bayer# 1863" ~"117"000"

Clorox# 1913" ~"8"700"

Company#X# ^" >"250"

Fujifilm# 1934" ~"79"000"

IBM# 1911" ~"350"600"

Svenska#Cellulosa#AB#(SCA)# 1929" ~"4"000"

Essity# 2017*" ~"47"000"

& &
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3.5&Data&Collection&
The#following#section#describes#how#and#why#the#interviewers#were#selected.#It#also#explains#

the#preparation#and#documentation#of#the#interviews."

3.5.1!Interviews!

When"the"literature"review"and"prestudy"were"complete"the"proceeding"step"was"to"prepare"
for" and" conduct" the" case" study" interviews," which" would" serve" to" answer" the" research"
questions" and" fulfil" the"purpose"of" the" thesis." Interviews"were" found"as"most" appropriate"
(compared" to" for" instance" sending" out" questionnaires)" since" they" could" provide" a" deeper"
understanding"of"how"organisations"apply"OI"in"practice."This"is"particularly"since"the"thesis"is"
based"on"a"model"that"focuses"on"complex"and"soft"values"of"open"innovation."Such"matters"
would"not"be"as"easily"understood"through"for" instance"quantitative"questionnaires,"which"
tend"to"provide"a"broader"rather"than"deeper"insight."That"is,"through"interview"questions"and"
an"open"discussion,"qualitative"insights"could"be"gained,"which"would"likely"contribute"more"
to"the"field"area"in"question"than"any"other"type"of"empirical"study."This"way"conclusions"could"
be"made"not"only"on"what"type"of"networks"and"key"behavioural"roles"organisations"have"(in"
terms"of"OI)"but"also"to"which"extent"these"are"used"and"valued."
"
Case!Study!Interviews!
To"be"able"to"draw"some"conclusions,"by"not"having"too"many"independent"variables"in"the"
empirical"work," the" empirical" study"was" delimited." Interviews"were" performed"with" large,"
established"and"well^known"companies,"see"Table"3.5^1"for"more"details."Any"discussions"and"
conclusions" that"were" to"be"drawn"would" thus"merely"be"made" in" relation" to" that" type"of"
company." That" is," conclusions" on" how" small" startups," which" lie" on" the" other" end" of" the"
spectrum,"apply"OI"and"their"relation"to"the"model"would"not"be"able"to"be"made,"at"least"not"
with"as"much"credibility"and"accuracy."
"
The"Adaptive"Space"model"is"general"and"can"be"applied"to"any"company,"in"spite"of"its"size,"
the" industry" it" is" in"or"whether" it" is" in" the"private"or"public" sector."However," the"model" is"
specifically"more"helpful"and"developed"for"large"companies"that,"compared"to"other"type"of"
organisations," may" need" certain" guidelines" to" follow" when" it" comes" to" OI." Large" and"
established"companies"were"selected"for"interviews"since"they"typically"struggle"the"most"to"
adapt,"be"dynamic"and"shift"their"traditional"ways"of"thinking"and"working"(mainly"due"to"their"
structures,"protocols"etc."as"touched"on"in"section"2.4.1)."They"have"the"largest"challenge"to"
create"an"adaptive,"or"absorbent,"space."
"
The"aim"was"to"find"large,"established"and"private"companies"that:"are"known"for"applying"OI"
and" state" that" they" do" so." The" industry" that" these" companies" take" part" in" or" the" type" of"
innovations"that"they"develop"was"not"of"relevance,"instead"it"was"of"importance"that"they"
apply"OI"by"collaborating"with"other"parties,"preferably"with"other"companies."
"
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The"objective"was"also"for"the"interviewees"to"be"current"or"former"employees"of"companies"
that"apply"OI"(specifically"through"collaborations)."These"employees"would"be" interviewees"
either"with"positions"related"to"OI"(open"innovation"navigator," innovation"manager"etc.)"or"
with"prior"experience/work"tasks"related"to"such."Having"relevant"interviewees"was"crucial"to"
give"deeper"and"more"valid"findings."
"
Research"was"conducted"to"find"suitable"companies"to"interview."It"included"online"research,"
e.g."visiting"the"websites"of"potential"companies,"but"also"contacting"the"supervisor,"company"
representatives"as"well"as" lecturers"with"experience" in" the" field."These" individuals"but"also"
researchers"(Henry"Chesbrough,"Rob"Cross"and"Michael"Arena)"as"well"as"personal"contacts"
were"contacted"to"receive"advice"and"recommendations"on"fitting"companies"and"employees"
to"get"in"touch"with"for"the"empirical"study."
"
A"large"portion"of"the"interviewees"were"obtained"through"a"global"innovation"network"that"
is" active" in" Sweden" (Innovation" Pioneers)." These" were" contacted" through" an" email" that"
contained"some"background"information"of"the"thesis"along"with"the"question"if"they"would"
be" willing" to" participate" in" an" interview." The" rest" of" the" interviewees" were" obtained" by"
contacting" relevant" companies" by" e^mail" and" phone" calls" or" by" direct" contact" using" the"
network"LinkedIn."Lastly,"at"the"end"of"each"interview,"interviewees"would"also"be"asked"to"
suggest"any"other"companies"or"contacts"that"they"found"fitting"to"be"interviewed"as"well."
!

Table!3.5)1."A"list"of"the"companies"and"individuals"that"partook"in"the"case"study"interviews,"and"some"describing"
information"of"the"job"position"they"have/have"had"related"to"OI."

Company! Name!&!position!of!employee! Interview!setting!

Alfa#Laval#
Klas"Bertilsson,"
Innovation"Advisor" Video"call"

Bayer#
Ingalill"Hyltander,"
Commercial"Operation"Director" In"person"

Clorox#
Navin"Kunde,"
Open"Innovation"Manager" Video"call"

Company#X#
Interviewee"X,"
Team"Manager"(Business"Development)" Phone"call"

Fujifilm#
Patrik"Wigholm,"
Managing"Director"Fujifilm"Nordic" In"person"

IBM#
Martin"Rydén,"
Technical"Manager" Video"call"

SCA#
Bengt"Järrehult,"
Knowledge"Management"&"Innovation"Director" Video"call"

Essity#
Gunilla"Himmelmann,"
Global"Technical"Innovation"Manager" Video"call"
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Instrument!preparations!
To"prepare"for"the"interviews,"interview"guidelines"were"written."One"guideline"was"made"for"
the"case"study"interviews"(and"another"for"the"prestudy)"to"obtain"the"right"kind"of"answer"
from"the"right"kind"of" interviewee."The"case"study" interview"guideline"contained"questions"
that" were" mainly" based" on" the" model" post" adjustments" from" the" prestudy." Both" of" the"
interview"guidelines"contained"questions"being"formulated"in"several"ways,"to"ensure"that"the"
answers"of"the"interviewees"would"be"consistent.""
"
The"guidelines"were"reviewed"with"scrutiny"and"iterated"several"times."This"ensured"that"the"
most"important"questions"were"posed"but"also"that"they"were"formulated"in"a"way"that"they"
would" be" correctly" interpreted." The" guidelines" were" also" shown," verified" and" adjusted"
according" to" the" opinions" of" the" supervisor" and" a" company" representative." Both" of" the"
guidelines"were"written"in"Swedish"and"English"so"that"each"interview"could"be"adjusted"to"
the" preferred" language" of" every" interviewee," which" would" most" likely" allow" a" better"
communication"and"give"clearer"answers."
"
All"interviews"except"one"were"conducted"by"the"two"interviewers"and"an"interviewee."By"only"
having"one"interviewee"present"in"each"interview,"and"not"as"well"an"accompanying"superior"
or" colleague," the"answers" and" statements"of" the" interviewee"became"as" valid" as"possible."
When"needed," follow"up" questions"would" be" asked" to" ensure" that" the" answers" had" been"
correctly"understood."
"
Each"interview"lasted"between"one"to"two"hours"and"were"held"either"in"person"(at"the"office"
of"the"company/organisation),"video^"or"phone"call."Interviews"were"preferably"held"in"person,"
as" that"would"most" likely"give" the"most" fluent"communication"and" less"misunderstandings"
/misinterpretations."However,"due"to"geographic"distances"and"other"circumstances"many"of"
the"meetings"took"place"through"video"calls."

3.5.2!Documentation!

When"the"interviews"were"conducted"it"was"ensured"that"they"were"documented"in"the"most"
efficient"but"respectable"and"transparent"manner."During"each"interview"one"interviewer"had"
the"main"task"to"pose"the"questions"and"hold"the"discussion"with"the"interviewee."Meanwhile,"
the"other"interviewer"would"engage"in"taking"short"and"concise"notes"while"having"an"overall"
responsibility" to" oversee" the" discussion" and" make" sure" no" important" question" was" left"
unanswered."
" "
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Firstly,"each"interview"that"was"held"began"with"the"interviewers"clearly"asking"for"permission"
to" audio" record" the" interviews." The" recordings"would" not" start" until" permission" from" the"
interviewee"in"question"had"been"granted"and"if"it"was"not,"no"digital"recording"of"any"form"
would"be"made."It"was"clearly"stated"that"these"recordings"would"not"be"used"for"any"other"
purpose"than"to"allow"easier"documentation"for"the"interviewers."This"way"more"focus"could"
be"placed"on"being"present"in"the"interviews"rather"than"on"taking"notes."The"recordings"that"
were"made"would"not"be"for"any"further"use"than"for"the"thesis"itself"and"would"be"deleted"
shortly" after" its" completion." No" Non^Disclosure" Agreements" (NDAs)" were" signed" by" the"
interviewers."
"
Secondly," in" the" end"of" every" interview" the" interviewers"would" also" ask" for" permission" to"
mention"the"company"and"the"interviewee"in"the"report."If"the"interviewee"did"not"wish"for"
him^/herself"and/or" the"organisation" to"be"named" they"would"maintain"anonymous" in" the"
report." This" would" be" handled" by:" giving" alternate" names" to" the" interviewee" and/or"
organisation"as"well"as"not"describing"them"in"a"way"that"they"could"be"identified."
"
Thirdly,"the"interviewees"were"also"asked"for"permission"to"be"quoted"in"the"report." It"was"
made"clear"that"they"would"be"contacted"with"their"quote"prior"to"the"report"being"published"
so"that"they"could"have"the"option"to"allow"or"disallow"its"use."
"
Lastly," if" an" interviewee" would" make" any" additional" wishes" or" requirements" in" terms" of"
anonymity"these"would"be"strictly"followed."For"instance,"several"interviewees"did"not"mind"
being" mentioned" in" the" report" but" wished" for" the" identity" of" their" examples" of"
companies/organisations/employees"to"be"left"undisclosed."
"
Shortly"after"an"interview"had"been"held,"its"findings"and"key"takeaways"would"be"discussed"
between" the" interviewers." Each" interview" would" thus" be" summarised" so" that" a" mutual"
interpretation" between" the" interviewers"was" reached." Consequently," the" findings" and" the"
analysis"could"then"be"as"accurately"written"as"possible." "
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3.6&Data&Analysis&
The" choice" of" conducting" qualitative" research" resulted" in" a" large" and" complex" dataset" of"
words."This"is"as"it"relied"on"the"interviewees"expressing"their"thoughts"freely"on"several"topics."
Consequently,"qualitative"research"entails"richness"in"the"data"but"complexity"in"analysing"it"
(Bryman"&"Bell,"2015)."Hsieh"and"Shannon"(2005)"describe"three"approaches"to"the"analysis"
of"such"data:"the"directed,"conventional"and"summative"approach."These"approaches"differ"in"
how"the"data"is"coded."Out"of"the"three,"the"directed"analysis"approach"was"selected"in"the"
thesis."In"that"approach,"theory"or"prior"research"is"used"as"a"guideline"to"determine"the"initial"
codes"by"which"the"data"will"be"analysed.""
"
A"directed"analysis"approach"allows"the"researchers"to"develop"and"define"key"concepts"and"
variables" from" the" theoretical" framework" and" then" use" these" as" coding" categories." This"
enables"the"researchers"to"categorise"the"findings"directly"after"gathering"them,"based"on"the"
predetermined" codes." Findings" that"do"not" fit" in" any"of" the" categories" are" gathered" to"be"
analysed"later,"to"detect"if"they"make"up"a"new"category."The"findings"could"either"contradict"
or" contribute" and" extend" the" existing" theory." This" approach" therefore" aims" to" validate" or"
conceptually" expand" and" ultimately" improve" an" existing" theoretical" framework." (Hsieh" &"
Shannon,"2005)"
"
The"strength"of"a"directed"approach"for"the"analysis"of"the"findings"lies"in"its"ability"to"both"
support"and"expand"existing"theory"as"well"as"contradict"it."The"directed"approach"was"chosen"
in"the"thesis"since"it"allows"a"deeper"investigation"of"the"key"behavioural"roles"and"networks"
mentioned"in"the"theory"as"well"as"expanding/contradicting"these."Using"such"an"approach"
would" thus"allow" the" researchers" to" fulfil" the"purpose"of" the" thesis" as"well" as" answer" the"
research"questions."
"
According"to"the"findings"of"Yin"(2016),"most"qualitative"research"follows"a"general,"non^linear,"
five^phase" cycle" of" “1." Compiling,# 2.# Disassembling,# 3.# Reassembling# (and# Arraying),# 4.#

Interpreting#and#5.#Concluding”#(p."185)."The"compiling"phase"refers"to"the"phase"of"gathering"
and" arranging" the" empirical" findings," creating" a" thorough" database." The" second" phase,"
disassembling," involves" breaking" down" the" gathered" data" into" smaller,"more"manageable,"
pieces." The" following" phase," reassembling" (and" arraying)," deals" with" organising" the" small"
pieces" of" data" into" different" categories." The" interpreting" phase" is" the" phase" in"which" the"
categorised"data"is"interpreted"in"order"to"create"a"narrative."The"final"phase"of"concluding"
involves"drawing"conclusions"from"the"interpreted"narrative."
" "
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The"above"mentioned" iterative"and"non^linear"process"was" followed" in" the"analysis"of" the"
findings"in"the"research."The"obtained"empirical"data,"both"notes"and"recordings,"was"firstly"
gathered"in"a"folder,"creating"a"database"accessed"by"both"researchers."The"empirical"findings"
from"each" interview"were"disassembled" into" smaller" fragments,"making" them"easier" to"be"
reassembled"under"the"categories"inspired"by"the"findings"of"the"literature"and"the"prestudy."
Interesting"and"relevant"data"that"did"not"fit"in"any"of"the"given"categories"were"sorted"into"a"
separate"one."However,"gathered"data"that"could"not"be"categorised"or"was"deemed"as"off^
topic"and"irrelevant"was"cleaned"out."All"of"the"categorised"data"was"then"interpreted,"in"order"
to"find"similarities"and"differences"both"between"the"different"datasets"as"well"as"between"the"
data"and"the"literature.""
"
A"table"that"graded"each"case"for"every"category"was"created"in"order"to"present"a"summarised"
overview"of"the"empirical"findings,"(see"Appendix"B)"as"well"as"to"connect"the"data"to"the"set"
categories."The"point"system"was"used"to"more"fairly"evaluate"how"strongly"a"category"was"
found"to"exist"in"each"company."This"point"system"was"between"the"points"one"to"three,"where"
a" company"was" given"one"point"when" it" showed"weak" signs"of" the" category," two"when" it"
showed"satisfying"signs"and"three"when"it"showed"strong"signs."If"a"company"did"not"show"any"
signs"at"all"in"having"that"category,"it"was"left"with"a"hyphen."The"score"for"each"company"was"
merely" based" on" the" case" study" interviews" and" does" not" necessarily" represent" the" entire"
company."Data"that"did"not"fit"any"of"the"set"categories,"but"that"was"considered"as"relevant,"
was"also"added"to"the"table"and"later"on"categorised."Lastly,"the"main"findings"were"concluded"
and"presented"with"the"help"of"the"connections"found"in"the"previous"phase.""

& &
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3.7&Quality&of&the&Research&&
According"to"the"findings"of"Yin"and"Campbell"(2018),"the"quality"of"a"research"method"is"often"
assessed"by" four" criteria," namely:"Construct# validity,# Internal# validity,# External# validity#and"
Reliability."Construct"validity"assesses"the"usage"of"appropriate"operational"measures"in"the"
study."Internal"validity"assessments"are"not"used"for"exploratory"studies"and"will"thus"not"be"
discussed"in"this"thesis."External"validity"evaluates"the"generalisability"of"the"findings"from"the"
study."The"last"criteria,"reliability,"assesses"whether"or"not"the"repetition"of"the"procedures"of"
the"study"would"give"the"same"results.""""""""""
"
Yin"and"Campbell"(2018)"suggest"that"the"researcher(s)"could"use"a"multiple#source#of#evidence"
principle"to"perform"a"study"that"holds"a"high"construct"validity."This"principle" involves"the"
usage" of" various" sources" to" validate" the" same" findings." In" this" thesis," this" principle" was"
followed"by"constantly"collecting"data"(such"as"existing"theories"and"other"empirical"findings)"
through"multiple" sources," in" order" to" validate" them." To" obtain" as" appropriate" and" useful"
answers"as"possible"from"the"interviews"the"choice"was"made"to"only"study"cases"that"apply"
OI."In"order"to"answer"the"research"questions"appropriately,"a"researched"process"was"used"
to"analyse"the"data"and"conclude"findings"from"it."
"
The" external" validity" aspect" of" the" study"was" strengthened"by" conducting" semi^structured"
interviews"to"collect"empirical"findings,"with"the"purpose"of"reaching"a"deep"understanding"of"
how"large"companies"work"with"OI."The"questions"that"were"posed"were"thus"open^ended"and"
did"not"contain"any"terms"defined"by"existing"theories."Consequently,"precautions"were"made"
to" receive" answers" that" were" not" influenced" by" how" the" questions" were" formulated."
Moreover,"the"chosen"sample"of"respondents"was"a"diverse"one,"as"the"type"of"industry"that"
they"(the"companies)"are"in"was"less"interesting"than"the"actual"process"of"how"they"apply"OI."
Furthermore,"the"prestudy"was"conducted"with"organisations"that"help"other"organisations"
apply"OI."This"allowed"the"researchers"to"draw"general"conclusions."""
"
A"research"is"considered"reliable"if"a"repetition"of"it"would"lead"to"the"same"findings."In"doing"
so,"eventual"errors"and"biases"are"minimised."To"accomplish"that,"Yin"and"Campbell" (2018)"
recommend"researcher(s)"to"document"the"followed"procedures"in"a"way"that"a"third"person"
could" redo" the"work." The" reliability" of" the" thesis" has" thus" been" accounted" for" by" giving" a"
thorough"description"of"the"followed"data"collection"and"analysis"process."Moreover,"the"case"
study" interview" guidelines" are" also" presented" in" the" report" (see" Appendix" C)." A" semi^
structured" interview," however;" does" not" follow" a" guideline" completely" and" relies" on" the"
creation"of"a"conversation"between"the"people" involved."All"of" the" interviewees"were"also"
informed"about"the"purpose"of" the"thesis"before"any" interview"was"conducted."During"the"
interviews"emphasis"was"placed"on"understanding"the"practicality"of"working"with"OI"and"not"
confirming" existing" theories." Furthermore," an" objective" perspective" was" maintained" by"
iterating" the" findings" and" discussing"methods" both"with" supervisors" as"well" as"with" other"
students"during"several"seminars."
"
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3.7.1!Limitations!of!the!Research!

The" results"of" the" research"are" limited"by" its"design."Per"definition,"a"qualitative"approach"
yields"a"lack"of"quantitative"results."Thus,"the"conclusions"cannot"be"further"motivated"by"a"
firm"statistical"foundation.""
"
This"empirical"analysis"is"a"window"into"the"reality"that"large"and"established"companies"face"
when"applying"OI."However,"when"exploring"challenges,"success"factors,"networks"and"roles"it"
is"not"explained"why"these"arise"nor"how"they"are"built."What"is"analysed"is"their"existence."
"
Abductive" reasoning" is" limited" by" concluding" the" most" likely" explanation." It" allows" the"
researchers"to"understand"the"literature"from"the"empirical"findings"and"vice"versa."However,"
abductive"reasoning"does"not"require"large"amount"of"data"to"make"a"conclusion"and"develop"
a"hypothesis" that" is" general" (which" inductive" reasoning"does)."Neither"does" this" reasoning"
build"on"an"already"established"hypothesis"in"order"to"develop"a"conclusion"(which"deductive"
reasoning"does).""
"
The"directed"analysis"approach"to"make"sense"out"of"the"data"can"also"limit"the"results"of"the"
study."Despite"that"such"an"approach"can"help"support"and"extend"existing"theory,"it"can"make"
the"researchers"approach"the"data"with"bias."Hsieh"and"Shannon"(2005)"explain"that"this"could"
make"researchers"find"and"focus"on"empirics"that"support"the"theory"rather"than"contradict"
it."""
"
"

" &
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3.8&Ethical&Considerations&
The" Swedish" Research" Council" has" identified" four" ethical" principal" requirements" for"
researchers"to"follow,"with"the"purpose"of"setting"a"standard"of"the"relationship"between"the"
researcher" and" the" respondents." These" requirements" are:" The" InformationH,# ConsentH,#

ConfidentialityH#and"Good#use#requirement.#(Vetenskapsrådet,"2019)"
"
The"information"requirement"implies"that"the"researcher"is"obligated"to"inform"participants,"
such"as"informants,"about"their"role"in"the"study"as"well"as"the"purpose"of"it"(Vetenskapsrådet,"
2019)."This"was"accomplished"by"starting"each"interview"with"providing:"a"short"presentation"
about"the"researchers,"the"purpose"of"the"study"and"a"brief"description"of"how"the"findings"
were"going"to"be"used."The"interviewees"were"also"informed"that"the"study"was"conducted"
together"with"a"management"consultancy"firm.""
"
The"second"requirement,"the"consent"requirement,"entails"that"the"respondents"have"the"right"
to"determine"whether"or"not"to"participate"in"a"study"without"being"pressured"to"do"so."The"
participants" are" also" allowed" to" set" their" own" conditions" for" the" participation"
(Vetenskapsrådet," 2019)." All" of" the" respondents" in" the" study" gave" their" consent" to" be"
interviewed"before"the"actual" interviews."They"also"had"the"option"to"decide"whether"they"
wanted"to"remain"anonymous"or"not."The"interviewees"also"gave"their"consent"to"be"audio"
recorded."
"
The"confidentiality"requirement"entails"that"everybody"that"is"involved"in"an"ethically"sensitive"
study"should"be"kept"anonymous."In"such"a"case,"all"of"the"collected"material"should"thus"be"
treated"with" strict" confidentiality" (Vetenskapsrådet," 2019)." This" principal" requirement"was"
meticulously" discussed"with" the" supervisor" and" it" was" concluded" that" the" study" does" not"
involve"any"ethically"sensitive"topics."However,"as"previously"stated,"all"of"the"respondents"
were"asked"for"their"consent"to"be"cited"and"mentioned"by"name."They"were"also"asked"to"
give"their"consent"in"having"the"organisation"that"they"worked"for"be"mentioned"in"the"report."
Informants"that"chose"to"be"anonymous"were"treated"confidentially.""
"
The" last" requirement," the"good"use"requirement," refers" to" the" fact" that" the"collected"data"
from" the" interviews" should" only" be" used" for" the" purpose" that" has" been" provided" to" the"
respondents."Such"data"should"not"be"“lent#for#commercial#use#or#used#for#other#nonHscientific#

purposes”"(Vetenskapsrådet,"2019,"p."14)."The"only"people"that"had"access"to"the"collected"
data"were"the"researchers"of"the"study."Once"the"study"was"complete,"all"of"the"gathered"data"
was"eliminated,"preventing"any"unauthorised"people"from"accessing"it."
"
" "
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4. Empirical Analysis  
In#this#chapter,#the#results#from#the#prestudy#and#case#study#are#presented.##

4.1&Prestudy&
In#this#subchapter,#the#results#from#the#prestudy#are#presented#in#four#separate#categories.#In#

the# first# category,# the# challenges# that# large# companies# face# when# implementing# OI# are#

discussed.# In# the# second#category,# the# success# factors# for#a# large#company# to#apply#OI#are#

mentioned.#Finally,# the# last# two#categories#discuss#the#networks#and#roles#respectively# that#

large#companies#need#to#apply#OI.# 

4.1.1!Challenges!

Three"of"the"interviewed"organisations"(Ideon"Open,"RISE"and"Spinverse)"heavily"emphasised"
that" large" companies" face" the" challenge" of" finding" the" right" partners" and" forming"
collaborations"with" these." In" fact," this" challenge" is" the" reason"why" the" three" interviewed"
organisations"even"exist."According"to"the"Spinverse"experts,"large"companies"often"end"up"
collaborating"with"the"same"partners,"restricting"the"inflow"of"new"knowledge."
"
The"complexity"that"comes"with"OI"was"another"challenge"that"was"mentioned"by"the"experts"
of"both"Ideon"Open"and"Spinverse."Aside"from"the"complexity"laying"in"forming"collaborations"
with"external"partners,"a"complexity"also"lies"in"maintaining"a"balanced"partnership"of"mutual"
exchange"(e.g."of" ideas"and"knowledge)"as"well"as" in"establishing"a"solid"developing"phase."
Large" companies" that" do" not" have"much" or" any" prior" experience" in" applying" OI" can" thus"
perceive"such"aspects"to"be"abstract,"uncommon"and"unfamiliar"and"not"know"how"to"handle"
them."""
"
The"contrasts"between"large"and"small"companies"is"something"that"Dr."Bengt"and"Ideon"Open"
heavily"underlined."Dr."Bengt"stated"that"large"companies"oftentimes"know"what"they"need"to"
do"but"still"do"not"do"so."Small"companies,"on"the"other"hand,"do"what"they"find"is"important"
to"do."Large"companies"have"difficulties"in"admitting"that"they"need"help"within"a"certain"area."
For"small"companies,"however;"it"is"natural"to"ask"for"help."The"challenge"for"large"companies"
to"show"vulnerability"and"ask"for"help"is"a"topic"that"Dr."Bengt"and"Ideon"Open"find"vital"to"be"
overcome.""
"
Furthermore,"while" large"companies" lack"creative" thinking," small" companies"need"contacts"
from"the"market,"muscles"and"financial"resources."Small"companies"are"good"at"discovering"
ideas"while"large"companies"are"good"at"developing"them."Large"companies"are"however;"not"
good"at"developing"them"cumulatively"but"tend"to"do"them"all"at"once:"
"
“Large#companies#have#large#gloves#on#them.#They#have#high#difficulties#to#handle#small#things#with#such#large#

gloves”"^"Bengt"Järrehult,"Dr."Beng(t)"
" "
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Both"Dr."Bengt"and"the"expert"of"Ideon"Open"pointed"out"that"companies"of"different"sizes"
work" differently" due" to" having" different" circumstances." While" the" small" companies" can"
execute" their" tasks" in" a"week," the" large" ones" can" take"months" due" to" them"having" to" go"
through"board"meetings."The"small"companies"work"in"such"a"smart"and"fast"pace"as"they"must"
develop"something"before"they"run"out"of"their"limited"financial"resources."This"challenge"that"
large"companies"have"was"summarised"by"two"of"the"interviewee"experts:"
"
“Small#companies#are#agile#but#do#not#have#a#lot#of#money.#Large#companies#have#money#but#are#not#agile”"^"

Gustav"Widerström,"Ideon"Open"
"

“Large#companies#are#like#dinosaurs#and#small#companies#are#like#lightning#fast#insects”"
^"Dr."Bengt"Järrehult,"Dr."Beng(t)"

"
Large"companies"often"believe"that"they"need"help"in"generating"ideas"through"hackathons"or"
ideations"and"therefore"do"not"ask"for"much"help"after"this"stage."However,"according"to"the"
Ideon"Open"expert,"they"face"more"of"a"challenge"in"testing"and"developing"these"ideas."Ideon"
Open"would"therefore"like"to"be"a"part"of"the"innovation"process"during"the"later"stages"as"
well."
"
Three"of"the"experts"noticed"that"large"companies"face"challenges"when"implementing"OI"due"
to"their"existing"internal"systems."According"to"Dr."Bengt,"the"silos"in"the"company"and"the"so"
called" Invented# here# but# let's# reinvent# it# anyway^syndrome"make" it" sometimes" easier" for"
companies" to"collaborate"externally" than" internally."This" is"as"different"departments"might"
have"problems"working"together."Furthermore,"the"RISE"expert"considered"silos"to"complicate"
OI" initiatives"as" they" restrict" the" flow"of" ideas"and" information."Lastly," the"expert"of" Ideon"
Open"claimed"that"while"large"companies"can"apply"OI"in"their"divisions"they"often"struggle"to"
implement"it"in"all"of"them."
"
The"expert"of"RISE"stated"that"SMEs"often"act"as"entrepreneurial"injections"to"large"companies,"
helping"them"to"achieve"their"goals."Dr."Bengt"agrees"with"RISE"by"stating"that"asymmetric"
collaborations" (collaborations" between" large" and" small" companies)" are" beneficial" for" both"
parties" but" can" be" challenging." Despite" the" opportunity" large" companies" have" to" renew"
themselves"and"explore"new"markets,"they"might"be"unwilling"or"have"problems"working"with"
smaller" companies." Furthermore," small" companies" do" not" want" to" be" used" by" the" larger"
companies," and" the" larger" companies" do" not" want" to" expose" their" patent" secrets." As" a"
consequence," in"asymmetric"collaborations," large"companies"end"up"focusing"too"much"on"
ownership" agreements" and" contracts." In" addition," collaborating" with" companies" that" are"
different"from"one’s"own"risks"misunderstandings"and"frustration"to"emerge."Ideon"Open"also"
touches"on"large"companies’"tendency"to"have"trust"issues"and"tries"to"convince"such"clients"
that:"
"
“The#secret#does#not#lie#in#the#unique#idea#but#rather#in#the#one#that#can#first#exploit#and#execute#it”"^"Gustav"

Widerström,"Ideon"Open"
" "
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In" conclusion," leading" an" OI" initiative" forward" is" difficult" for" large" companies" due" to" the"
following" challenges:" finding/collaborating"with" the" right" partners,"maintaining" a" balanced"
partnership"with"these"and"establishing"a"solid"developing"phase."Large"companies"also"face"
the" challenge" in" having" the"mentality" and"working" approach" of" small" companies" by" being"
humble"enough"to"ask"potential"partners"for"help"and"by"working"fast."They"also"struggle"more"
with"developing" ideas" rather" than" generating" them." They"have"difficulties" in" trusting" their"
partners"due"to"not"wanting"to"expose"their"(patent)"secrets."However,"when"large"companies"
do"open"up"their"boundaries,"they"are"more"prone"to"do"it"externally"rather"than"internally,"
due" to" internal" systems" that" restrict" the" flow" of" ideas." I.e." succeeding" with" internal"
collaboration"is"another"challenge"of"large"companies. 

4.1.2!Success!factors!

Most"of"the"interviewed"experts"mentioned"different"factors"that"they"found"to"be"essential"
to"succeed"with"an"OI"initiative."However,"many"of"them"touched"on"similar"areas."RISE,"Dr."
Bengt" and" Spinverse"mentioned" the" importance" of" choosing" the" right" type" of" partners" to"
collaborate"with." The"RISE"expert"believes" that" the"parties" involved" should"have" the" same"
fundamental"values"and"be"able"to"share"different"sets"of"knowledge"with"each"other."Along"
these"lines,"Dr."Bengt"stated"that"private"individuals"do"not"contribute"much"to"OI"initiatives"
but"that"small"companies"do."This"is"as"they"can"come"with"very"clear"and"defined"solutions,"
which"are"valuable"for"companies."As"such,"he"believes"in"asymmetric"collaborations"and"sees"
that"companies"can"benefit"from"them."Dr."Bengt"also"finds"it"essential"that"the"parties"are"
equally" in"need"of"each"other."On"the"same"topic," the"experts"of"Spinverse"mentioned"the"
essentiality"of"organisations"to"collaborate"with"unfamiliar"partners."This"is"to"be"able"to"collect"
ideas"that"are"outside"of"box"and"to"access"new"solutions."
"
Three"of" the"experts" emphasised" the" significance"of" goals"when"applying"OI." This" includes"
having"common"goals"and"visions"but"also"having"goals"that"are"clearly"formulated."During"OI"
collaborations"it"is"crucial"for"the"parties"involved"to"work"towards"the"greater"goal"together"
instead"of"cutting"down"the"initiative"to"smaller"possessive"pieces"that"prevent"collaboration"
from"happening."
"

“Everybody#should#be#striving#for#the#same#goal.#Otherwise,#there#is#no#point#with#the#initiative”"
^"Markku"Heino,"Spinverse"

"
The"experts"of" Ideon"Open"and"RISE"discussed" the" legal" aspect"of"OI," saying" that"partners"
should"not"involve"their"lawyers"too"early"on"in"the"process"nor"be"rabid"about"the"agreements"
of"ownership."These"agreements"become"unnecessary"if"the"initiative"succeeds"but"are"of"the"
utmost" importance" if" it" fails." This" is" as" they" hold" information" about" the" rights" and"
responsibilities"of"every"party" involved." In" lines"with"this," Ideon"Open"and"Spinverse"advice"
organisations"that"apply"OI"to"dare"to"trust"both"the"process"as"well"as"the"partners."
" "
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To"succeed"with"the"application"of"OI,"Dr."Bengt,"Ideon"Open"and"Spinverse"believe"that"an"
internal"support" is"needed." In" fact,"both"Dr."Bengt"and"the" Ideon"Open"expert"believe"that"
(top)"management"commitment/sponsorship"is"what"is"most"important"for"an"OI"initiative"to"
succeed."Management"must"support,"believe"in"and"motivate"those"involved"in"OI"initiatives,"
since"it"takes"time"for"these"to"prosper."Likewise,"the"experts"of"Spinverse"pointed"out"that"
the"success"of"an"OI"initiative"is"a"matter"of"a"company"culture,"where"the"employees"overall"
see"the"purpose"of"and"believe"in"the"initiative."
"
All"of"the"experts"also"brought"up"success"factors"that"did"not"necessarily"fit"into"a"common"
category" with" the" rest" of" the" experts’" opinions." For" instance," Dr." Bengt" states" that" large"
companies" should" work" iteratively" and" not" invest" all" their" efforts" in" one" OI" initiative."
Moreover," he" underlines" the" importance" for" them" to" use" appropriate" knowledge"
management"methodologies."This"is"as"such"system"makes"it"easier"for"an"employee"to"see"if"
an"idea"has"already"been"discovered."
"
Another"success"factor"comes"from"Ideon"Open,"which"deems"that"companies"that"work"with"
innovative"projects"should"sit"in"another"location"than"in"their"own"workspace."Furthermore,"
sitting"in"another"environment"with"other"organisations"leads"to"cross^fertilisation"and"allows"
contacts"to"be"established."This"is"something"that"Ideon"Open"helps"its"clients"with"by"having"
an"environment"called"Beyond#Corporate#Limits,"where"six"project"teams"(from"six"different"
companies)"can"share"the"space"for"a"year."At"this"environment"they"can"also"receive"support"
from"Ideon"Open"consultants."
"
The"expert"of"RISE"pointed"out" that"OI" is" about" the" team"and"not" the"efforts"of"a" specific"
individual." A" success" factor" is" therefore" having" a" balanced" team" with" the" right" mix" of"
competencies"and"personalities," thereby"creating"a"well^functioning"network"together."She"
also"emphasised"on"the"value"for"organisations"to"develop"solutions"that"benefit"the"society.""
"
To"conclude,"as"large"companies"face"the"challenge"of"finding"the"right"partners"to"collaborate"
with," they"should"search" for"partners" that"hold"similar"values"and"that"are"able" to"provide"
them"with"new"knowledge."It"is"also"essential"that"these"involved"parties"are"in"mutual"need"
of" each" other." Since" small" companies" typically" have" other" capabilities," and" thus" other"
knowledge"sets,"than"large"companies,"large"companies"should"consider"working"with"them."
In"lines"with"this,"when"large"companies"do"apply"OI"they"should"also"consider"searching"for"
new"and"unfamiliar"partners"(that"can"contribute"with"new"competencies)."Should"they"have"
difficulties" in" finding" the" right" collaboration" partners," there" is" always" the" option" to" seek"
external"help"from"consultancy"companies"that"are"experts"in"these"matters."These"experts"
can"also"help"large"companies"with"the"challenge"of"daring"to"partner"with"small"companies"
and"admitting"that"they"need"help"in"certain"areas."They"can"also"be"part"of"the"innovation"
process"from"start"to"finish,"thus"also"helping"large"companies"to"develop"ideas."
"
" "
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Once" the" right" partners" have" been" found," large" companies" should" tackle" the" challenge" of"
handling" the" complexity"of"OI"by" setting" clear" and" common"goals" for" the" initiatives" for" all"
parties"involved."This"consequently"builds"a"solid"developing"phase."To"set"the"ground"for"a"
good" collaboration," the" parties" should" create" a" balanced" team" with" the" right" mix" of"
competencies" and" personalities." Initiating" a" collaboration" can" be" challenging" for" large"
companies"as"they"do"not"want"to"expose"their"secrets."However,"if"they"want"the"initiative"to"
succeed"they"should"trust"both"the"OI"process"as"well"as"the"partners"and"not"worry"too"much"
about" involving" lawyers"early"on" in" the"process." The"partnership" should"be"about"working"
together"towards"a"greater"goal."If"the"goal"is"split"into"possessive"pieces,"where"each"party"
works"on"its"own"domain,"a"real"collaboration"will"not"take"place."
"
Since" internal" systems" can" restrict" the" flow" of" ideas" within" the" companies," appropriate"
knowledge"management"methods"should"be"used"to"improve"internal"collaborations."It"is"also"
critical"that"top"management"commits"to"the" initiative"and"creates"a"company"culture"that"
supports"it."As"large"companies"tend"to"work"at"a"slow"pace,"sitting"in"another"location"might"
help"them"work"differently"and"faster"than"they"are"used"to."Doing"so"might"also"allow"them"
to"interact"and"establish"relations"with"other"organisations."

4.1.3!Networks!

According" to" Wexxa," each" organisation" that" applies" OI" should" have" three" networks:" The#
External#Network,"The#Internal#Network"and"The#Absorbent#Network."All"of"these"networks"
can"include"both"formal"and"informal"communication."The"external"network"is"built"to"share,"
obtain" and" formulate" new" ideas" with" groups/individuals" that" are" not" employees" of" the"
organisation."It"is"the"network"that"the"organisation"shares"and"builds"with"external"parties."
The"internal"network"is"the"opposite"of"the"external"network"and"is"observed"as"a"network"
through" which" merely" the" employees" in" the" organisation" communicate" with" each" other."
Lastly,"the"absorbent"network"does"not"differ"from"the"adaptive"space."It"is"the"overlapping"
network"between"the"external"and"internal"network"(the"same"way"that"the"adaptive"space"is"
the"overlapping"area"between"the"entrepreneurial"pockets"and"the"operational"system).""
"
Wexxa" considers" three" factors" to" be" important" in" the" external" network." Firstly," it" finds" it"
important"for"an"organisation"to"gather"multiple#perspectives" in"order"for" it"to"encounter"a"
problem"or"to"handle"an"external"change."These"perspectives"can"for" instance"be"obtained"
through"collaborations"with"different"type"of"parties,"like"those"of"the"triple"helix"(which,"as"
mentioned"in"section"2.1.2,"involves"relationships"with"other"companies,"public"organisations"
and"academic"institutions)."Secondly,"it"is"essential"to"maintain"a"frequent#communication"with"
one’s"external"parties."This"is"to"avoid"implementing"changes"that"used"to"be"valid"for"example"
a"year"ago"but"no"longer"are."Thirdly,"an"organisation"must"ensure"that"its"relationships"are"
mutually#effective."That"is,"it"should"not"feel"that"it"is"only"sharing"information,"ideas"etc."but"
also"receiving"some"in"return,"or"vice"versa."The"organisation"should"feel"that"its"collaborations"
are"giving"something"new"so"that"it"is"not"simply"wasting"its"resources."""
"
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The"internal"network"is"described"as"the"network"in"which"the"ideas"of"the"colleagues"flow."In"
a"large"organisation,"this"network"is"heavily"dependent"on"the"formal"rules,"procedures"and"
structures" of" the" organisation." Wexxa" believes" that" it" is" critical" that" the" structures" or"
categorisations"in"an"organisation"do"not"inhibit"the"ideas"within"it"(of"its"employees)"to"flow."
If"groups"are"well"connected,"communication" is"better"held"between"them"and"the"overall"
organisation" can" collaborate" and" implement" changes" more" easily." Wexxa" points" out" the"
importance" of" communication" between" the" groups" in" an" organisation" and" that" such" a"
communication"can"vary"depending"on"the"level"being"studied."In"other"words,"the"internal"
communication"between"two"groups"in"the"organisation"is"not"the"same"as"the"one"between"
two"departments"in"it."The"internal"network"can"thus"be"viewed"as"the"internal"collaboration"
and"communication"in"an"OI"initiative.""
"
Wexxa"sees"the"absorbent"network"as"the"space"in"which"ideas"are"generated,"developed"and"
spread"to"create"new"innovations."According"to"it,"this"is"made"possible"through"the"relations,"
communication"and"collaboration"between"the"brokers,"connectors"and"energisers."However,"
the"researchers"believe"that"the"challenger"contributes"to"the"absorbent"network"as"well,"see"
explanation"in"the"category"below."Furthermore,"as"previously"mentioned"in"section"2.4.1,"the"
absorbent"network"(Adaptive"Space)"is"created"through"different"events."Figure"4.1^1"below"
illustrates"how"the"three"networks"are"intertwined."
"

"
Figure!4.1)1.!A"suggestion"of"the"networks"that"exist"in"OI"initiatives"according"to"the"Adaptive"Space"model"
and"the"results"of"the"prestudy."

"
While"Arena"has"focused"more"on"categorising"the"networks"according"to"formal"(operational)"
and" informal" (entrepreneurial)" systems," the" researchers" have" chosen" to" categorise" the"
networks"differently,"using"the"interview"held"with"Wexxa."This"categorisation"is"instead"based"
on"how"much"an"organisation"innovates"internally"or"externally."The"change"in"networks"was"
viewed"as"necessary"due"to:"the"ambiguity"of"Arena’s"categorisation"(as"mentioned"in"section"
2.4.3)"as"well"as"the"aim"to"delimit"the"model"to"OI." In"other"words,"by"explicitly"having"an"
external"network"that"represents"external"relationships,"the"model"becomes"more"adjusted"
to"OI" instead"of" innovation" in"general."To" summarise," the"decision"was"made" to" study" the"
following" networks" in" the" case" study:" the" external" network," the" internal" network" and" the"
absorbent"network."
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4.1.4!Behavioural!roles!

Wexxa"believes"that"in"order"for"an"organisation"to"succeed"in"applying"OI,"it"should"have"three"
behavioural" roles:" the" broker," connector" and" energiser." These" roles" are" identical" to" those"
described"by"Arena."Nonetheless,"the"researchers"have"decided"to"include"the"challenger"role"
in"the"case"study"as"well."This"is"as"this"role"fulfils"a"function"(of"detecting"and"responding"to"
outside"patterns)"that"is"necessary"for"large"and"established"organisations"to"break"out"of"their"
traditional"ways"of"thinking"and"working."In"fact,"one"of"the"reasons"why"large"companies"apply"
OI" is" to" ultimately" keep" their" competitive" advantage" by"working" differently,"which" can" be"
achieved"by"the"challenger."
"
Wexxa"emphasises"that"the"above^mentioned"roles"are"essential"in"an"OI"process."This"is"as"
each"role"is"more"active"in"one"phase"than"the"rest"(Figure"2.1^1)."The"broker"is"active"in"the"
first"step"(idea"generation),"the"connector"in"the"second"(idea"construction)"and"the"energiser"
in"the"third"(market"launch)."
"
It"is"pointed"out"by"Wexxa"that"each"role"spends"the"majority"of"its"time"in"one"of"the"three"
networks"mentioned"above."Firstly,"the"broker"is"typically"active"in"the"external"network"but"
can"also"be"active"in"the"internal"one."This"is"as"(s)he"is"someone"who"explores"and"captures"
ideas,"especially"beyond"the"organisational"boundaries."Secondly,"the"connector,"who"receives"
these"ideas"and"develops"them,"mainly"operates"in"the"internal"network"by"coordinating"and"
placing" employees" into" teams." Thirdly," the" connector" then" shares" these" ideas" with" the"
energiser" who," too" naturally" moves" within" the" internal" network." This" is" as" the" energiser"
spreads"the"ideas"throughout"the"organisation,"encouraging"them"to"be"implemented"and"for"
instance"sold"as"products"or"services." In"other"words," the"brokers"are"usually" linked"to"the"
connectors" who" in" turn" are" connected" to" the" energisers." Wexxa" refers" to" this" specific"
relationship"as"the"backbone"of"the"networks."In"the"case"of"the"challenger,"the"researchers"
reason"that"(s)he"too,"like"the"connector"and"the"energisers,"spends"most"of"his/her"time"in"
the"internal"network."This"is"as"(s)he"tries"to"question"the"organisation"and"make"vital"changes"
apparent"for"his/her"colleagues"in"order"for"the"organisation"to"evolve."Figure"4.1^2"illustrates"
how"the"roles"are"connected"in"relation"to"the"networks."""
" "
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"
Figure!4.1)2."A"suggestion"of"the"roles"and"networks"that"exist"in"OI"initiatives"according"to"the"Adaptive"Space"
model"and"the"results"of"the"prestudy."Here"it"is"clarified"in"which"networks"each"role"is"the"most"active."(The"
letters"represent"the"roles:"B"^"broker,"Ch"^"challenger,"E"^"energiser"and"Ch"^"Challenger.)"
"
The"Ideon"Open"expert"believes"that"an"important"role"that"should"be"involved"in"OI"initiatives"
(from"the"large"organisation)"is"the"intrapreneur."He"describes"this"as"someone"who"stands"
out"by"being"more"open"minded"and"having"an"entrepreneurial"mindset."The"intrapreneurs"
are"the"ones"that"dare"to"go"past"their"comfort"zones"and"test"things."In"fact,"Ideon"Open"finds"
this"intrapreneur"role"so"crucial"that"it"spends"the"majority"of"its"time"actively"searching"for"
employees"that"have"its"traits."If"the"role"is"not"known"or"found"by"the"client"or"the"consultancy"
company,"the"consultancy"company"grooms"employees"to"take"it"on."
"
Both"research"of"Arena"and"expertise"of"Wexxa"suggest"that"an"employee"can"take"more"than"
one"role"(as"mentioned"in"section"2.4.2.5)."Moreover,"Wexxa"claims"that"an"employee"does"
not"have"to"take"a"role"to"a"100%."Whether"an"employee"can"take"more"roles"and"how"much"
(s)he"takes"a"certain"role"will"however;"not"be"investigated"and"is"out"of"scope"of"the"thesis."
"
When"conducting" the" case" study," the"decision"was"made" to" study" the" following" roles:" the"
broker," the" connector," the" energiser" and" the" challenger." The" intrapreneurial" role"was" not"
included"as"it"was"regarded"as"having"general"traits"that"other"roles"could"also"have."However,"
the"researchers"were"attentive"for"these"traits"if"they"were"to"be"mentioned"in"the"case"study."
"
# #
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4.2&Case&study&
In#this#subchapter,#the#empirical#findings#from#the#case#study#are#presented.#In#the#first#two#

sections,#the#challenges#and#success#factors#for#large#companies#that#apply#OI#are#presented.#

In# the# following# three# sections# the# network# themes# (ExternalH,# InternalH# and# Absorbent#

Network)# are# presented.# In# the# last# four# sections,# the# behavioural# role# themes# (Broker,#

Connector,#Energiser#and#Challenger)#are#presented.##

4.2.1!Challenges!

In"the"case"study,"companies"were"asked"to"define"the"challenges"that"large"and"established"
companies"face"when"applying"OI.""
"
A"challenge"that"was"mentioned"by"Alfa"Laval"was"to"find"the"right"partner"to"collaborate"with."
This"is"to"ensure"that"those"involved"can"complement"each"other"and"contribute"more,"which"
increases"the"chances"of"potential" ideas"being"discovered"and"developed."Finding"the"right"
partner"also"allows"a"company"to"trust"its"partners,"dare"to"let"its"guard"down"and"become"
inspired."Alfa"Laval"explains"that"it" is"not"enough"to"collaborate"with"the"same"partners"for"
every"project."This"is"as"having"the"same"constellation"will"contribute"to"homogeneous"teams"
that"become"too"comfortable"and"not"as"creative."Repeating"the"same"setting"will"thus"result"
in"that"the" ideas"being"brought"forward"are"not"as"good"as"they"could"be."By"continuously"
collaborating"with" the" same"partners," a" risk" lies" in" the"partnerships" resembling"one’s"own"
company."
"
Alfa"Laval"and"IBM"listed"having"management"commitment"as"a"challenge"when"applying"OI.""
Different"departments"have"different"goals"and"KPIs,"which"can"make"it"difficult"for"them"to"
collaborate"internally."Middle"management"can"thus"often"be"the"source"of"resistance"when"
new"ideas"are"pitched"since"it"may"not"be"in"line"with"the"departments’"goals."
"
Three"of"the"companies"(Alfa"Laval,"Clorox"and"IBM)"emphasised"that"creating"an"open"attitude"
towards"change"is"a"challenge"for"companies"that"apply"OI."According"to"IBM"an"organisation"
with"a"traditional"thinking"can"show"high"resistance"towards"changing."In"such"an"organisation,"
the"employees"find"it"a"hassle"to"change"their"way"of"working"and"prefer"to"do"things"the"way"
they"always"have."Employees"can"also"be"opposed"to"change"due"to"wanting"to"maintain"their"
power"or"having"political"agendas"(according"to"Alfa"Laval"and"IBM)."Similarly,"Clorox"explains"
that"employees"can"be"against"solving"problems"through"external"sources."Such"employees"do"
not"want"to"explore"areas"beyond"their"company"borders"(in"the"initial"phases"of"a"project)"or"
prefer"their"own"solutions"once"the"outside"has"been"explored."To"minimise"the"resistance"of"
going"external"is"thus"difficult"due"to"insecurity,"pride"or"lack"of"curiosity"from"the"employees."
Changing"the"mindset"of"the"whole"organisation,"one"of"management’s"tasks,"is"however;"vital"
for"ideas"to"be"carried"through"and"results"to"be"reached."
" "
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Two"of"the"companies"(Essity"and"Clorox)"expressed"that"a"challenge"with"OI"is"to"identify"the"
actual"problem."Both"companies"have"a"customer"focus"and"thus"want"to"ensure"that"they"
solve"the"problem"of"their"customers."For"Clorox,"it"is"critical"to"identify"the"problem"before"
internally"or"externally"searching"for"solutions."Essity"states"that"the"customer’s"real"problem"
must"be"identified"so"that"it"is"willing"to"pay"for"its"solution."
"
Two"of"the"companies"(Essity"and"IBM)"stated"that"a"challenge"in"implementing"OI"is"to"show"
the"value"of"the"idea"to"the"decision"makers."More"specifically,"for"Essity"the"challenge"lies"in"
both"calculating"and"showing"the"value"of"the"idea"to"the"management."It"should"be"shown"
that"it"is"worth"to"invest"in"the"idea."Similarly,"IBM"states"that"an"innovation"has"no"value"if"it"
is"not"a"good"idea"from"a"financial"perspective."Consequently,"one"must"explain"to"the"decision"
makers"how"much"time"or"money"will"be"saved/earned"through"the"idea."If"the"positive"effect"
of"the"idea"is"not"stated"early"on,"it"could"be"overruled"by"other"ideas."
"
Another"challenge"in"implementing"OI"is"not"allowing"the"current"prerequisites,"requirements"
and"infrastructure"to"limit"the"creativity"and"potential"of"an"idea."This"was"mentioned"by"Essity."
To"exemplify,"the"current"production"equipment"of"a"company"could"rule"out"a"good"idea"that"
would"require"new"production"equipment.""
!

Bayer" highlighted" that" in" their" industry," clinical" studies" and" evidence" are" a" must" for"
commercial"success."As"a"consequence,"a"lot"of"time"and"resources"are"invested"in"defining"
what"clinical"studies"should"be"performed"and"how"they"should"be"carried"out."This"results"in"
a"long,"cumbersome"and"ineffective"development"phase."
"
To"summarise,"the"challenges"mentioned"by"the"companies"in"the"case"study"were:"finding#the#
right#partner,"having#management# commitment,"creating#an#open#attitude," identifying# the#
actual#problem,"showing#the#value#of#the#idea,"not#being#limited#to#the#current#prerequisites"
and"performing#the#development#phase#effectively."

4.2.2!Success!factors!

Moving"on"from"the"challenges,"the"companies"were"also"asked"to"list"the"success"factors"that"
large"and"established"companies"should"aim"at"when"applying"OI.""
!
Alfa"Laval"highlighted"that"having"partners"dissimilar"from"oneself"is"a"crucial"success"factor."It"
is"not"enough"to"interact"with"anyone"from"the"outside;"relevant"and"fitting"partners"must"be"
found."For"instance,"collaborating"with"parties"from"other"industries"can"thus"give"much"more"
insights" or" better" solutions" than" collaborating" with" someone" from" the" same" industry" as"
oneself."
" "
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Essity"and"Alfa"Laval"argue"that"having"trust"and"transparency"is"an"important"success"factor"
when"implementing"OI."It"is"essential"to"have"a"good"relationship"and"open"dialogue"with"the"
partner."The"partner"should"be"informed"about"one’s"goals"and"intentions."There"should"be"
no" hidden" agendas" as" they" might" cause" the" partnership" to" end." Maintaining" trust" and"
transparency"between"the"partners"is"the"foundation"for"a"good"collaboration"in"which"the"
best"potential"outcome"can"be"reached."Both"Alfa"Laval"and"Essity"state"that"the"more"you"
give,"the"more"you"get"in"return."Trust"and"transparency"is"a"winning"concept."
"
The"importance"of"the"win^win"concept"in"OI"collaborations"is"stressed"by"Alfa"Laval"and"Bayer."
Alfa"Laval"states"that" if"you"do"not"share" information"with"the"partner,"you"will"not"obtain"
much"in"return."The"more"you"give,"the"more"you"get."If"the"partner"benefits"a"lot"from"the"
partnership,"so"do"you."It"should"not"be"perceived"as"a"disadvantage."Bayer"uses"the"win^win"
concept"by"bringing"its"knowledge,"resources"and"funds"to"the"table,"while"its"partner"provides"
fresh"ideas"or"half"made"products."With"this"setup,"both"parties"become"winners."
"
Two"of" the"companies" (Alfa"Laval"and"Clorox)"stated"that"a"success" factor"of"OI" is" that" the"
initiative"has"management"commitment"and"support," so" that" the"employees"are"willing" to"
change."For"Alfa"Laval,"it"is"specifically"important"that"the"middle"management"believes"in"the"
ideas"since"it"drives"the"change"management.""
"
The"most"commonly"mentioned"success"factor"when"implementing"OI"was"having"the"whole"
organisation" support" the" innovation." IBM" exemplified" the" importance" of" an" overall"
organisational" support" by" analysing" the" concept" of" innovation" departments." Having" such"
departments"can"result"in"the"rest"of"the"organisation"being"disconnected"from"the"innovation"
and" thereby" not" supporting" it." A" strategy" to" reach" this" success" factor" is" to" analyse"which"
employees," groups" and" departments" will" be" affected" by" the" innovation" and" ensure" their"
involvement."Otherwise,"the"innovation"could"be"prolonged"or"come"to"a"full"stop."Alfa"Laval"
and"Clorox"have"similar"thoughts"by"stating"that"the"idea"must"be"“sold”"to"the"employees"in"
the"organisation,"in"order"for"them"to"embrace"and"implement"it"to"the"best"of"their"abilities."
!

Clorox"mentioned"identifying"the"problem"correctly"as"a"success"factor."Doing"this"will"save"
the"involved"parties’"money,"time"and"resources."By"identifying"the"actual"problem,"the"most"
accurate"solution"is"most"likely"found."
!
IBM"mentioned" that"being"able" to" show"and"explain" the" value"of" the" idea" to" the"decision"
makers"is"a"success"factor."If"the"financial"value"and"effect"of"the"idea"is"early"on"shown"and"
understood,"it"will"be"prioritised,"developed"and"implemented"before"other"ideas.""
 
In"summary,"the"success"factors"mentioned"by"the"companies"in"the"case"study"were:"finding#
the# right# partner," having# trust# and# transparency," aiming# for# the# winHwin# concept," having#
management# commitment," having# the# employees# embrace# the# initiative," identifying# the#
problem#correctly"and"showing#the#value#of#the#idea."
"
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4.2.3!The!External!Network!

All"of"the"studied"cases"were"found"to"work"in"an"open"manner,"collaborating"and"working"
with"external"parties"to"achieve"a"goal."However,"how"and"why"these"external"collaborations"
occur"differ"between"the"investigated"companies."Seven"of"the"companies"use"collaborations"
throughout" their" whole" innovation" processes." Out" of" these," many" need" help" in" finding"
solutions/ideas"to"their"problems"or"in"developing"their"ideas.""
"
All" of" the" cases" have" various" reasons" in" common" as" to" why" they" have" opened" up" their"
organisational"boundaries."Firstly,"all"of"them"use"it"to"obtain"help"in"a"problem"that"they"want"
to"be"solved."That"is,"they"either"need"help"in"how"to"solve"the"problem"or"in"getting"a"second"
opinion" on" an" already" formulated" solution." Secondly," seven" of" them"use"OI" to" be" able" to"
develop"a"solution"with"the"help"of"others’"knowledge"(that"they"otherwise,"i.e."by"themselves,"
would"not"have"been"able"to"develop)."In"other"words,"they"use"it"since"they"do"not"always"
have"the"required"competence"available" internally."Thirdly,"seven"of"them"use" it" to"remain"
competitive"as"well"as"to"keep"up"with"the"demands"and"swift"technological"advancements"
that"may"unfold."Lastly,"four"of"them"use"OI"to"find"and"develop"ideas/solutions"faster."
"
An"example"of" a" company" that"uses"OI" to"obtain"help" in" solving"problems" is" Fujifilm." This"
company" could"have"part"of" a" solution" to"a"problem"but"might"need" further" input" from"a"
partner"to"develop"a"complete"solution."Essity"is"an"example"of"a"case"that"applies"OI"to"obtain"
externally"needed"competence."Its"Tork"department"(which"the"case"study"was"based"on)"has"
competence" in"producing"hygiene"paper" (as"previously"mentioned" in"section"3.4)"but" lacks"
technical"competence"in"IoT,"which"could"be"applied"in"sensors"for"its"paper"dispensers."Since"
this"technical"competence"cannot"be"found"within"the"company"boundaries"it"must"therefore"
be" searched" for" externally." Company" X" is" a" case" that" uses" OI" to" keep" up" with" the" latest"
technology."By"frequently"communicating"with"external"sources,"it"develops"partnerships"and"
stays"updated"on"what"changes"are"happening"in"the"market."Lastly,"a"company"that"uses"OI"
to"shorten"its"innovation"process"time"is"IBM."The"purpose"of"its"division"that"deals"with"OI"is"
to" help" entrepreneurs" and" small" companies" (clients)" shorten" the" process" of" developing" a"
product."It"either"does"so"by"supplying"them"with"knowledge"or"by"connecting"them"with"other"
partners."To"help"its"clients"achieve"their"goals,"this"company"is"constantly"searching"externally"
for"new"and"different"types"of"technologies"and"solutions"as"well"as"getting"in"contact"with"
various"partners."
"
A"clear"example"of"how"Company"X"has"used"OI"to"keep"up"with"the"latest"trends"is"when"it"
wanted"to"investigate"how"it"as"a"company"could"enable"the"transportation"of"people."To"know"
what"innovations"it"should"make"and"what"businesses"it"should"pursue,"Company"X"saw"the"
need"to"internally"picture"how"people"will"transport"themselves"in"the"future."This"was"based"
on"certain"factors"like"changes"in"mobility,"urbanisation,"new"lifestyle"trends"etc."To"visualise"
the" future," Company" X" therefore" tried" to" identify" external" actors" with" the" best" relevant"
competence"to"get"in"touch"with."For"example,"it"spoke"to"anthropologists"to"get"an"idea"of"
lifestyle"changes"and"to"city"architects"to"better"understand"urban"development."
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In" contrast" to" the" other" six" cases," Fujifilm" and" Alfa" Laval" generally"work" externally" in" the"
beginning"of"their"innovation"processes."Fujifilm"does"so"to"identify"needs"or"problems"that"
the"surrounding"might"have."It"therefore"primarily"talks"to"its"current"or"potential"customers"
as"a"way"to"research"how"certain"fields"or"areas,"for"instance"the"automobile"industry,"could"
be"improved."Following"this,"it"then"works"internally"to"innovate"products/services"that"fulfil"
those"needs."Like"the"other"cases,"Alfa"Laval"can"collaborate"with"other"parties"throughout"its"
whole" innovation"process."However," it" is" reluctant" to"collaborate"with"competitors" in" later"
stages"of"the"process,"i.e."when"a"technical"solution"is"to"be"developed."This"is"since"it"does"not"
want"to"expose"its"strategies"and"share"details"such"as"what"patents"it"plans"to"make."
"
All"of"the"companies"except"Company"X"mention"the"need"for"mutual"understanding"of"visions"
and"goals"in"order"for"a"collaboration"to"be"successful."The"key"objective"is"to"form"relevant"
partnerships"that"are"beneficial"for"all"of"the"parties"involved."Everybody"should"be"able"to"use"
their" partner’s" competence" rather" than"merely" receiving/giving" financial" support." Besides"
being" financially"stable," large"companies," such"as"Bayer,"can"offer"parts"of" their" traditional"
knowledge"as"well"as"market"access."At"Alfa"Laval," two"main"success"factors"when"forming"
collaborations"are"that"1."both"parties"must"see"a"potential"in"the"idea"and"2."the"timing"must"
be"right."
"

“In#my#experience,#it#is#very#much#about#relationships.#In#order#to#[...]#drive#an#idea#further#along#with#more#

[actors]#than#your#own#company,#people#really#need#to#trust#each#other#and#have#the#same#picture#about#where#

they#are#going.#Otherwise,#it#will#burst#pretty#soon,#when#you#find#out#that#you#have#completely#different#goals”"
^"Klas"Bertilsson,"Alfa"Laval"

"
Many"cases"express"the"difficulty"for"a"large"company"to"do"all"of"the"innovation"parts"by"itself"
and" that" collaborations" are" a" way" to" facilitate" that" aspect" of" the" work." This" subject" is"
something"which"Bayer"touched"on:"
"
“One#cannot#both#work#on#researching#new#substances#and#at#the#same#time#cope#with#all#of#the#other#needs#

that#one#thinks#one#will#need#to#offer”"^"Ingalill"Hyltander,"Bayer"

"
The"studied"cases"have"different"approaches"as"to"how"they"work"externally."Many"of"them"
explain"that"they"have"to"be"active"and"socialise"in"order"to"build"a"network"that"is"beneficial"
to"them."This"was"simply"explained"by"the"IBM"interviewee:"
"

“The#only#way#to#access#the#networks#is#by#going#out#and#meet#a#plenty#amount#of#companies”""
^"Martin"Rydén,"IBM"

"
The"approach"that"Clorox"takes"to"work"externally"is"through"its"OI"team."This"team"helps"the"
different"business"functions"make"better"decisions."It"does"so"by"introducing"relevant"trends"
as"well"as"by"sharing"different"ideas/knowledge/perspectives"that"lie"within"and"outside"of"the"
company."These"insights"are"gathered"by"the"team"members"going"to"conferences"and"getting"
in"touch"with"different"types"of"people."
"
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The"OI" team"of" Clorox"works" in" two"ways," namely" through"push" and# pull." Pull," the" easier"
method,"is"the"method"in"which"there"is"a"clearly"defined"project"as"well"as"a"problem."In"using"
that"method,"the"OI"team"members"must"search"within"their"own"networks"to"find"external"
solutions."Sometimes"experts"are"consulted"about"the"problem"and"other"times"they"are"hired"
to"help"develop"a"solution"together"with"the"project"team."The"push"method"is"described"as"
the"harder"one"as"it"requires"the"OI"group"to"initiate"inspiring"product"development"projects."
These"projects"are"not"requested"by"the"organisation"but"rather"found"valuable"by"the"group.""
"
Unlike"any"of"the"other"companies,"Fujifilm"works"externally"by"inviting"current"and"potential"
customers"to"its"OI"hubs"around"the"world."It"is"at"these"hubs"where"ideas"are"collected"and"
smart"developers"are"located"to"work"on"them."The"hubs"are"placed"close"to"production"units"
and" thereby" create" a" creative" environment." Through" this" environment," Fujifilm" hopes" to"
impress"its"potential"partners"and"inspire"them"to"form"a"collaboration."During"the"customer"
visits,"Fujifilm"shares"what"areas"it"has"competencies"in"to"discuss"the"potential"of"developing"
a"product" for" the"customer." In"some"occasions," it"might"need"to"make"the"customer"see"a"
problem"it"has"while"other"times"it"can"go"straight"into"brainstorming"ideas"with"it"to"solve"the"
problem"in"hand."
"
Four"of"the"cases"approach"collaborations"by"seeking"external"help."For"instance,"in"the"past"
SCA"would"find"external"partners"through"an"infomediary"company"called" InnoCentive."This"
infomediary"company"would"help"SCA"formulate"its"challenges"and"spread"these"throughout"
its"(InnoCentive’s)"networks."Interested"organisations"would"then"register"their"ideas,"out"of"
which"the"three"best"ones"would"be"selected"and"presented"to"the"representatives"of"SCA."
Since" a" part" of" InnoCentive’s" responsibility" is" to" inspect" that" the" submitted" solutions" are"
patented,"SCA"would"be"certain"that"it"could"not"get"prosecuted."In"other"words,"if"SCA"would"
purchase"an"idea,"it"would"obtain"the"patent"for"it."Apart"from"that,"SCA"would"be"careful"in"
only"communicating"with"organisations"that"had"patents"for"their"ideas."
"
Two"of"the"companies"seek"external"help"to"specifically"work"with"smaller"companies"and/or"
startups."Bayer"receives"this"help"through"Norrsken#House"while"Alfa"Laval"obtains"it"through"
Ideon#Science#Park,"The#Wind#Energy#Network"and"different"incubators."Norrsken#House"is"an"
innovation"hub"where"startup"companies"can"work"on"their"ideas"while"receiving"help,"advice"
and"fundings"from"established"companies."Ideon#Science#Park"is"a"place"where"companies"can"
run" projects" and" meet" startups" or" other" companies." The" incubators" allow" established"
companies"to"meet"smaller"ones,"either"by"inviting"them"to"make"a"visit"or"by"meeting"them"
at"different"events."
"
Similar" to" Bayer" and" Alfa" Laval," Company" X" also" uses" external" help" to" approach" its"
collaborations."However,"in"contrast"to"them,"it"collaborates"mostly"with"startups"as"well"as"
more"established"companies."It"does"so"to"obtain"external"opinions"on"matters"that"it"does"
not"have"enough"knowledge"in."Oftentimes,"Company"X"contacts"these"companies"through"
innovation"forums.!
"
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The"companies"Essity,"Bayer"and"IBM"approach"working"externally"either"by"being"the"parties"
that"reach"out"to"other"companies"or"by"being"the"ones"that"receive"the"requests."However,"
when" it" comes" to" developing" digital" solutions," the" tendency" for" these" companies" is" that"
external" companies" show" the" initial" interest" in" collaborating" with" them." Thereby," in" such"
contexts,"the"external"companies"are"the"ones"that"reach"out"first."
"
Six" of" the" cases" mentioned" that" they" have" different" collaborations" with" universities" and"
institutes."Bayer,"for"instance,"holds"workshops"with"academic"institutions"such"as"Karolinska#
Institutet#(KI),"The#Royal#Institute#of#Technology"(KTH),"the"University#of#Arts,#Crafts#and#Design"
as"well"as"Stockholm#School#of#Economics."It"is"also"active"in"the"GermanHSwedish#Chamber#of#

Commerce" and" Stockholm# Chamber# of# Commerce." While" Essity" and" Alfa" Laval" have"
collaborations"with"institutes"that"are"designed"to"last"a"long"period"of"time,"SCA"and"Company"
X"merely"collaborate"with"them"when"they"want"their"point"of"view."An"example"of"a"company"
that"has"collaborated"with"an"academic"institution/hospital"is"Fujifilm"when"it"had"its"medical"
engineers" visiting" Karolinska# Institutet# &# Universitetssjukhuset# to" investigate" potential"
problems"of"theirs"that"it"could"solve."One"of"the"major"problems"discovered"was"the"long"time"
it"would"take"for"doctors"to"diagnose"patients"with"breast"cancer."To"early"detect"tumours,"the"
engineers"therefore"developed"an"Artificial"Intelligence"(AI)"system"that"could"identify"them"
from"X^ray"photographs."
"
As"has"been"touched"on"already,"it"was"found"that"the"studied"cases"collaborate"with"different"
types"of"partners."Depending"on"who"the"partner"is,"the"collaboration"will"either"occur"in"the"
short"or"long"term."For"instance,"Alfa"Laval"will"typically"work"with"startups"and"universities"in"
the" long" term" and" more" established" companies" in" the" short" term." Additionally," it" also"
collaborates" with" suppliers" and" customers." Essity" also" collaborates" with" universities" and"
colleges" in" the" long" term." However," it" collaborates" with" consultants," startups" and"
organisations"(in"the"same"business)"in"the"short"term"so"that"a"product"can"be"developed"and"
launched" in" a" short" period" of" time." Furthermore," the" time" aspect" of" collaborations" is"
something"that"Clorox"also"emphasises"on."This"company"chooses" to"only"collaborate"with"
organisations" that" hold" similar" values" and" moral" grounds" as" itself." By" working" with"
organisations"that"are"similar"to"it,"Clorox"often"pursues"forming"long"term"relationships"with"
them."As"an"example,"it"only"works"with"organisations"that"have"similar"quality"requirements"
and"that"do"not"employ"child"workers."
" "
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In" summary," the" large" companies" studied" tend" to" implement" OI" throughout" their" whole"
innovation"process."However,"many"of"them"do"it"mainly"to"find"and"develop"ideas."All"of"the"
studied"cases"use"OI"to"obtain"help"in"solving"a"defined"problem."Seven"of"them"use"it"to"access"
external"knowledge"and"to"stay"updated"on"the"latest"changes."Moreover,"four"of"the"cases"
use"OI"to"expedite"the"innovation"process."The"cases"have"different"approaches"to"creating"
their"external"networks,"however;"most"of"them"emphasise"the"need"to"be"social"in"order"to"
do" so." Four" of" them" create/broaden" their" networks" through" external" help," one" of" them"
through"a"specialised"OI"team"and"another"through"its"OI"hubs"around"the"world."All"of"the"
companies"collaborate"with"other"private"organisations"(out"of"which"six"do"it"with"startups)."
However,"only"six"of" them"collaborate"with"universities"and"four"with"public"organisations."
Seven"of"the"cases"mention"that"an"important"success"factor"when"working"with"OI"is"having"
a"mutual"understanding"of"visions"and"goals"with"one’s"partners."This"thereby"increases"the"
chances"of"the"parties"experiencing"the"partnership"as"beneficial."

4.2.4!The!Internal!Network!

As"previously"mentioned,"working"with"OI"entails"opening"up"the"organisational"boundaries,"
in"order"to"allow"ideas"and"knowledge"to"flow"into"and"out"of"the"organisation."While"all"of"
the" cases" have" an" internal" network," seven" of" them" focus" on" their" external" networks/"
collaborations"and"have"fallen"behind"on"their"internal"ones."""
"

“We#are#better#at#bringing#things#from#the#outside#than#sharing#[things]#inside#the#company”"
"^"Navin"Kunde,"Clorox""

"
Five"of" the"companies"blame"their"“lack”"of" internal"networks"on" the"silos" that" tend"to"be"
created"in"large"organisations."For"example,"it"was"explained"that"in"Clorox"these"silos"create"
walls" and" boundaries," which" make" it" harder" for" the" employees" to" work" internally" than"
externally."It"was"however;"pointed"out"that"it"is"not"that"these"groups,"or"silos,"do"not"want"
to"share"the"knowledge"that"they"have"but"rather"that"they"do"not"know"that"somebody"else"
within"the"organisation"might"be"in"need"of"that"specific"knowledge."
"
Company"X,"Alfa"Laval"and"IBM"mentioned"that"being"a"large"organisation"sets"restrictions"on"
internal"transparency"and"communication."This"communication"is,"however;"necessary"as"it"
allows"the"employees"to"know"what"is"being"done"in"every"part"of"the"whole"company."The"
lack"of"communication"mostly"occurs"due"to"secrecy"concerns."Furthermore,"Bayer,"Company"
X"and"Clorox"mentioned"the"fact"that"a"lack"of"effective"communication"can"sometimes"lead"
to" an" idea" unknowingly" being" developed" in" two" different" areas"within" the" company." As" a"
consequence," such"companies" risk"wasting"valuable" time"and" resources."Along" these" lines,"
Alfa"Laval"points"out"that"the"lack"of"effective"communication"and"the"size"of"the"company"
make"it"difficult"for"anyone"to"know"what"is"being"done"in"every"part"of"the"company."
" "
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At" IBM," the"above^mentioned" restrictions"are" tackled"by"having"weekly" group"meetings" in"
which" team" members" can" freely" discuss" ideas," concerns," developments" and" possible"
improvements."All"types"of"ideas"are"discussed"in"these"meetings,"from"hints"of"potential"new"
customers" to" suggestions" for" improvements" on" the" ongoing" innovation" processes." Project"
teams" also" hold" constant" communication" with" the" client" to" ensure" that" a" complete"
understanding"is"maintained"between"the"two"parties."
"
To" counteract" its" silos" and" make" use" of" all" of" its" knowledge," Bayer" tries" to" maintain"
communication" between" its" divisions." This" is" since" for" instance" a" solution" in" the"
pharmaceutical"business"function"could"be"adopted"in"the"agricultural"one."Another"way"for"
this"company"to"allow"communication"to"flow"more"smoothly"between"different"departments"
is"through"its"brand"teams."It"is"mainly"in"these"teams"where"ideas"are"gathered"and"developed"
internally."Brand"teams"are"groups"of"employees"from"different"areas"(e.g."marketing,"sales,"
market"access)"that"work"on,"discuss"and"improve"one"specific"type"of"product/brand."These"
are" teams" between" four" to" 30" employees" that" evaluate" ideas" that" have" emerged" both"
externally"and"internally."The"brand"teams"have"a"yearly"meeting"during"which"each"team"(of"
the"different"business"functions)"discusses"its"progress"and"its"plan"for"the"coming"year."Each"
team"has"a"brand"manager"that"is"responsible"for"the"activities"and"strategies"related"to"that"
specific" brand." Furthermore," brand"managers" attend"meetings" on" a"monthly" basis" during"
which"they"typically"discuss:"the"process"of"their"brand,"if"problems"from"prior"meetings"have"
been"solved,"if"other"problems"have"surfaced"since"then"etc."
"
At"Clorox," the"communication"boundaries"previously"mentioned"are"overcome"by"applying"
different"knowledge"management"tools"and"by"having"groups,"such"as"its"OI"team,"working"
across"all"business"functions"(silos)."For"example,"each"member"of"the"OI"team"is"a"part"of,"and"
thereby"has"a"deep"understanding"of,"a"business"function"of"Clorox."These"members"are"well"
connected" throughout" the"business" function"and"can"contribute"with" their" knowledge"and"
networks" to" solve" possible" problems." Similarly," the" department" at" Company" X" that"
investigates"new"business"opportunities"communicates"cross^functionally."This"is"as"it"might"
need"support"from"departments"(like"IT"and"economy)"when"developing"and"testing"a"new"
idea."Lastly,"at"Fujifilm,"a"group"(of"20"different"European"country"representatives)"called"New#
Business#Opportunities"exists."It"aims"to"identify"ideas"that"would"fit"in"the"European"region"as"
well"as"to"attract"companies"to"come"and"learn"about"its"technologies"and"what"it"has"to"offer."
The"group"also"exists"to:"discuss"and"filter"the"opportunities"it"could"take"as"well"as"examine"
how"collaborations"could"be"further"developed."
" "
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IBM,"Clorox"and"Essity"all"hold"competitions"where"ideas"are"gathered"and"spread"across"the"
companies." In" the"yearly"and"globally"held" IBM"competition"called"Think#session,"all"of" the"
employees"are"encouraged"to"express"their"ideas"on"the"intranet."The"ideas"are"voted"on"and"
the"ones"with"the"most"votes"are"presented"for"a"board"that"decides"which"one"is"the"winner."
Similar" to" IBM,"Clorox"holds"a" yearly" internal" crowdsourcing" competition," Innovent,"where"
employees"around"the"world"can"contribute"with"their"ideas"to"improve"the"offerings"of"the"
company."In"Essity,"the"yearly"held"competition"is"called"Great#Ideas."Its"aim"is"to"encourage"
both" incremental" and" radical" innovations," by" gathering"many" ideas" that" are" not" linked" to"
initiated"projects"but"could"benefit" the"company."The"gathered" ideas"are"presented"to" the"
board"that" is"only"allowed"to"optimistically"answer"with"“Yes,#and…”"This"phrase"should"be"
used" to"keep"on"building" the" idea"and" to"develop"something"beneficial"out"of" it." Later"on,"
during"the"prototype"phase,"the"risks"are"taken"into"consideration."
"
Similarly"to"the"competitions"that"IBM,"Clorox"and"Essity"hold,"SCA"used"to"have"an"idea"bank"
called"Idéum."However,"this"bank"was"later"discarded"as"a"result"of"it"becoming"unused"when"
new"projects"were"being"initiated."As"it"turned"out,"only"one"out"6"500"ideas"had"been"used"
from"the"system"to"initiate"a"project."This"was"due"to"the"innovation"process"of"the"company."
SCA"used"to" initiate"each"of" its"projects"by" investigating"customer"needs"and"studying"past"
projects" or" ideas," similar" to" the" initiated" project." It" would" then" examine" existing" patents"
related"to"the"project"and"the"possibility"they"had"in"being"developed."The"innovation"process"
of"SCA"did"thus"not"allow"new"ideas"to"be"explored."Another"way"that"SCA"used"to"tackle"the"
restrictions" of" internal" communication" was" through" appropriate" knowledge" management"
tools.""
"
Neither"Alfa"Laval"nor"Company"X"have"a"system"for"storing"ideas."In"fact,"Alfa"Laval"has"never"
come"across"one"that"it"considers"creates"more"value"than"just"keeping"track"of"ideas."For"this"
company,"the"focus"lies"in"working"with"people"that"are"interested"in"ideas"and"that"are"visible"
in"the"organisation"so"that"employees"know"who"they"should"talk"to."These"individuals"drive"
idea"generation"sessions"and"are"the"ones"that"are"involved"when"ideas"are"being"developed."
There,"internal"communication"primarily"occurs"from"person"to"person."It"takes"form"through"
daily" interactions"e.g."by"the"fruit"basket,"from"which"it" is"hard"to"build"a"formal"communi^
cation"system.""
"
Other"methods"used"to"open"up"the"internal"communication"channels"in"the"studied"cases"are"
in" the" form"of"workshops" and" interest" communities." At"Alfa" Laval," Company" X" and" Essity,"
workshops"are"held"to"make"ideas"flow"and"initiate"projects."Important"representatives"and"
relevant" employees" from" the" company" are" invited" to" these" to" give" their" opinion." The"
workshops"are"usually"the"place"to"share"and"capture"different"ideas/tacit"knowledge"within"
as" well" as" between" the" departments." In" such" a" way," ideas" are" internally" developed" and"
matured,"despite"not"having"a"documented"process" to"be"so."Meanwhile,"at" IBM"different"
communities"exist"where"individuals"with"similar"interests"can"meet"on"a"quarterly"basis"to"
discuss"and"capture"ideas.""
"
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In"contrast"to"the"other"cases,"Fujifilm"does"not"experience"more"problems"with"its"internal"
network"than"with"its"external"one."To"elaborate,"it"values"internal"knowledge"and"the"already"
existing"competencies"within"the"company."This"company"tries"to"make"use"of"all"of"its"ideas"
and" skills," resulting" in"many" of" its" processes"mainly" happening" internally." Thereby," it" has"
expanded"its"product"base"into"new"areas,"although"these"are"all"related"to"the"photo"industry"
in"some"way."Fujifilm"tries"to"think"“what"can"we"do"with"what"we"already"know?”"and"“how"
can"we"develop"and"put"to"use"our"knowledge"in"other"areas"besides"in"photography?”"
"
“The#idea#is#to#never#let#anything#go#to#waste,#but#all#of#the#smart#ideas,#let#us#take#advantage#of#them#and#see#

how#we#can#develop#them#further”"^"Patrik"Wigholm,"Fujifilm"
"
To"summarise,"all"of"the"studied"cases"have"an"internal"network,"however;"seven"of"them"share"
that"they"do"not"focus"on"their"internal"network"when"it"comes"to"OI."Five"of"the"cases"blame"
this" on" the" silos" that" emerge" in" large" companies," creating" internal" boundaries" as" well" as"
restricting"effective"knowledge"and" idea"flow"between"the"departments."These"boundaries"
are"tackled"differently"by"the"companies."Four"companies"tackle"them"by"having"groups"that"
work"across" their" functions."Three"of" them"do" it"by" initiating"each"project"with"an" internal"
workshop,"to"which"relevant"employees"are"invited"to"share"their"thoughts"and"ideas."Three"
of" the" cases"do" so"by"holding" competitions," to"which"employees"all" around" the"world" can"
contribute" with" their" ideas." Lastly," two" companies" focus" on" having" meetings" (for" the"
employees"involved"in"the"project)"to"counteract"their"silos."Moreover,"three"of"them"believe"
that"idea"banks"can"be"inefficient,"if"not"used"correctly."

4.2.5!The!Absorbent!Network!

All"of"the"companies"were"found"to"have"some"type"of"approach"to"absorb"the"ideas"that"they"
have"collected"internally"and"externally."A"common"approach"found"is"having"internal"teams"
that" work" in" a" standardised" way" to" innovate." Other" less" common" approaches" to" absorb"
knowledge"and"ideas"include"using"workshops"or"having"development"units."
"
One"of"the"companies"that"was"found"to"use"internal"teams"is"Essity."There,"captured"ideas"or"
insights"often"end"up"in"one"of"its"core"project"teams"(also"called"innovation"teams)."These"
teams"consist"of"three"to"four"employees"that"work"on"ideas"until"they"are"ready"to"be"put"on"
the"market."They"contain"both"technical"as"well"as"market"skilled"employees,"who"work"closely"
together"to"achieve"the"project"aim."
"
Another"company"that"works"through"internal"teams"is"Clorox."In"this"company,"the"innovation"
process"is"handled"by"innovation"teams."Each"business"function"has"its"own"innovation"team"
which"is"in"charge"of"developing"both"incremental"and"radical"innovations"related"to"its"area."
The"number"of"employees" in"these"teams"vary"depending"on"the"type"of" idea"that" is"to"be"
developed."When"a"product" is" incrementally"developed"only" three"employees"are"needed."
These" employees" should" be" from" the" consumer" domain," R&D^" and" marketing" divisions"
respectively."However,"when"an"innovation"team"is"developing"a"completely"new"product,"two"
more"employees"are"added:"one"from"the"OI"team"and"another"from"the"design"department."
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Alfa"Laval"resembles"Clorox"by"also"having"small"internal"teams"absorbing"and"developing"its"
ideas."However,"unlike"the"teams"in"the"other"cases,"its"teams"strive"to"imitate"startups’"way"
of"working."For"instance,"it"tries"to"avoid"too"much"structure"and"uses"creative"methods."To"
work"effectively,"it"also"holds"meetings"of"two"to"three"hours"multiple"times"a"week."The"teams"
of"Alfa"Laval"are"furthermore"separated"from"the"rest"of"the"company"by"working"at"a"different"
environment,"more"specifically"called"Ideon."Furthermore,"in"these"teams,"no"employee"has"a"
role"description"to"fulfil;"the"members"work"on"whatever"comes"naturally"and"decisions"are"
made"collectively."These"factors"(e.g."work"environment"and"attitude)"create"a"“we”^feeling"
and"team"spirit."
"
One"of"the"less"common"ways"to"absorb"ideas"is"by"having"development"units."This"is"the"case"
of" Fujifilm." It" is" in" these"units"where"discovered" ideas" (for" instance" from" the"OI" hubs)" are"
developed"into"actual"products."Since"the"markets"for"the"business"areas"it"is"in"vary"around"
the"world,"an"idea"that"is"discovered"in"Europe"may"for"instance"need"to"be"developed"in"Asia."
Depending"on"where"the"development"units"are"located,"their"capabilities"differ."
"
Most"of"the"studied"cases"(IBM,"Fujifilm,"Essity,"Company"X,"Clorox"and"Alfa"Laval)"absorb"and"
make"use"of"their"collected"ideas"through"certain"processes."Nonetheless,"compared"to"the"
other" companies," IBM" and" Clorox" have" a"more" standardised" and" strictly" followed" process"
when"wanting"to"realise"an"idea."The"process"of"IBM"is"of"six"steps"and"can"be"interpreted"in"
Figure"4.2^1"below."
"

"
Figure!4.2)1.!Interpretation"of"IBM’s"innovation"process."

"
At"IBM,"the"ideas"that"are"found"interesting"are"distributed"to"the"groups"that"are"in"charge"of"
the"development"process."In"the"initial"phase,"a"group"begins"absorbing"an"idea"by"evaluating"
it"and"deciding"whether"or"not"it"is"good"enough"to"continue"in"the"process."Once"the"decision"
is"made"to"move"forward"with"the"idea,"a"design"thinking"workshop"is"held"by"the"group."This"
workshop"focuses"on"user"experience"and"thus"aims"to"find"solutions"that"will"make"the"final"
customer"feel"enthusiastic"by"the"product."The"next"phase"in"the"process"is"to"find"a"technical"
architecture"(solution)"for"the"designed"idea."Following"this,"the"cost"to"develop"such"a"product"
is"calculated"by"the"group"and"the"client"has"to"decide"whether"or"not"to"move"forward"with"
the" solution." If" the" client" decides" to" continue" with" the" process," the" group" begins" its"
development"phase"in"which"small"development"teams"are"formed"to"build"the"product."In"
the"final"step,"the"product"is"put"into"action"and"ensured"to"measure"up"to"the"initial"criteria"
set"by"the"business"partners"and"the"client."
" "
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As"in"the"case"of"IBM,"the"innovation"process"of"Clorox’s"innovation"teams,"seen"in"Figure"4.2^
2," is" also"of" six" steps." In" the" first"phase"of" the"process,"an" innovation" team" is"presented"a"
problem." Next," the" team" immerses" itself" in" the" problem" by" getting" a" feeling" of"what" the"
consumers"are"really"going"through"in"terms"of"it."Later,"in"the"ideation"phase,"the"team"finds,"
elaborates"and"presents"ideas"that"could"solve"the"problem."Only"some"of"these"ideas"become"
concepts"in"the"next"phase,"where"they"are"developed"and"prototyped"as"well"as"tested"with"
consumers."In"the"charter"phase"of"the"project,"the"product"that"solves"the"problem"is"handed"
over" to" the"product" supply" team"(which" is" in"charge"of"producing" the"product)." Lastly," the"
product"is"finally"introduced"to"the"market."
"

"
Figure!4.2)2."Interpretation"of"the"innovation"process"of"Clorox."

"
At" Essity," company" insights" come" exclusively" from" customer" needs." Once" an" insight" is"
apprehended,"the"internal"and"external"networks"are"searched"through"to"generate"an"idea"
flow"of"possible"technical"solutions."The"required"external"and"internal"competencies"are"then"
listed" and" assembled" so" that" a" project" team" can" be" formed" and" a" project" leader" can" be"
appointed."Since"different"competencies"are"required"at"different"phases"of"the"project,"the"
amount"and"characteristics"of"individuals"working"vary"throughout"it,"with"the"core"team"and"
project"leader"being"a"constant."At"the"end"phase"of"the"project,"most"of"the"discussion"in"the"
team"pertains"to"marketing"the"product"to"the"end"customer."The"initial"team"members"and"
the"project"leader"are"involved"in"all"stages"of"the"process."However,"if"they"feel"that"further"
competence"is"needed,"additional"members"can"be"added"in"certain"steps"of"the"process"to"
temporarily"contribute"to"it."
"
Similarly"to"how"Essity"searches"for"customer"needs"before"developing"an"idea,"Company"X"
holds"a"dialogue"with"its"customers"to"verify"if"the"idea"would"be"of"interest"to"them."It"then"
develops"a"mock^up"version"of"the"idea"and"tests"it"in"its"envisioned"environment."While"this"
can" sound" like"a" fast"process," releasing"new"offers" can" take" time" for"a" large" company" like"
Company"X,"due"to"its"internal"processes"and"systems."
"
At"Fujifilm,"it"is"highly"important"to"absorb"the"internal"knowledge"and"ideas"instead"of"letting"
them"go"to"waste."This"is"as"it"believes"that"not"limiting"employees"to"their"job"descriptions"
nor"making"them"experience"“management"by"fear”,"will"give"them"the"space"they"need"to"be"
innovative"and"dare"to"act."It"is"also"since"it"has"an"open"and"inclusive"culture"that"invites"all"
of" its" employees" to" pitch" any" idea" they" might" have," no" matter" how" crazy" it" may" sound."
Furthermore,"Fujifilm"follows"the"“See^Think^Plan^Do”"cycle,"a"philosophy"where"employees"
are"encouraged" to"constantly" improve"products"as" they"can"never"be"perfect."This" cycle" is"
illustrated"in"Figure"4.2^3."Fujifilm"is"one"of"those"companies"that"encourages"its"employees"
to"think"outside"of"the"box."
"
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""""
Figure!4.2)3."Interpretation"of"the"innovation"philosophy"cycle"of"Fujifilm."

"
Both"SCA"and"Alfa"Laval"believe"that"different"types"of"innovations"require"different"processes."
Standardising"an"innovation"process"might"restrict"the"organisation"from"developing"creative"
solutions" as" every" problem" should" be" tackled" in" its" own" way." SCA" also" believes" that" the"
simplest"solution"is"most"likely"not"the"right"one"and"that"it"should"not"take"the"first"idea"that"
comes" to" mind." Both" companies" therefore" require" flexibility" as" well" as" support" from" top"
decision"makers."
"

“There#is#a#simple#solution#to#every#complex#problem,#and#that#solution#is#wrong.”"^"Dr."Bengt,"SCA"

"
At"Alfa"Laval,"a"project"typically"begins"by"being"reviewed"by"one"or"two"employees."These"can"
choose"to"get"a"second"opinion"from"an"external"source"or"move"on"to"create"a"team"with"
members"that"would"be"interested"in"the"idea."Following"this,"the"idea"is"scoped"up"to"later"
be"presented"to"the"management,"which"merely"approves"projects"that"will"affect"the"whole"
company."Approved"projects"are"then"presented"and"updated"to"the"management"every"three"
months."During"these"meetings,"the"management"decides"if"a"project"should"continue"or"not"
and"if"its"provided"resources"should"be"adjusted."
"
Many"of" the"cases"attend"and/or"hold"different" types"of"events/workshops."They"do"so" to"
allow"ideas"and"knowledge"to"flow"into"and"within"the"organisation."For"instance,"at"Company"
X,"internal"workshops"are"held"in"order"to"gain"input"from"different"parts"of"the"company."The"
company"also"attends"matchmaking"events"during"which" it"meets" startup" companies." This"
type"of"events"helps"Company"X"filter"potential"startup"companies"that"could"aid"it"with"its"
challenges" and" issues." Parallel" to" Company" X," the" OI" team" of" Clorox" is" responsible" for"
organising"and"attending"different"events."It"can"for"instance"create"advisory"boards"(where"
Clorox’s"employees"can"get"views"of"experts)"or"attend"summits"(from"which"it"can"learn"more"
about" a" certain" topic)." This" OI" team" is" also" responsible" for" creating" events" where" the"
employees"are"taken"outside"of"the"company"boundaries"so"that"they"can"experience"other"
environments" and" practices." Creating" and" participating" in" events" is" a" way" for" Clorox" to"
generate"an"idea"flow."
" "
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Bayer"generates"its"idea"flow"by"attending"events"arranged"by"other"organisations"rather"than"
by"organising"them"themselves."For"instance,"it"has"been"involved"in"KI#innovation#group,"an"
event"where"medical"students"are"invited"to"companies."Bayer"has"also"recently"started"the#
Nordic#Agility#Project,"an" initiative"that"exists" to"assemble" its" ideas"and"collaborations."The"
hope"is"to"obtain"a"better"overview"of"what"each"region"is"working"on"and"to"prevent"that"the"
same"idea"is"being"developed"in"two"different"regions.""""
"
At"SCA,"knowledge"used"to"be"shared"both"externally"and"internally"through"strong"and"weak"
connections." Strong" connections" are" typically" between" employees" that" meet" and" work"
together"every"day."Weak"connections"are"between"employees"who"know"each"other"but"do"
not"necessarily"talk"on"a"regular"basis."Since"intersectional"innovation"emerges"when"different"
knowledge"volumes"meet,"SCA"focuses"less"on"making"its"employees"write"ineffective"internal"
research" reports," and" more" on" creating" environments" where" employees" with" different"
knowledge"sets"can"meet"and"work"together."Creating"such"an"environment"is"furthermore"
the"effect"of"the"three"truths"about"knowledge:"

1.! “Knowledge#can#only#be#shared#on#a#voluntary#basis""
2.! I#only#know#what#I#don't#know#when#I#need#to#know#it"
3.! I#think#a#lot#more#than#I#say,#I#say#a#lot#more#than#I#write#and#I#write#a#lot#more#than#

what#people#read”"
"
Several" companies" emphasise" the" importance" of" relationships"when"working"with" OI." For"
instance," Clorox" believes" that" in" order" for" an" idea" or" insight" to" be" developed," it" is" highly"
important" that" the" OI" team" members" and" product" development" teams" have" strong"
connections"between"each"other."Similarly,"Fujifilm"has"formed"a"family"atmosphere"where"
every"employee" is"considered"a"family"member"by"being"appreciated"and"cared"for."This" is"
something"which"the"company"sees"as"beneficial"as"it"makes"the"knowledge"stay"within"the"
company"as"well.""
"
“People#feel#that#they#are#appreciated#and#needed,#and#that#makes#them#stay.#And#that#way,#the#knowledge#

stays#within#the#company#too”#H#Patrik#Wigholm,#Fujifilm"

"
The"cases"also"suggest"different"success"factors"that"an"OI"initiative"requires."For"instance,"IBM"
explains"that"companies"should"not"be"afraid"of"reaching"out"for"help"when"applying"OI."Asking"
for"help"when"it"is"needed"may"save"companies"copious"amount"of"time"and"money."Essity"
however;" focuses" on" the" customer" by" saying" that" a" company" must" understand" why" its"
customers"behave"in"a"certain"way,"in"order"to"develop"a"product"that"will"make"their"everyday"
life"easier." I.e." for"an" innovation"to"be"successful"and"seen"as"worth"buying," it"must"fulfil"a"
realised" need" of" the" customers."Moreover," Clorox" considers" that" for" an" innovation" to" be"
successful"it"must"contain"three"key"aspects,"namely:"Consumer#need,"Technology"and"Global#
aspect,"see"Figure"4.2^4."
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""""" "
Figure!4.2)4.!Interpretation"of"the"key"innovation"aspects,"according"to"Clorox.""
"
The"studied"cases"also"shared"the"challenges"that"they"have"faced"when"implementing"OI."Four"
of"the"cases"(Alfa"Laval,"Company"X,"Clorox"and"SCA)"believe"that"one"of"the"largest"challenges"
is"to"develop"and"implement"an"idea"in"practice"rather"than"“simply”"finding"it."At"Alfa"Laval,"
this"is"considered"difficult"as"certain"departments"can"create"resistance"towards"certain"ideas."
Additionally,"the"companies"Alfa"Laval"and"Company"X"have"come"across"some"challenges"in"
the"collaboration"aspect"of"OI."In"the"case"of"Alfa"Laval,"the"challenge"is"in"maintaining"a"clear"
communication"with"external"partners."Company"X,"however;" finds" it"challenging"to"simply"
make"a"collaboration"work."Furthermore,"Essity"has"faced"the"challenges"of:"understanding"
the"value"of"an"idea"and"approximating"how"much"the"customer"would"be"willing"to"pay"for"it."
Meanwhile,"for"Bayer,"the"largest"challenge"in"using"OI"is"how"time"consuming"it"can"be."On"
the"same"topic,"Company"X"also"finds"releasing"new"offers"to"be"time"consuming,"mainly"due"
to"its"size"and"internal"processes."However,"both"Bayer"and"Company"X"consider"this"time"to"
be"necessary"so"that:"decisions"are"well"processed"and"the" ideas"create"a" larger" impact"by"
going"through"the"system,"respectively.""
"
In"conclusion,"half"of"the"studied"cases"develop"collected"ideas"with"the"help"of"internal"teams."
Seven"of"them"absorb"gathered"knowledge/ideas"and"develop"something"out"of"them"through"
set"processes."However,"some"of"the"companies"have"different"opinions"about"whether"the"
innovation" processes" should" be" standardised." While" two" of" the" companies" use" strictly"
followed"processes,"two"other"companies"discourage"using"such"processes"stating"that"they"
can"end"up" restricting" the" ideas" from"being" completely"developed."When"asked"how" they"
absorb"accessible"knowledge"and"ideas,"four"of"the"companies"explain"that"they"attend"and/or"
hold"different"events."Some"of"these"are"internally"held"whereas"others"are"held"together"with"
external"partners."Lastly,"when"reflecting"on"the"most"challenging"aspects"of"OI,"four"of"the"
companies"explicitly"state"that"it"lies"in"developing"something"out"of"the"idea"and"not"finding"
it." "
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4.2.6!The!Broker!

All"of"the"companies"have"at"least"one"employee"that,"in"one"way"or"another,"fulfils"the"aspects"
of"a"broker."However,"the"degree"to"which"these"employees"do"so"highly"varies."In"some"of"
the"companies"these"employees"are"in"specific"departments"but"in"others,"like"Fujifilm,"they"
do"not"have"to"be."For"instance,"in"Company"X,"many"of"the"idea"seekers"are"from"the"business"
development"department."Meanwhile,"in"Alfa"Laval,"they"can"be"from"any"department"(e.g."
the" engineering," marketing" or" legal)" but" often" tend" to" be" more" from" the" development"
department."Likewise,"in"IBM"the"idea"seekers"can"be"anywhere"in"the"organisation.""
"
The"networkers"that"search"for"ideas"at"IBM"are"typically"open"and"curious"employees"who"
enjoy"communicating."They"are"considered"as"being"outgoing"and"extroverted."Clorox"also"
considers"such"idea"seeking"employees"to"be"open^minded"and"curious"to"network."However,"
it"also"characterises"them"to"be"humble,"honest"and"deeply"knowledgeable"within"a"certain"
area."In"contrast"to"IBM"and"Clorox,"SCA"explains"that"categorical"and"line^shaped"individuals"
that" “work"by" the"book”"often"have" a"hard" time" capturing"new" ideas" to" the"organisation."
According"to"this"company," those"who"seek"solutions"are"often"those"who"push"the" limits."
They"“are#more#likely#to#ask#for#forgiveness#than#permission”."
"
At"two"companies"(Alfa"Laval"and"Fujifilm),"employees"informally"take"on"the"role"to"discover"
ideas"due"to"their"own"personal"interests."At"Alfa"Laval"specifically,"these"are"referred"to"as"
employees"who"are"“bigger"than"their"role”:"
"
“They#are#the#ones#you#run#into#at#the#canteen#or#in#the#corridor,#that#always#have#some#topic#to#raise#like#“I#

talked#to#this#company”#or#“I#saw#this#technology”,#“Do#you#know#anyone#who#works#with#this?””""
^"Klas"Bertilsson,"Alfa"Laval"

"
At"Fujifilm,"employees"are"encouraged"to"find"and"share"new"ideas."This"is"partially"through"
the"company’s"philosophy"“never"stop”."No"employee"is"forced"to"collect"ideas"at"Fujifilm"if"
they"do"not"want"to."As"it"turns"out,"one"of"the"idea"seekers/collectors"is"Patrik"Wigholm,"the"
Fujifilm"interviewee"for"this"study."He"happens"to"be"one"of"the"employees"you"can"turn"to"if"
you"have"a"“crazy"idea”."This"is"since"he"can"pass"it"on"to"his"19"European"colleagues"in"the"
New#Business#Opportunities"group"during"one"of"their"regularly"held"meetings."
"
The"majority"of"the"companies"(Bayer,"Company"X,"Essity,"Clorox"and"SCA)"have"formal"roles"
that" require" employees" to" seek" ideas" within" and/or" beyond" the" company’s" boundaries."
Furthermore," at" the" two" latter"mentioned" companies," employees" partly" act" as" brokers" by"
searching"for"ideas"in"formal"groups."At"Company"X,"idea"seeking"is"part"of"the"job"description"
for"employees"in"the"business"development"department."This"is"as"their"task"is"to"find"new"
business"opportunities,"they"are"expected"to"find"new"ideas."Those"in"that"department"follow"
the" innovation" strategy" of" the" company" but"must" also" notice" if" they" have" to" take" further"
endeavours"to"reach"whatever"input"is"needed."
" "
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Interestingly,"two"companies"(Bayer"and"Essity)"have"or"have"had"employees"that"began"acting"
as" brokers" despite" it" not" being" part" of" their" job" description."When" both" companies" later"
noticed"the"importance"of"this"role"they"formally"created"job"positions"that"covered"the"work"
task"of"searching"for"ideas"(called"commercial"director"and"OI"manager"respectively)."At"Essity,"
the"formal"role"of"finding"ideas"used"to"be"fulfiled"by"its"OI"manager."Although"this"position"
recently"became"vacant," it" is" expected" to"be" replaced" shortly." The" responsibility"of" the"OI"
manager" lied" in"finding" ideas"but"also" in"ensuring"that"the"company"was"part"of"discussion"
groups"on"innovations,"ideas"and"operation"methods."The"OI"manager"was"the"contact"person"
for"collaborations"but"was"also"in"charge"of"the"internal"idea"system."(S)he"would"initiate"many"
of"the"external"collaborations"and"then"distribute"them"to"the"most"suitable"business"units."
"
All" of" the" companies" have" employees" that" network" externally" to" collect" ideas."While" the"
majority"of" these"employees"also"network" internally,"not"all"of" them"do." In"general" terms,"
more"emphasis"was"placed"by"many"of"the"interviewees"on"using"external"sources"to"collect"
ideas."That"is,"ideas"within"the"companies"themselves"did"not"seem"as"valuable"or"evident"to"
find"and"use."To"exemplify,"at"IBM"ideas"are"not"found"internally"by"one"certain"employee."
Instead,"they"can"be"generated"through"brainstorm"sessions,"meetings"etc."Furthermore,"at"
Clorox,"the"OI"team"is"better"at"exploring"new"ideas"externally"than"internally."This"is"due"to"
the"silos"that"exist"within"the"company."Similarly,"a"commercial"director"at"Bayer"mainly"has"
the" role" to" find" ideas" through" external" connections" (as" well" as" to" establish" external"
collaborations"that"go"in"line"with"the"business"of"Bayer)."Their"role"does"not"include"finding"
ideas" internally." If" internal" ideas"do" come" forth" at"Bayer" they"usually" do" so"by"employees"
suggesting"them"to"the"previously"mentioned"brand"teams."The"teams" later" filter"and"pass"
them"on"to"the"commercial"director,"who"decides"what"to"do"with"them"next."
"
The"companies"with"employees"who"network"both"externally"and" internally"are"Alfa"Laval,"
Company" X," Essity," SCA" and" Clorox." Company" X" does" so" through" internal" discussions" and"
external"insights"gained"from"discussions"or"collaborations."In"a"similar"manner,"the"OI"group"
of" SCA" used" to" search" for" internal" ideas" (that" had" previously" been" developed" within" the"
company)"and"then"compare"these"to"similar"ideas"(or"ideas"within"the"same"area)"of"other"
organisations."These"comparisons"would"be"made"by"studying"the"patent"register.""
"
None"of" the"companies"have"separate"brokers" that"differ" in"discovering" ideas" internally"or"
externally."That"is,"no"company"gave"examples"that"showed"that"they"have"an"internal"broker"
and"external"broker,"and"that"this"is"not"the"same"person."
"
Another" finding" revolving" the" broker" concerned" its" ability" to" act" as" a"messenger" between"
different"groups"or"departments"and"thereby"find"middle"grounds"to"conflicts."An"employee"
with"this"quality"did"not"seem"to"exist"in"any"of"the"companies"as"it"was"barely"touched"upon"
in"any"of"the"interviews."Instead,"in"Company"X"for"example,"such"issues"are"taken"care"of"by"
management." This" is" likely" the" case" for" the" other" companies" as"well" (to" have" a" group" or"
department,"e.g."HR,"with"the"formal"responsibility"to"handle"such"concerns)."
" "
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Lastly,"at"two"of"the"companies"(Essity"and"Bayer)"emphasis"is"placed"on"having"employees"
who" understand" the" company" needs" or" business," in" order" to" seek" relevant" ideas." This" is"
especially"stressed"on"by"Bayer,"where"if"an"employee"knows"the"business"well,"(s)he"will"be"
able"to"suggest"suitable"collaborations."
"
To"conclude,"all"of"the"companies"have"employees"that"act"as"brokers"by"seeking"and"collecting"
ideas." In"six"out"of"eight"cases,"employees"have"the"formal"role"to"search"for" ideas."Out"of"
these,"they"do"so"individually"in"four"companies"and"collectively"(that"is,"in"some"form"of"OI"
group)" in" two."However," in" two"out"of" these" six" cases" employees"began"acting" as"brokers"
informally"and"then"transitioned"into"doing"it"formally"when"the"companies"they"work"for"saw"
the"gain"that"they"gave."Another"finding" is"that"up"to"three"of"the"companies"did"not"have"
employees"who"collect"ideas"internally"but"merely"those"who"do"so"externally."In"some"cases,"
this"is"due"to"the"silos"in"the"companies,"hampering"idea"flow,"in"others"it"is"as"internal"ideas"
are"collected"by"different"systems"instead"of"people."The"rest"of"the"cases"have"employees"
that"network"both"internally"and"externally"(and"whom"are"the"same"people)."Shortly"put,"all"
of"the"companies"have"brokers,"out"of"which"the"majority"are"formal"employees"who"network"
externally"and"alone"to"find"ideas."

4.2.7!The!Connector!

In"general,"little"time"was"spent"in"the"interviews"discussing"the"characteristics"of"connectors."
The"majority"of"the"interviewees"seemed"to"have"a"difficult"time"understanding"the"reasoning"
behind" the" questions" revolving" the" connector." Their" confused" facial" expressions" and" their"
additional"time"taken"to"answer"specifically"those"questions"suggested"that"having"a"connector"
is"not"something"that"many"companies"do."Through"their"brief"answers"within"that"category,"
it"became"clear"that"the"connector"is"not"a"key"behavioural"role"that"particularly"stands"out"in"
practice."
"
The" majority" of" the" companies" do" not" have" one" specific" employee" who" knows" what"
competencies"are"needed"to"develop,"test"and"evaluate"a"certain"idea."That"is,"they"do"not"
have"individuals"who,"by"themselves,"are"known"to"be"the"ones"that"identify"which"employees"
would"be"the"most"appropriate"for"developing"an"idea."Instead,"in"four"out"of"eight"companies"
(Bayer," Clorox," Company"X" and"Essity)" this" certain" connector" trait" is" fulfiled"by" a" group"of"
people"coming"together."In"all"four"cases,"these"groups"work"collectively"to"reach"an"overview"
of"the"idea"and"discuss"who"would"contribute"the"most"to"it,"to"later"form"the"best"team."At"
Bayer,"this"group"is"the"brand"team,"at"Company"X"it"is"the"business"development"department."
At"Clorox,"this"responsibility"lies"in"the"hands"of"the"OI"team"and"at"Essity"in"the"core"team"(as"
well"as"the"project"leader)."Furthermore,"at"Essity"project"members"are"found"using"its"internal"
and"external"network."
" "
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Compared"to"the"above^mentioned"companies,"Alfa"Laval"follows"a"more"informal"approach"
in"forming"the"group"that"will"develop"an"idea."There"the"groups"are"created"by"those"who"are"
interested"in"developing"the"idea."They"can"just"as"well"be"formed"by"one"person"as"by"two"or"
three."Regardless"of"how"many"are"involved"in"forming"the"group,"there"is"always"at"least"one"
employee"in"the"initial"stages"who"is"driven"to"realise"the"idea"(i.e."a"champion,"see"section"
4.2.8"Energiser).""
"
Five" of" the" companies" have" employees" who" carry" another" trait" of" the" connector." These"
employees"can"be"characterised"as"being"supportive"of"the"teams"that"develop"ideas."At"Alfa"
Laval,"they"are"referred"to"as"the"guardians"and"oftentimes"have"a"position"in"management."
The"guardians"protect"the"team"members"from"their"local"chiefs,"who"can"be"displeased"about"
their"subordinates"devoting"part"of"their"time"to"a"side"project."The"guardians"at"Alfa"Laval"are"
congruous" to" the" custodians"at" SCA." They"are" the"ones"who"protect" and"have" faith" in" the"
entrepreneurs"of"the"company."They"do"so"as"they"recognise"the"benefit"of"their"work."Like"
the"guardians," the"custodians"have"positions" in"management,"more"precisely"within"senior"
management."That"way"they"can"then"loosen"the"bottleneck"that"middle"management"causes.""
"
Some" of" the" projects" of" Clorox" can" have" allies" from" the" product" development" team,"who"
believe" in" those" specific" projects." They" help" project" teams" strengthen" their" relationships"
within"the"company,"thereby"enabling"them"to"gain"more"internal"attention"and"support."The"
protectors"or"allies"mentioned"above"take"the"informal"role"to"serve"as"external"support"to"the"
groups"(that"are"developing"the"ideas)"and"facilitate"their"working"process."
"
Compared" to"Alfa" Laval," SCA"and"Clorox," Essity" and"Fujifilm"have"employees" that" take" the"
formal"role"to"support"the"groups"that"develop"ideas."At"Essity"they"are"the"project"leaders"
who"have"the"formal"responsibility"to"guide"their"project"teams."At"Fujifilm,"they"are"the"head"
of" development" employees,"who" are" experts"within" their" own" category." They" know"what"
competencies"are"needed"for"a"certain"project."It"should,"however;"be"mentioned"that"Clorox"
also"has"employees"with"(technological)"depths"in"certain"areas"and"that"these"are"attempted"
to"be"involved"in"OI"initiatives."
"
Another"finding"was"that"at"least"two"companies"(Alfa"Laval"and"Company"X)"use"their"internal"
networks"to"find"the"most"fitting"employees"for"a"certain"project."To"elaborate,"employees"at"
Alfa"Laval"make"use"of"their"connections"instead"of"formally"asking"their"chiefs"who"they"think"
would"fit"the"job."
" "
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The"companies’"priority"or"potential"in"forming"relationships"between"the"team"members"was"
also"found"to"vary."For"instance,"at"Bayer,"the"employees"can"have"a"disinclination"towards"
forming"deep"relationships"with"each"other."This"is"due"to"the"high"compliance"and"control"
that"comes"in"the"medical" industry,"causing"employees"to"interact"and"work"in"a"moderate"
scale." At" Company" X," however;" building" relationships" is" something" that" the" business"
development"department"prioritises."Despite"such"differences,"a"deduction"seems"to"be"that"
no" company" has" a" specific" employee" who" nurtures" the" relationships" between" the" team"
members."
"
Several" of" the" interviewees" touched" on" the" need" to" compose" teams" based" on" the" ideas,"
instead"of"having"permanent" teams" that"continuously"work" together" to"develop" idea"after"
idea."As"explained"above,"this"is"specifically"the"case"for"Alfa"Laval."Similarly,"Clorox"creates"its"
teams" by" examining" the" problem" that" is" to" be" solved." Contrastingly," IBM" selects" team"
members"with"personalities,"experiences"and"knowledge"that"fit"the"project."There,"teams"are"
composed"by"combining"employees"who"complement"each"other"through"their"strengths"and"
weaknesses."The"business"development"department"at"Company"X"also"considers"who"would"
contribute"the"most"to"the"project"when"it"forms"its"teams."Although"this"topic"(of"forming"
teams"according"to"the"ideas)"was"not"as"explicitly"stated"in"the"other"interviews,"the"majority"
of"the"interviewees"gave"the"impression"that"this"was"the"case"for"their"companies"as"well."
"
To" summarise,"many"of" the"companies" see" the"value" in"creating"groups" for"a" specific" idea"
rather" than" having" permanent" groups" developing" ideas." Half" of" them" have" a" group" of"
employees"who"are"formally"responsible"to"overlook"what"competence"is"needed"to"develop"
an"idea"and"select"the"most"fitting"team"members"for"it."In"one"company"the"team"is"formed"
by"those"(one"or"more)"who"are"interested"in"putting"the"idea"into"effect."Five"companies"have"
employees"who"protect" and"help" the" teams"develop" ideas." Three"do" so" informally," out"of"
which"two"are"managers"that"take"a"guardian"role"and"one"is"an"ally"to"the"team."The"remaining"
two" companies" have" employees"who" are" formally" responsible" to" lead" and" aid" the" groups"
during"their"developing"phases."None"of"the"companies"have"an"employee"who"fosters"the"
ties"between"the"team"members."In"conclusion,"only"two"of"the"connector’s"traits"seem"to"be"
adopted"and"are"done"so"by"two"behalves:"a"collective"group"which"builds"the"teams"(that"will"
develop"ideas)"and"an"outside"employee"who"supports"them."

4.2.8!The!Energiser!

The"most"drastic"and"deviating"results"of"a"category"was"that"of"the"energiser."Only"one"of"the"
companies"was" found" to" have" an" employee"who" spreads" ideas" throughout" the" company,"
enabling" them" to" be" implemented" in" practice." Meanwhile," in" at" least" five" out" of" eight"
companies,"ideas"are"spread"through"different"systems"or"events."
"
The"one"company"who"has"an"employee"who"updates"the"rest"of"the"company"on"ongoing"
projects" (and" thus" partially" developed" ideas)" is" IBM." This" employee" is" the" communication"
manager," i.e." someone" who" has" the" formal" responsibility" to" hold" internal" and" external"
communication"within"and"outside"of"the"company."""
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At" four"of" the"studied"companies,"employees"are"updated"on" ideas," innovations"and"news"
through"some"form"of"communication"channel."At"Bayer,"it"is"through"its"global"and"Nordic"
intranets" while" at" Fujifilm" it" is" through" its" globally" and" monthly" published" newspaper"
Fujiworld." Company" X" spreads" its" projects" through" continuous" communication" and"
transparency"between"the"business"divisions."This"communication"is"partially"in"the"form"of"a"
quarterly" held" innovation" forum," where" business" divisions" meet" to" present" their" current"
projects."Essity"also"uses"a"forum"but"to"spread"its"Internet"of"Things"(IoT)"solutions"within"the"
company."Furthermore,"its"general"projects"and"innovations"are"mainly"just"shared"among"and"
communicated"between"the"managers."This"is"since"the"majority"of"the"innovations"cannot"be"
known"before"they"have"been"launched,"due"to"Non^Disclosure"Agreements"(NDAs)"with"other"
parties."However,"once"innovations"have"been"launched"employees"are"made"aware"of"and"
learn"about"them"through"the"company’s"intranet."
"
Two"of" the"companies" spread" their"developed" ideas" to"employees" through"certain"events."
Bayer" does" so"with" its"weekly" held" Friday" breakfasts," to"which" employees" can" sign" up" to"
present"their"new"ideas."At"Essity"the"Dryer"department"holds"a"yearly"internal"event"where"
collaborations"are"discussed"in"detail."During"that"event,"employees"take"part"in"explaining"the"
progress" that" they" have" made" in" certain" projects" and" in" presenting" those" (whether" it" is"
innovations" or" operation" methods)" that" have" been" implemented." However," it" should" be"
pointed"out"that"ideas"have"different"ways"of"spreading"at"Essity,"depending"on"where"they"
are" born" and" developed." That" is," other" departments" might" be" less" or" more" proficient" in"
spreading"their"developed"ideas"for"implementation."
"
Only"Alfa"Laval"has"employees"who"stand"out"for"their"enthusiasm"and"positivity."This"type"of"
employee" is"referred"to"as"the"champion"and" is"considered"the"most" important"role" in"the"
company"(when"it"comes"to"OI)."The"champion"realises"and"drives"an"idea"forward"by"firmly"
believing"in"it."(S)he"cares"about"the"final"goal"but"is"open"on"how"to"get"there."This"employee"
makes" sure" that" the" team" is" on" the" right" track." While" champions" are" similar" to" project"
managers"by"propelling"ideas,"they"differ"from"them"by"not"managing"administrative"work."A"
champion"does"not"have"to"be"the"source"of"the"idea,"what"matters"is"his/her"commitment"
towards" it"and"his/her"perception"of"the"value" it"could"give"to"the"company"and"the"world"
overall."In"other"words,"unlike"the"energiser,"the"champion"is"involved"with"the"idea"during"its"
development"stage."
" "
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At" all" companies" besides" Alfa" Laval" there" are" no" employees" who" are" known" for" their"
enthusiasm" and" positivity." However," at" Fujifilm," IBM" and" Clorox" this" is" due" to" an" internal"
culture"that"feeds"on"and"promotes"positivity"in"some"form"or"to"some"degree."In"other"words,"
in"these"three"companies,"no"employee"stands"out"for"being"more"positive"than"the"rest."At"
Fujifilm,"the"employees"have"a"culture"where"they"internally"brag"about"their"successes."This"
culture"along"with"the"previously"mentioned"philosophy"“never"stop”"as"well"as" the" family"
environment"causes"employees"to"be"positive"and"encouraging"at"work."Meanwhile"IBM"has"
a"culture"where"employees"are"encouraged"to"give"genuine"feedback"to"each"other."By"giving"
constructive"feedback"they"motivate"their"colleagues"to"either"keep"up"the"good"work"or"make"
further"improvements."Lastly,"at"Clorox"the"employees"have"built"a"culture"where"good"news"
is"shared"just"as"much"as"bad"news."For"this"company"it"is"vital"to"discuss"concerns"too,"in"order"
to"be"able"to"counteract"these"and"take"measures"in"preventing"them"from"happening."
"
To"conclude,"the"empirical"evidence"strongly"suggests"that"companies"do"not"have"energisers."
Almost" no" company" has" someone" who" is" known" for" spreading" ideas" nor" someone" who"
encourages"their"colleagues."Merely"one"company"has"an"employee"who"spreads"ideas"(due"
to"it"being"their"formal"responsibility),"while"the"majority"of"the"companies"(five)"depend"on"
their" internal"communication"channels"and/or"events"to"do"so."Only"one"company"(not"the"
same" as" the" previous" one)" has" an" employee" who" stands" out" for" being" optimistic" and"
motivating."However,"three"companies"were"found"to"have"a"positive"culture"and"thus"positive"
employees"overall."

4.2.9!The!Challenger!

Six"out"of"eight"companies"were"found"to"have"or"value"having"employees"that"carry"the"main"
trait" of" the" challenger." At" Alfa" Laval," Company" X" and" Fujifilm," employees" challenge" the"
business"model"of"the"companies"and"emphasise"them"to"be"adjusted"to"future"changes."At"
Alfa"Laval,"these"challenging"employees"are"the"marketing"directors"and"at"Company"X,"they"
are"positioned"in"the"business"development"department."Furthermore,"at"Company"X,"they"
work" by" following" developments" in" the" world" closely" and" planning" strategies" based" on"
predicted"future"scenarios."
" "
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The" company" with" the" clearest" and" strongest" example" of" a" challenger" is" Fujifilm." This"
challenger"is"the"CEO"himself,"Shigetaka"Komori."In"fact,"what"Komori"did"is"so"significant"for"
the" company" that" not" only" its" employees" are" familiar" with" it" but" also" its" competitors,"
customers"and" the"public" in"general."20"years"ago,"when"Komori"became" the"President"of"
Fujifilm," the" company"was" at" its" peak," prospering" as" a" film"manufacturer."Nonetheless," as"
technological"changes"were"approaching,"Komori"could"sense"that"things"would"take"a"turn."
For" Fujifilm" to" survive" he" insisted" that" it" would" “innovate" itself" out" of" crisis”" and" risk"
cannibalising" its" main" business." The" company" ended" up" challenging" its" technological"
knowledge"and"investing"its"previously"made"profits"to"launch"the"first"digital"camera"in"the"
world."Today,"it"is"successful"in"several"business"areas"while"its"formerly"biggest"competitor,"
Kodak,"went"bankrupt"in"2012"as"a"result"of"not"changing"its"business"model."Since"the"CEO"
himself"acted"as"a"crucial"challenger"in"saving"Fujifilm"from"destruction,"the"company"values"
the"opinions"of" its"employees"and"their"attention"to"paradigm"shifts." In" fact,"especially"the"
Nordic"region"of"Fujifilm"is"very"involved"in"testing"new"technologies,"since"that"is"where"many"
advances"occur."
"
Similarly"to"the"companies"mentioned"above,"other"companies"value"having"employees"who"
are"entrepreneurial"(Bayer),"think"outside"of"the"box"(IBM)"and"challenge"some"aspect"within"
the"company"(Clorox)."At"Bayer,"it"is"important"to"have"employees"in"OI"initiatives"who"can"
predict"and"make"use"of"what"the"industry"will"look"like"in"the"future."There,"it"is"valuable"to"
have" innovative" and" questioning" employees" who" are" not" too" traditional" in" their" way" of"
thinking" and"working." In" comparison," IBM" values" employees"who" have" the" courage" to" go"
beyond"boundaries"and"regulations"if"they"have"to"(as"long"as"they"are"not"breaking"ethical"or"
governmental"laws)."For"example,"those"in"the"division"at"IBM"that"implements"OI"act"this"way."
Lastly,"those"involved"in"OI"at"Clorox"are"expected"to"challenge"the"mindset"of"the"company."
!
To"sum"up,"more"than"half"of"the"companies"have"or"value"having"employees"who"challenge"
their"company."In"three"out"of"six"cases,"these"employees"typically"have"positions"related"to"
business,"as"they"challenge"(or"have"challenged)"the"business"of"the"company."The"remaining"
three"companies"value"having"challenging"and"questioning"employees"in"OI"initiatives"but"do"
not"have"as"evident"examples"of"what"positions"they"tend"to"hold"or"what"exactly"they"tend"
to"question."
" "
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5. Discussion 
In#this#chapter,#the#empirical#findings#of#the#chosen#themes#are#discussed.#The#general#scoring#

of#how#strongly#a#theme#was#found#to#exist#in#each#case#is#presented.#

"
Challenges!&!success!factors"
When"comparing"the"findings"from"the"experts"(prestudy)"and"companies"(case"study),"some"
challenges"are"stated"by"both."Finding"the"right"partner"is"one"of"them."This"was"mentioned"
by" three"out"of" four"experts"but"only"by"one" company." Finding" the" right"partner" could"be"
argued"to"be"the"most"important"part"of"OI"collaborations."The"fact"that"so"few"companies"
mentioned"it"as"a"challenge"could"be"due"to"the"interviewed"companies"not"viewing"it"as"a"
current"challenge."In"other"words,"the"partnerships"might"have"been"formed"several"years"ago."
Finding"the"right"partner"is"thus"no"longer"a"challenge."
"
None"of"the"experts"but"three"of"the"companies"listed"management"commitment"and"having"
an"open"culture"as"challenges"when"applying"OI."Examples"of"what"causes"these"challenges"
are"different"goals,"traditional"thinking"and"political"agendas."It"is"surprising"that"none"of"the"
experts"listed"management"commitment"or"having"an"open"culture"as"challenges"but"three"
out"of"four"experts"included"it"as"important"success"factors."It"is"therefore"unquestionable"that"
management"commitment"and"having"an"open"culture"are"important"factors"when"working"
with"OI.""
"
Two"of"the"companies"specifically"mentioned"that"collaborating"internally" is"a"challenge,"as"
different" departments" have" different" goals." This" goes" somewhat" hand" in" hand" with" the"
challenge"that"three"of"the"experts"listed:"collaborating"internally"due"to"silos.""""
"
Identifying"the"actual"problem"to"be"solved"is"one"step"before"the"idea"is"generated"and"two"
steps"before"it"is"developed."One"of"the"experts"indicated"that"large"companies"are"not"bad"at"
generating"ideas"but"face"problems"in"developing"them."Both"experts"and"companies"agree"
that"generating"the"idea"is"not"the"challenge."According"to"the"experts"and"one"company,"the"
challenge"is"the"development"phase"of"the"idea."Meanwhile,"two"of"the"companies"state"that"
identifying"the"actual"problem"to"be"solved"is"more"of"a"challenge"than"developing"the"idea.""
"
A"challenge"highlighted"by"two"of" the"companies"was"showing"and"explaining"the" financial"
value"of"an"idea,"as"it"otherwise"might"not"be"accepted."This"challenge"was"not"mentioned"by"
any"of"the"experts."An"explanation"could"be"that"the"experts"focus"on"how"to"be"successful"
with"OI"and"not"on"the"financial"consequences"of"OI."
" "
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One"company"argued"that"having"partners"dissimilar"from"oneself"is"a"success"factor"since"it"
brings"fresh"ideas"to"the"table."This" is" in" line"with"the"opinion"of"three"out"of"four"experts,"
which"is"hardly"a"surprise"since"one"of"the"aims"of"OI"is"obtaining"new"ideas"and"not"to"obtain"
ideas" from" companies" similar" like" oneself." As" already"written" in" the" discussion" about" the"
challenges,"the"reason"why"only"one"company"mentioned"finding"the"right"partner"as"a"success"
factor"could"be"that"it"is"not"on"the"companies’"daily"radar."Finding"the"right"partner"is"a"one^
time"event."
"
Three"of"the"experts"and"two"of"the"companies"indicated"that"trusting"the"partner"and"being"
transparent"with"it"is"a"success"factor"when"applying"OI."It"is"a"bit"strange"that"more"companies"
mentioned"the"success"factor"of"having"trust"and"transparency"than"of"finding"the"right"partner"
to" collaborate"with." The" reason"behind" this" is"most" likely" that" trust" and" transparency" is" a"
matter"that"is"discussed"internally"on"a"regular"basis"until"the"collaboration"has"come"to"an"
end" (can"we" really" share" this" information"with" our" partner?)"Meanwhile," finding" the" right"
partner"is"a"one^time"event"that"occurs"at"the"beginning"of"each"partnership.""
"
Two"companies"stated"that"partnerships"where"both"parties"are"winners"is"a"success"factor."
One"expert"also"touched"on"this"factor"by"stating"that"the"partners"should"be"equally"in"need"
of"each"other."Similarly,"another"expert"mentioned"that"a"company"that"applies"OI"should"both"
share" and" receive" information" and" ideas."Win^win" partnerships" is" the" essence" of" OI." It" is"
therefore"surprising"that"only"two"of"the"experts"touched"upon"this"factor."An"explanation"is"
most"likely"that"the"experts"consider"win^win"to"be"an"automatic"result"from"having"trust"and"
transparency."
"
A" success" factor" emphasised" by" one" of" the" experts" was" the" importance" of" asymmetric"
collaborations"(that"is,"partnerships"between"large"and"small"companies)."Such"collaborations"
can"be"promising"due"to"the"partners"being"able"to"contribute"in"different"ways."One"of"the"
companies"had"similar"reasoning"by"stating"that"it"often"enters"a"partnership"by"contributing"
with"competence,"resources"and"funds"while"the"small"company"partner"provides"ideas"or"half"
made"products."
!
Three"experts"and"three"companies"stated"that"management"commitment"and/or"having"an"
open"company"culture"is"crucial"for"an"OI"initiative"to"succeed."Having"both"the"management"
and"the"employees"on"board"is"necessary."These"were"the"most"commonly"mentioned"success"
factors." Management" must" commit" to" and" support" the" OI" initiative" as" well" as" create" a"
company"culture"that"supports"it."Changing"the"company"culture"is"a"large"task"that"takes"time,"
especially"for"large"and"established"companies."It"is"therefore"promising"that"the"companies"
are"aware"of"it"being"a"success"factor."
!
One"company"stated"that"showing"and"explaining"the"value"of"the"idea"to"the"decision"makers"
in"an"early"stage"is"a"success"factor"since"the"idea"is"then"more"likely"to"be"prioritised."This"
success" factor" was" not" mentioned" by" any" of" the" experts" since" they" most" likely" focus" on"
succeeding"with"OI"and"not"its"financial"outcome."
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An" interesting" finding" is" that" the" challenges" and" success" factors" are" often" the" same." For"
instance,"finding#the#right#partner"is"both"a"challenge"and"a"success"factor."This"is"also"the"case"
for" having# management# commitment," having# the# employees# embrace# the# initiative,"
identifying#the#problem#correctly#and"showing#the#value#of#the#idea.""
"
Not# being# limited# to# the# current# prerequisites" and" performing# the# development# phase#

effectively"were"only"mentioned"as"challenges."Meanwhile,"having#trust#and#transparency"and"
aiming#for#the#winHwin#concept"were"only"stated"as"success"factors."
"
Having#management#commitment"and"employees#embracing#the#initiative"was"the"challenge"
and/or"success"factor"that"was"most"frequently"mentioned"by"the"experts"and"the"companies."
This"indicates"that"having"management"and"employees"believing"in"the"initiative"is"one"of"the"
most"important"aspects"when"applying"OI."
"
Surprisingly," the"experts" view" finding# the# right#partner" as" crucial,"while"only"one"company"
mentioned"it"as"a"challenge"(as"well"as"success"factor)."Finding"the"right"partner"is"a"one^time"
event"for"a"company"and"is"not"on"its"daily"radar."It"might"therefore"be"forgotten"that"it"is"an"
essential" challenge" and" success" factor." On" the" other" hand," for" the" experts" (whose" core"
business"is"to"support"companies"in"creating"partnerships)"finding"the"right"partner"is"not"a"
one^time" event" but" rather" an" important" and" recurring" task." The" whole" point" of" OI" is" to"
collaborate" with" another" party," in" order" to" have" new" access" to" ideas," information" and"
resources"and"in"turn"be"able"to"innovate"better."Finding"the"right"partner"to"collaborate"with"
should"thus"have"been"the"most"commonly"mentioned"factor"by"the"companies."If"the"right"
partner" is" not" found," it" does" not" matter" whether" the" management" shows" commitment"
towards"the"initiative"nor"if"the"involved"parties"trust"each"other."With"the"wrong"partner,"the"
initiative"will"not"reach"its"expected"outcome."
 
Two"of"the"most"important"success"factors"mentioned"by"the"companies"are"having"trust"and"
transparency"as"well"as"applying"the"win^win"concept."Companies’"awareness"of"these"success"
factors"was"expected"since"they"form"the"core"of"OI."Furthermore,"the"experts"also"recognise"
these"factors"as"highly"important."
 
It"is"also"interesting"to"note"that"some"of"the"companies,"but"no"experts,"mention"that"showing"
the"financial"value"of"an"idea"to"the"decision"makers"is"a"challenge."The"experts"do"not"focus"
on" the" financial" consequences" of" OI" but" on" how" to" succeed" with" OI." However," for" the"
companies,"the"financial"consequences"are"a"daily"reality"that"cannot"be"disregarded."
" "
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The"prestudy"and"case"study"indicate"that"experts"and"companies"have"different"perspectives"
due"to"having"different"backgrounds"and"functions"in"OI."The"experts"have"a"broad"and"holistic"
view"of"OI" since" their"daily" task" is" to"support"companies" to"create"partnerships;" they"have"
experience"from"a"vast"number"of"collaborations."The"companies,"on"the"other"hand,"have"a"
much"narrower"view"of"OI"since"their"insights"are"built"on"a"limited"number"of"collaborations."
When" applying"OI," the" experts" focus" on" the" factors" that"make" a" collaboration"work"well."
Meanwhile,"the"companies"focus"on"the"daily"operations"of"OI,"which" include"many"details"
that"the"experts"might"not"need"to"take"into"consideration.!
!

The!External!Network!"
In"examining"the"eight"cases"chosen"it"seems"as"though"large"and"established"companies"tend"
to"focus"more"on"working"externally"than"internally"in"their"OI"processes."As"concluded"in"the"
analysis," all" of" the" studied" companies" have" some" kind" of" external" network." However," the"
extent"of"how"much"and"the"way"in"which"they"use"their"external"networks"differ.""
"
Both"the"prestudy"and"the"case"study"suggest"that" large"companies"struggle"the"most"with"
developing"ideas"into"something"more"tangible."In"the"prestudy,"the"experts"suggested"that"
large" companies" tend" to" ask" for" help" in" finding" ideas" (the" Search# and# Select# phase# in" the"
literature"review)."This"is"also"confirmed"by"the"cases"(large"companies)"in"the"case"study."In"
fact,"all"of"the"cases"apply"OI"to"obtain"help"to"solve"a"defined"problem."However,"according"
to" the" experts," large" companies" do" not" have" difficulties" in" discovering" ideas" but" rather" in"
developing"them"(the"Implementation"phase)."While"the"experts"believe"that"these"companies"
are"not"aware"of"this,"the"cases"say"otherwise,"when"stating"that"they"often"search"for"external"
input"during"the"development"(implementation)"phase"as"well."In"fact,"half"of"the"cases"find"it"
more"challenging"to"develop"and"implement"an"idea"rather"than"generating"it."Moreover,"half"
of"the"cases"were"found"to"ask"for"external"help"to"find"the"most"fitting"partners."This"result"
ties"well"with"the"prestudy"which"shows"that"large"companies"can"want"external"help"but"do"
not"know"who"to"get"it"from."In"short,"the"results"from"the"prestudy"and"case"study"reveal"that"
large"companies"open"up"their"implementation"phases"to"add"value"to"that"part"of"the"process."
"
It"is"notable"that"large"companies"apply"OI"to"remain"competitive"and"stay"updated"on"changes"
happening."This"is"demonstrated"by"both"the"literature"review"and"the"case"study"which"imply"
that"such"companies"can"get"locked"in"their"ways"of"working"and"therefore"focus"on"exploiting"
innovations."Their"reason"for"using"OI"thus"becomes"understandable"since"it"gives"them"a"way"
to"explore"innovations"and"go"outside"of"their"comfort"zones."Through"it,"they"can"exploit"and"
explore"(or"pull"and"push)"innovations"simultaneously,"something"which"they"otherwise"would"
maybe"not"have"the"resources/knowledge"for"or"would"not"be"able"to"do"to"the"same"quality."
"
According"to"the"results" from"the"prestudy," three" important"aspects"are"to"consider" in"the"
external" network," namely:" multiple# perspectives,# frequent# communication# and" mutually#

effective#partnerships."
" "
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All"of"the"cases"collaborate"with"other"companies"as"a"way"to"obtain"multiple"perspectives."
Out" of" these," six" companies" collaborate" with" startups" while"merely" four" do" it" with"more"
established"companies."The"implication"that"more"companies"collaborate"with"startups"is"not"
surprising"since"the"prestudy"shows"that"such"companies"tend"to"work"agile"and"have"more"
modern" competencies," two" factors" which" large" organisations" often" lack." Working" with"
startups"can"thus"shorten"the" innovation"process"time,"which" is"something"that"half"of"the"
cases"aim"for"when"applying"OI."Collaborating"with"startups"also"gives"large"companies"more"
creative" and" entrepreneurial" insights," which" typically" tend" to" focus" more" on" operational"
efficiency" and" short^term" profits" (Arena," 2018)." Compared" to" a" collaboration"with" a" large"
company," a" collaboration" with" a" small" one" is" more" likely" to" result" in" the" combination" of"
different"knowledge"sets."This"is"what"is"sought"for"in"OI"as"diffusion"of"knowledge"can"only"
occur" when" the" partners" have" different" knowledge" sets" (Rogers," 1983)." Intersecting" such"
knowledge"sets"will" thus"cause"knowledge"exchange" to"occur"between"the"companies"and"
allow"the"Medici#effect"to"come"through."""""
"
Six"of"the"companies"collaborate"with"universities/institutes"to"obtain"additional"perspectives."
However," the"way" in"which" they" collaborate"with" these" institutes" varies;" some" companies"
choose" to"build" long" term"partnerships"with" them"while"others"merely" communicate"with"
them"when"seeking"insights"for"a"certain"problem."Nonetheless,"with"an"institute"having"other"
disciplines"than"a"private"company,"intersecting"such"disciplines"will"cause"the"Medici#effect#

(Johansson,"2017)"to"emerge"in"this"type"of"collaboration"as"well."Meanwhile,"only"half"of"the"
cases" collaborate" with" public" organisations" to" access" more" perspectives." Forming" such" a"
collaboration"could"also"result"in"the"Medici"effect"since"public"organisations"can"have"other"
foci"and"business"models"than"large"companies."The"reason"why"so"few"cases"collaborate"with"
governmental"organisations"is"speculated"to"lay"in"the"different"goals"and"visions"such"partners"
might"have."While"governmental"organisations"aim"to"create"a"better"society"and"welfare"for"
the"public,"private"organisations"aim"to"generate"profit."All"of"the"cases"that"were"found"to"
collaborate" with" public" organisations" also" collaborate" with" universities" and" companies,"
therefore"putting"the"triple"helix"into"effect."Since"these"cases"obtain"more"perspectives,"they"
are"likely"to"generate"more"diverse"ideas"and"be"able"to"create"the"best"innovations."Despite"
such" collaborations" being" more" complex," collaborating" with" different" actors" might" give" a"
company"more"recognition"and"a"better"public"image."
"
The" frequency" of" communication" between" the" partners" might" depend" on" how" long" the"
collaboration" is" held" during" the" innovation" process." As" the" majority" of" the" companies"
collaborate" throughout" their" whole" innovation" processes," they" are" likely" to" communicate"
more"frequently."The"rate"of"communication"could"also"be"affected"by"the"team"setting."This"
is"something"that"the"prestudy"suggests,"by"saying"that"a"success"factor"when"applying"OI"is"
having" the" right" team" configuration." Furthermore," a" team" should" have"members"who" are"
physically" and" socially" homophilous" since" such" members" are" more" likely" to" hold" a" more"
effective"communication"(Rogers,"1983)."This"is"probably"since"such"a"team"creates"a"family"
atmosphere"with"members"who"enjoy"talking"to"one"another."
"
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It"is"interesting"to"note"that"both"the"prestudy"and"the"case"study"agree"on"the"importance"of"
having"mutually"effective"partnerships."They"show"that"having"common"goals"and"visions"that"
are"clearly"formulated"is"essential"for"the"success"of"an"OI"initiative."Moreover,"the"case"study"
also"shows"that,"in"a"partnership"it"is"necessary"to"be"able"to"use"the"partners’"competence"
rather"than"acting"as"a"funder."From"this"standpoint,"it"is"clear"to"see"that"companies"are"not"
afraid"of"expanding"their"networks"as" long"as"there" is"a"clear"goal"that"they"share"with"the"
partner"and"that"this"goal"is"profitable.""
"
The"literature"review"and"the"studies"raise"the"question"where"the"boundary"between"OI"and"
innovation"should"be"drawn."As"previously"mentioned"in"the"thesis,"OI"is"defined"as"the"process"
that"an"organisation"uses"to"allow"ideas"and"experiences"to"flow"through"external"and"internal"
sources."In"the"case"study,"one"of"the"eight"companies"was"found"to"merely"use"its"external"
network"during"the"initial"stage"of"its"innovation"process"as"a"way"to"gain"customer"insight."Is"
this"really"a"collaboration?"Despite"the"fact"that"this"company"was"specifically"chosen"as"a"case"
that"works"with"OI"(since"it"portrays"itself"like"so)"for"this"thesis,"the"findings"might"suggest"
otherwise,"due"to"how"and"why"it"uses"its"external"network."
"
The"majority" of" the" cases" received" the" highest" score" for" their" way" of" working" externally."
Whether"they"complete"the"triple"helix"or"have"groups"whose"sole"focus"is"to"work"externally,"
these" companies" show" the" high" importance" that" they" see" in" having" strong" external"
connections."Despite"showing"different"signs"of"working"externally,"Company"X"did"not"score"
a"full"point"as"the"answers"provided"from"the"interviewee"were"not"elaborate."SCA"was"also"
given"a"satisfactory"point"as" it"only"revealed"a" few"ways"of"how" it"works"externally."Lastly,"
Fujifilm"was"given"the" lowest"point"as" it"merely"uses" its"external"network"to"find"customer"
needs"and"not"to"collaborate"with"other"parties."
" "
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The!Internal!Network!
As" previously" mentioned," all" of" the" cases" have" internal" networks" to" access" their" internal"
knowledge"and" ideas."However,"only"one" company"places"most"of" its" focus"on" its" internal"
knowledge." The" vast"majority" of" the" cases" were" found" to" have" internal" silos," obstructing"
communication" and" ideas" to" flow"more" smoothly" and" thereby" creating" a"weaker" internal"
network." This" existence" of" silos" in" companies" may" originate" from" the" closed" innovation"
paradigm" (section"2.1.1),"when"emphasis"was"placed"on"working" internally"and" in" secrecy."
Since"the"study"objects"are"large"and"established"companies,"which"most"likely"worked"closely"
during" the" closed" innovation" paradigm," this" high" number" of" silos" is" of" no" surprise." This" is"
assumed"to"be"due"to"companies"trying"to"shift"away"from"their"traditional"way"of"working"
when"applying"OI"but"still"having"some"of"the"underlying"core"characteristics"from"before."That"
is,"by"opening"up"their"rigid"external"boundaries"many"companies"seem"to"have"overlooked"
their"internal"ones."Despite"having"silos,"these"cases"are"taking"measures"towards"weakening"
the"limitations"that"they"set."They"are"likely"doing"so"as"having"silos,"or"disintegrated"groups,"
can" cause" competition" and" make" it" more" difficult" to" innovate" (Cross" et" al.," 2003)."
Counteracting"silos"is"also"vital"as"these"otherwise"can"result"in"an"idea"being"developed"in"two"
different"areas"as"well"as"set"transparency"restrictions"between"the"functions"(as"shown"from"
the"case"study).""
"
Secrecy"and"internal"opacity"seem"to"either"be"the"product"of"silos"or"the"cause"of"them."As"
shown"in"the"case"study,"certain"industries"can"have"higher"requirements"held"on"them"(for"
instance" from" the" government)" and" must" therefore" act" more" secretive." This" type" of"
environment"can"influence"employees"from"different"groups"to"not"talk"as"freely"with"each"
other"as" they"otherwise"would"have."By"only"communicating"and"connecting"with"those" in"
one’s"group,"closed"ego"networks"(Borgatti"et"al.,"2009),"i.e."silos,"are"created."
"
The"results" from"the"case"study"confirm"the" results" from"the"prestudy,"which"suggest" that"
existing"silos"could"be"the"reason"why"a"company"can"more"easily"collaborate"externally"than"
internally."Nonetheless,"the"findings"on"internal"networks"hint"that"large"companies"are"trying"
to"move"away"from"having"silos."Half"of"them"do"so"by"having"groups"with"members"that"come"
from"and"work"across"different"company"functions."Having"such"groups" is" in" lines"with"the"
findings"of"the"literature"review"which"suggests"that"groups"with"diverse"employees"(in"terms"
of"views,"skills"and"experiences)"lead"to"better"decision"making"and"more"creativity.""
"
As"previously"described"in"the"SNA"section,"the"high"performance"rate"of"employees"is"highly"
correlated"to"the"connections,"i.e."ties,"that"they"have."A"diverse"group"will"thus"lead"to"the"
members" having" more" diverse" connections" and" thereby" provide" it" with" more" access" to"
information."Having"a"cross^boundary"group" is" thus"considered"a"smart"and"helpful" tool" to"
open"up"the"internal"boundaries."
" "
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An"alternative"approach"that"several"companies"from"the"case"study"use"to"weaken"their"silos"
is"by"holding"workshops"(which"internally"spread"or"gather"ideas)."Voluntary"workshops"that"
invite" any" employee" to" participate" can" create" communities" of" practice." This" is" as" the"
participants"can"come"from"any"part"of"the"organisation"(and"thus"have"different"knowledge"
sets)"while"still"having"the"common"interest"to"solve"a"defined"problem"or"discuss"a"specific"
theme."Such"communities"are"seen"as"beneficial"since"they"spark"a"willingness"for"employees"
to" contribute" on" topics" that" they"might" be" passionate" about." Allowing" the" employees" to"
discuss"subjects"that"they"care"about"could"ultimately"strengthen"the"internal"bonds"within"
the"company"and"create"a"family"atmosphere."This"might"in"turn"lead"to"better"collaborations"
and" innovations." Furthermore," some" of" the" companies" choose" to" invite" relevant"
representatives"to"their"workshops."These"are"suspected"to"be"opinion"leaders"(Rogers,"1983)"
in"the"company,"as"they"are"used"in"diffusion"programs"and"generally"have"a"high"hierarchical"
status."Inviting"representatives"to"these"workshops"could"lead"to"the"ideas"being"heard"and"
taken"more"seriously"by"decision"makers,"which"can"result"in"them"actually"being"implemented"
in"practice."
"
A"minority"of" the" cases"describe"using"knowledge"management"methods" to"open"up" their"
internal"boundaries."Using"such"methods"to"better"internal"collaboration"is"also"brought"up"in"
the"prestudy"as"a"way"to"get"a"hold"of"the"existing"knowledge/ideas"in"the"company."One"of"
the" knowledge"management"methods" that" some" of" the" companies"were" found" to" use" to"
diminish"their"silos"is"hosting"internal"competitions."Since"all"of"the"employees"are"allowed"to"
contribute"in"such"competitions,"more"internal"ideas"can"be"gathered"and"discussed."Internal"
competitions"could"thus"further"motivate"the"employees"to"share"their"knowledge"and"ideas"
as"they"might"feel"heard"by"the"company."This"goes"in"hand"with"the"literature"review,"which"
describes" that" creating"an"environment"where" the"employees" feel" rewarded" to" contribute"
with"their"knowledge"is"one"of"the"most"noted"challenges"in"knowledge"management.""""""
"
According"to"the"case"study"having"idea"banks"is"another"knowledge"management"approach"
used"to"soften"the"boundaries"of"the"silos."The"studied"cases"were"however;"found"to"disagree"
upon"their"use,"stating"that"idea"storing"can"be"an"inefficient"method"if"not"used"correctly."This"
seems"to"lie"on"the"bureaucracy"that"comes"with"large"companies,"which"have"strict"processes"
for"every"single"concern."While"it"could"be"beneficial"for"large"companies"to"obtain"an"overview"
of" the" ideas" that" they" have," there" is" a" risk" that" they" become" overly" obsessed" with" such"
structures,"causing"ineffective"work"processes"as"a"result"of"excessive"documentation.""
" "
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Despite"the"fact"that"companies"are"aware"that"they"have"silos"and"actively"work"to"reduce"
these,"they"should"consider"an"additional"approach."As"stated"in"the"literature,"SNA"could"be"
used"to"identify"where"connections"are"lacking,"i.e."where"silos"exist."By"mapping"its"formal"
silos,"a"company"is"able"to"find"where"it"has"more"and"less"connections"(ties)"respectively."It"
can"thereafter"suggest"to"its"silos"that"have"less"connections"to"learn"from"those"with"more"
connections"and"follow"their"example."To"clarify,"e.g."if"an"integrated"silo"is"found"to"have"the"
goal" that" every" employee" should" know" at" least" one" employee" outside" of" the" silo," a"
disintegrated" silo" should" consider" implementing" this" aim"as"well."Moreover," implementing"
SNA"could"help"a"company"identify"its"overloaded"(central)"nodes"that"could"unknowingly"be"
the" cause" of" restricting" knowledge" and" idea" flow." According" to" the" case" study" these"
overloaded"employees"tend"to"be"middle"managers."This"way"those"who"are"overloaded"can"
be"unloaded"and"the"restrictions"can"be"dissolved."The"benefits"that"SNA"can"give"seems"to"be"
something"which"neither"the"interviewees"from"the"prestudy"nor"the"case"study"mentioned."
Applying" SNA" should" thus" be" considered"when" a" company"wants" to" improve" its" ability" to"
innovate."
"
As" previously" mentioned" only" one" case" was" found" to" place" a" large" focus" on" its" internal"
networks,"more" specifically" to"make" use" of" its" internal" knowledge."When" innovating," this"
company"attempts"to"access"all"of" its"knowledge." It" is"thus"found"to"do"what"the"literature"
says,"by"seeing"R&D"spillover"as"something"beneficial"when"applying"OI."Since"the"rest"of"the"
cases"have"placed" less"emphasis"on"their" internal"networks,"they"should"consider" imitating"
this"company"in"this"aspect."
"
The" literature"review,"prestudy"and"case"study"all"conclude"that" large"companies"are"more"
rigid"and"slower"than"smaller"ones."This"is"found"to"be"due"to"their"existing"formal"structures"
and"systems."Using"OI"and"collaborating"with"parties"that"are"different"from"oneself" in"this"
aspect"could"potentially"be"a"way"to"manage"this"internal"challenge"and"innovate"at"a"quicker"
pace."
"
According"to"the"literature,"the"main"belief"of"OI"is"that"knowledge"lays"both"within"and"outside"
of"the"company"(Chesbrough,"2003)."Since"OI"differs"from"closed"innovation"by"adding"on"an"
external"aspect"(and"opening"up" internal"restrictions)" it"seems"as"though"many"established"
companies"shift"their"focus"towards"this"aspect"and"forget"about"the"beneficial"principles"from"
the"old"way"of"working."Shifting"the"focus"instead"of"distributing"it"can"lead"to"OI"not"being"
fully"and"accurately" implemented."This"might"be"the"reason"as"to"why"so"many"companies"
struggle"with"developing"their"discovered"ideas"internally."These"reflections"raise"the"question"
on"how"OI"should"be"distributed."Should"as"much"weight"be"placed"on"collaborating"internally"
and"externally?"If"more"stress"is"laid"on"one"aspect,"is"it"still"considered"as"OI?"Is"it"wrong"to"
place"the"vast"majority"of"the"focus"on"one"of"the"aspects"and"merely"touch"on"the"other"one?"""
"
" "
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According"to"the"literature"(Cross"et"al.,"2003;"Arena,"2018),"companies"traditionally"used"their"
human"capabilities"to"maximise"their"operational"efficiencies."Both"the"literature"and"the"case"
study"demonstrate"that"the"focus"has"shifted"towards"using"one’s"social"capabilities"to"develop"
ideas."Today,"companies"recognise"that"ideas"and"knowledge"lay"both"within"and"outside"of"
their"boundaries"(they"now"accept"that"the"world"is"bigger"than"their"internal"environment)."
Consequently,"the"current"trend"is"to"form"social"bonds"as"a"way"to"access"these"ideas"and"
thus"be"able"to"innovate"at"a"higher"quality."
"
All" of" the" cases" except" Fujifilm" were" given" an" average" grade" of" two" for" their" way" of"
collaborating"internally."The"majority"did"not"get"the"highest"score"since"they"have"silos"and/or"
struggle"with" letting" ideas" flow" internally"but" still" have" various"means" to"overcome" these."
Fujifilm"on"the"other"hand,"scored"the"highest"point"on"the"scale"as"its"major"focus"lies"on"its"
internal"knowledge"and"since"it"actively"tries"to"use"that"knowledge"to"develop"a"product"for"
the"future."
"
The!Absorbent!Network!
The" absorbent" network" (i.e." adaptive" space)" is" described" as" the" space" created" when"
employees"and/or"external"individuals"have"the"freedom"to"exchange"ideas"with"each"other"
(Arena," 2018)." This" network" can" take" multiple" forms;" it" can" be" physical," relational" or"
emotional." All" of" the" cases" were" found" to" show" signs" of" having" an" absorbent" network,"
however;"how"they"create"these"were"found"to"differ." In"comparison"to"the"other"network"
categories,"the"provided"answers"in"this"category"were"not"as"elaborate"in"terms"of"quality"nor"
in"quantity."In"fact,"only"two"companies"provided"detailed"answers"as"to"how"they"absorb"their"
accessible" knowledge/ideas." This" indicates" that" the" absorbent" network" of" large" and"
established"companies"is"not"yet"very"large"nor"overlapping,"as"was"expected"from"the"theory."
Furthermore,"it"might"be"the"reason"why"these"companies"are"not"as"agile"as"they"potentially"
could" be." This" result" also" suggests" that" not" all" externally" and" internally" collected"
knowledge/ideas"are"absorbed."On"the"one"hand,"this"is"reasonable,"as"a"company"can"only"
absorb"so"much"information"and"must"filter"it"at"some"point."On"the"other"hand,"a"company"
can"only"develop"the"best"idea"if"it"preliminarily"processes"all"of"its"accessed"ideas."
"
In" line" with" the" above^mentioned" result," the" literature" review" suggests" that" externally"
obtained"information"is"only"kept"when"it"is"seen"as"valuable"or"relevant"for"the"company."This"
implies"that"the"person"on"the"receiving"end"of"the"information"might"exclude"something"that"
they"see"as"irrelevant,"which"actually"does"hold"relevance."In"order"to"avoid"such"a"problem,"
the"companies"should"create"a"system"that"filters"the"data"and"removes"the"true"negatives,"as"
well"as"false"positives."The"remaining"data"would"thus"be"only"those"which"are"valuable"to"the"
company."Such"a"system"could"help"remove"the"subjectivity"of"the"collected"data"and"help"the"
company"realise"the"value"of"ideas"that"were"previously"seen"as"extraneous."
" "
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To" repeat" from" the" theoretical" framework," the" adaptive" space" (Arena," 2018;" Arena" et" al.,"
2017)" is" the" overlapping" space" created" between" the" operational" system" and" the"
entrepreneurial"pockets"(or"internal"and"external"networks)."It"is"therefore"what"enables"the"
entrepreneurial" ideas" to" inject" the" operational" system" and" actually" be" implemented" in"
practice."From"both"the"case"study"and"theoretical"framework," it"could"be"interpreted"that"
ideas"can"take"time"to"be"developed"and"implemented"due"to"a"company’s"internal"systems."
However,"some"of"the"cases"insist"that"this"time"might"be"necessary,"if"it"means"that"the"ideas"
will"fully"go"through"the"system"and"lead"to"real"change."Although"this"is"acknowledged"to"be"
the"case"for"many"companies," it"should"not"be"used"as"an"excuse"to"be"slow"in"innovating."
Companies" that"struggle"with" this"should" instead"actively"work" to"shorten"their" innovation"
process"by"successively"and"rationally"implementing"changes"to"their"internal"systems."
"
Some"of"the"cases"were"found"to"disagree"on"how"fixed"the" innovation"process"should"be."
While"a"few"explained"that"they"work"through"a"standardised"process,"others"advised"against"
it,"justifying"that"it"could"restrict"an"innovation"from"reaching"its"full"potential."The"framework"
agrees" with" the" latter" statement" by" saying" that" organisations" without" an" adaptive" space"
(typically"established"ones)"aim"to"work"fast"by"having"full"control,"thereby"becoming"locked"
into"their"fixed"procedures"and"not"being"as"capable"of"innovation."On"the"one"hand,"working"
in"a" standardised"way"can"make" the"operational" system" take"over" the" innovation"process,"
potentially"restricting"the"final"result"from"reaching"its"full"innovative"potential."On"the"other"
hand,"such"a"rigid"process"enables"one"to"know:"where"to"start"the"innovation"process,"and"
possibly" also" how" to" deal" with" rising" challenges." In" contrast," working" without" these" rigid"
boundaries"can" lead"to"much"more"creative"solutions."This" is"as"a"result"of"an"organisation"
being"able"to"take"promising"side^tracks"that"may"appear"along"the"way."However,"working"in"
such"an"open^ended"way"might"also"result"in"the"development"of"an"innovation"taking"longer"
time"than"predicted,"eventually"giving"room"for"a"competitor"to"put"it"first"to"market."Having"
said"this,"some"form"of"a"fundamental"process"should"be"followed."Nonetheless,"it"must"not"
be"defined"too"meticulously." If"wanted,"the"user"of"the"process"should"have"some"room"to"
make"exceptions"by"being"able"to"examine"possible"alternatives."This"allows"flexibility"in"the"
innovation"process"and"enables"companies"to"loosen"up"their"operational"systems,"thereby"
also"enabling"them"to"adapt"to"the"complex"and"fast"changing"world."
" "
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According" to" the" framework," an" adaptive" space" is" generally" formed"when" heterogeneous"
groups"meet"(Arena,"2018)."In"the"case"study,"a"large"majority"of"the"cases"were"found"to"have"
events"or"workshops"through"which"different"groups/employees"could"intersect."One"of"the"
cases"was"also"found"to"create"an"environment"where"employees"with"different"knowledge"
bases"are"encouraged" to"meet"and" interact."This" company" realised" that"knowledge" is"best"
shared"voluntarily"and" therefore"created"an"environment"where"employees"can" talk" freely"
about"whatever"is"of"their"interest."From"this"standpoint,"it"is"clear"that"such"an"environment"
is" used" to" reduce" the"number"of"weak" connections"between"employees." It" is" thus" a" good"
approach"to"create"an"adaptive"space."However," the" literature"describes"that"homophilous"
individuals" are" more" likely" to" form" bonds" (Rogers," 1983)." It" is" therefore" unclear" how"
companies"can"(through"such"an"environment)"ensure"that"employees"will"communicate"with"
colleagues"that"are"heterogeneous,"rather"than"homophilous,"to"themselves."
"
Another" example" of" how" heterogeneous" groups" are" formed" is" from" the" company" Clorox,"
which"sees"the"importance"of"combining"different"types"of"employees"when"innovating."Like"
other"cases,"it"forms"innovation"groups"comprised"of"employees"from"different"departments"
of" the" company." This" appears" to" be" due" to" the" company" wanting" to" gather" multiple"
perspectives."By"having"employees"with"different"sets"of"expertise,"more"valuable"and"varied"
input" can" be" provided" to" the" innovation" project," resulting" in" the" best" innovation" being"
developed."Moreover,"it"is"interesting"to"note"that"in"this"case,"the"innovation"groups"create"
an"overlap"between"the"internal"and"external"network."This"is"as"they"have"employees"that"
are" externally" versus" internally" focused" on" working" together" throughout" the" innovation"
process."
"
An"overlap"between"the"internal"and"external"network"is"also"found"to"be"created"through"
different"events"and"workshops."While"some"of"the"cases"shared"that"they"both"create"internal"
events"and"participate"in"external"ones,"other"cases"shared"that"they"merely"do"the"latter."The"
cases"that"only"participate"in"external"events"might"not"have"entirely"understood"the"value"
that" creating" events" can" give" and" do" therefore" not" appoint" resources" for" this" cause."
Participating"in"external"events"can"help"a"company"extend"its"external"network."Meanwhile,"
creating"internal"events"could"help"it"build"a"more"transparent"workplace"with"strong"internal"
connections."Both"of"these"aspects"are"necessary"to"build"a"strong"absorbent"network.""
"
Both" the" literature" review" on" knowledge" management" (Baets," 2005)" and" the" theoretical"
framework"(Arena,"2018)"describe"the"importance"of"creating"a"learning"culture"in"companies."
They"agree"that"such"a"culture"enables"companies"to"adapt"faster"to"the"ongoing"changes"by"
gathering"and"making"use"of"ideas/knowledge"from"multiple"sources."A"learning"culture"can"
be"created"by"the"absorbent"network,"which"allows"ideas"and"solutions"from"both"internal"and"
external"sources"to"be"gathered,"discussed"and"implemented."When"companies"understand"
the"value"of" investing" in" the"knowledge"of" their"employees"and"create"such"a"culture"they"
show"the"employees"that"they"are"valued."Doing"so"they"also"realise"that"the"world"is"changing"
and"that"existing"knowledge"might"not"be"sufficient"to"be"able"to"stay"in"business."
"
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According" to" the" theoretical" framework," the"absorbent"network"could" take"multiple" forms"
(Arena,"2018);"it"could"be"physical,"relational"and/or"emotional."The"case"study"shows"that"it"
is"possible"for"companies"to"have"multiple"absorbent"networks."That"is,"no"company"was"found"
to"have"merely"one"space"in"which"it"innovates."Instead,"each"company"has"multiple"ways"to"
make"something"tangible"out"of"its"collected"ideas."For"instance,"while"Alfa"Laval"has"a"physical"
absorbent"network"(as"it"moves"its"teams"to"another"location"and"has"them"work"in"similar"
manner"as"startups"do),"Fujifilm"has"more"of"an"emotional"absorbent"network"(by"focusing"on"
making"its"employees"feel"valued"and"giving"them"the"resources"they"need"to"be"innovative)."
Nonetheless,"Fujifilm"also"has"a"physical"absorbent"network"since"it"has"spaces"(development"
units)"around"the"world"where"ideas"are"developed"as"well"as"implemented.""
"
Some"of"the"challenges"and"success"factors"that"were"mentioned"in"the"case"study"were"also"
discussed"in"the"prestudy."Both"the"prestudy"and"the"case"study"suggest"that"one"of"the"largest"
challenges" is" developing" an" idea" in" practice." Moreover," according" to" the" prestudy," large"
companies"often"find"the"complexity"of"OI"to"be"challenging."Along"these"lines,"some"of"the"
companies" shared" that" they" find" it" challenging" to:"make"collaborations"work"and"maintain"
clear"communication"with"all"parties"involved."Additionally,"both"the"prestudy"and"case"study"
acknowledge"the"importance"for"large"companies"to"be"vulnerable"and"ask"for"help"when"they"
need"it."Showing"vulnerability"could"help"a"company"save"both"time"and"money."Lastly,"both"
of"the"studies"recognise"that"the"support"from"top"management"and"decision"makers" is"an"
important"success"factor"for"prospering"in"OI"initiatives."
"
Three"of"the"cases,"Alfa"Laval,"Clorox"and"Essity,"were"given"the"highest"score"for"their"way"of"
absorbing" ideas," knowledge" and" information." These" have:" multiple" varying" factors"
demonstrating" how" they" absorb" their" collected" knowledge/ideas" as" well" as" elaborate"
explanations"on"their"ways"of"working."Moreover,"an"average"score"of"two"was"given"to"the"
companies"Bayer,"Company"X,"IBM"and"Fujifilm,"since"they"either"did"not"show"as"many"signs"
of"having"an"absorbent"network"or"did"not"elaborate"as"much"on"how"they"work"to"absorb"
their"collected"knowledge/ideas."Lastly,"SCA"was"given"the"lowest"score"as"it"showed"fewer"
signs"of"having"an"absorbent"network."
!

The!Broker!
One"of"the"main"conclusions"drawn"from"the"analysis"of"the"broker"was"that"many"companies"
have" employees" who" fulfil" one" of" its" characteristics" but" not" another" of" its" characteristics"
according"to"the"literature"(Arena"et"al.,"2017;"Arena,"2018)."To"elaborate,"they"have"someone"
who"finds"new"ideas"but"not"one"who"tries"to"find"solutions"between"groups,"departments"or"
units."The"reason"why"employees"did"not"have"the"second"mentioned"characteristic"of"acting"
as"messengers"and"problem"solvers" is" likely"due"to"issues/conflicts"being"so"large"that"they"
cannot"be"solved"by"merely"one"or"several"employees"but"rather"by"e.g."human"resources."
Nonetheless,"having"brokers"with"this"characteristic"could"be"beneficial"as"it"could"contribute"
to"problems"being"solved"early"on," thereby"not"escalating"or"developing" into"conflicts" that"
would"need"HR"support."
"
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In"terms"of"the"first"above"mentioned"characteristic,"the"majority"of"the"companies"were"found"
to"have"employees"that"are"actively"in"the"lookout"for"new"ideas."Meanwhile,"only"one"would"
instead"have" someone"who"constantly" come"across" these" ideas" simply"by"being"known"as"
someone"who"can"realise"them."The"fact"that"more"active"seekers"emerged"is"reasonable"since"
such"employees"likely"invest"more"hours"in"finding"ideas"and"are"thus"exposing"that"they"are"
working"with"it"more"to"their"colleagues,"than"what"less"active"brokers"do."
"
On"the"whole,"the"empirical"interviews"suggest"that"companies"have"employees"who"take"the"
formal"role"to"individually"network"for"external"ideas."This"could"imply"that"companies"must"
instruct"employees"to"search"for"ideas"for"them"to"actually"be"found."However,"chances"are"
that"these"selected"employees"have"a"natural"way"of,"and"an"interest"in,"working"with"this"and"
have"therefore"obtained"such"a"position"in"the"first"place."After"all,"several"of"these"formal"
idea" searchers" were" previously" seeking" for" ideas" without" it" being" a" part" of" their" job"
description."That"is,"although"it"can"seem"detrimental"to"demand"certain"employees"to"search"
for"ideas,"these"employees"were"likely"selected"seeming"fitting"for"the"job"and"being"perceived"
as"people"who"would"search"for"ideas"out"of"pure"will,"regardless"if" it"was"part"of"their" job"
description"or"not."In"this"sense,"financially"compensating"employees"for"naturally"acting"as"
brokers"could"therefore"give"numerous"benefits,"such"as"an"increase"in"work"ethic."
"
The"fact"that"more"broker^like"employees"search"for"ideas"individually"rather"than"in"groups"
can"also"be"understood." It" is" likely" easier" to" form"deeper" connections"with" someone"on"a"
person" to" person" basis" rather" than" a" group" to" person" one." Furthermore," although" some"
companies"have"composed"groups"searching"for"ideas,"their"group"members"themselves"likely"
execute"the"actual"networking"separately."
"
The"lack"of"internal"idea"seekers"in"the"companies"is"not"surprising"since"almost"all"of"them"
expressed"that"they"do"not"focus"on"their"internal"network."One"reason"why"fewer"internal"
brokers"exist"could"be"that"these"companies"believe"that"they"are"already"aware"of"all"of"their"
internal"ideas"and"thus"only"feel"the"need"to"search"for"ideas"outside"of"their"own"boundaries."
This"could"for"instance"be"the"case"for"companies"that"have"some"kind"of"idea"system"and"that"
thus"believe"that"their"systems"absorb"everything"that"lies"internally."However,"since"none"of"
the"companies"were"found"to"currently"have"an"idea"system,"this"explanation"is"likely"not"the"
most"probable"one."Alternatively,"companies"could"be"so"consumed"in"finding"external"ideas"
that"they"do"not"find"much"value"or"have"much"time"or"resources"in"using"their"internal"ones."
The"most"rational"explanation"as"to"why"fewer"companies"mentioned"having"internal"brokers"
is" that"networking" internally"can"be"perceived"as" too"challenging"and"arduous."This" is"as" it"
entails" breaking" through" the" silos," which" are" deeply" embedded" in" such" ^" traditional" ^"
companies"(Chesbrough,"2003;"Arena,"2018)."
" "
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According"to"the"literature"(Arena,"2018;"Dahlander"et"al.,"2014),"internal"brokering"is"just"as"
important" as" external" brokering," as" it" is" what" creates" value" by" applying" ideas" in" practice."
However," as" mentioned" already," the" case" study" reveals" that" internal" brokering" is" not" as"
common."This"lack"of"internal"brokers"is"disadvantageous"since"internal"gathering"of"ideas"can"
result"in"a"larger"pool"of"ideas"and"thus"more,"and"possibly"even"better,"innovations."Having"
someone"who"networks"internally"and"pays"attention"to"^"as"well"as"applies"^""the"ideas"of"the"
employees" will" possibly" also" lead" to" other" advantages." For" instance," it" might" make" the"
employees"feel"more"appreciated,"which"in"turn"will"be"reflected"on"their"work"performance."
To"avoid"dismissing"their"internal"knowledge"and"ideas,"companies"should"therefore"consider"
assigning"certain"employees"with"the"formal"responsibility"to:"search"for" internal" ideas"and"
pass" these" on" for" development" (in" the" same" way" that" they" have" assigned" external" idea"
seekers)."It"goes"without"saying"that"those"chosen"should"accept,"fit"and"respond"positively"to"
their"new"task. 
"
The"literature"review"and"case"study"were"found"to"agree"on"several"matters"revolving"the"
broker."For"instance,"the"literature"(Arena,"2018)"states"that"brokers"have"a"personal"interest"
in" learning" something"new."This" can"be"confirmed"by"how" idea" seekers"were"described"as"
open^minded,"curious,"“bigger"than"their"role”"and"^"as"can"be"interpreted"from"one"quote"^"
eagerly"in"the"hunt"for"new"ideas"and"technologies"(according"to"the"case"study)."Additionally,"
they"were"characterised"to"not"“work"by"the"book”," implying"that"they"do"other/additional"
work"than"required"if"it"allows"them"to"learn"something."A"second"point"of"congruence"lies"on"
brokers’"way"in"talking"to"people"before"they"need"their"help"(Arena,"2018)."The"case"study"
points"towards"this"by"portraying"brokers"as"curious,"extroverted"and"outgoing."The"fact"that"
brokers" are" passionate" to" learn" and" enjoy" communicating" is" of" no" surprise" as" they" are"
networkers"who"often"have"to"meet"and"connect"with"new"people"in"order"to"discover"ideas"
(Arena,"2018). 
"
Both" the" literature" review" and" the" case" study" hint" that" established" organisations" face"
difficulties" in" having" brokers." The" literature" review" (Arena," 2018) does" so" by" stating" that"
traditional" organisations" have" less" brokers" than" other" organisations" due" to" their" focus" on"
operational"efficiency"and"short^term"performance."The"case"study,"however;"implies"this"by"
demonstrating"that"companies"have"more"formal"than"informal"brokers."Assigning"employees"
to" act" as" brokers"might" thus" be" their"way" to"move" away" from"merely"working" effectively"
towards"doing"it"innovatively"as"well."By"having"employees"with"the"formal"responsibility"to"
act"as"a"broker,"a" large"and"established"company"can"more" likely"assure"that" it"changes" its"
overall"mindset"and"way"of"working"from"being"closed"to"more"open."It"also"allows"employees"
who"naturally"act"as"brokers"to"do"so"without"being"scolded"or"punished"for"it."
" "
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Although"all"four"roles"are"theoretically"considered"as"critical"(Arena,"2018),"the"importance"
of"the"broker"should"be"further"emphasised."In"fact,"it"could"be"argued"that"brokers"are"more"
important"than"connectors."This"lies"not"just"in"the"fact"that"they"are"the"ones"that"typically"
initiate"the"whole"innovation"process"for"an"idea"but"even"more"on"the"reasoning"that"they"
have"a"high"potential"in"overcoming"the"silos"(or"structural"holes)"in"an"organisation"(Arena"et"
al.,"2017;"Arena,"2018)."As"explained"in"the"literature"review,"the"brokers"create"open"egos"by"
being" the" central"nodes" that" connect"different"groups."By"doing" this," as"well" as"by" finding"
solutions" between" these" groups" (when" necessary)," they" debilitate" the" insularity" in" the"
company." This" allows" a" company" to" achieve" full" internal" collaboration" as" well" as"
communication"and"thus"obtain"a"positive"influence"on"its"innovations."In"comparison,"without"
the"broker,"fundamental"connections"are"lost"(Arena"et"al.,"2017),"which"leads"to"competition"
and"weaker"communication"between"different"groups"(Cross"et"al.,"2003) and"possibly" less"
creative,"groundbreaking"or"intersectional"innovations"(Arena,"2018),"i.e."the"Medici"effect"is"
not"reached."Furthermore,"using"the"variance"hypothesis"(Arena,"2018;"Dahlander"et"al.,"2014) 
"as"argumentative"support,"it"could"be"stated"that"a"lack"of"brokers"leads"to"less"or"no"external"
connections,"which"causes"innovations"to"not"be"as"good"as"they"potentially"could"be."Lastly,"
while"connectors"make"sure"that"ideas"are"developed,"they"might"not"be"as"needed"if"enough"
brokers"initially"exist"to"close"the"gaps"between"the"silos"and"cause"a"better"communication"
between"them."That"is,"the"brokers"are"the"glue"in"the"organisation"and"the"connectors"are"
the"glue"in"the"group. 
"
None"of"the"companies"scored"a"full"point"as"they"do"not"have"employees"who"find"solutions"
between"different"groups"and"in"turn"improve"the"dynamics"between"these."However,"had"it"
not"been"for"this"factor,"Alfa"Laval"and"Essity"would"have"scored"the"point"of"three."Despite"
showing"various"signs"of"broker"characteristics,"Bayer,"Clorox"and" IBM"obtained"a" ^"weak" ^"
satisfactory"point"on"the"grounds"that"they"either"do"not"have"internal"seekers"at"all"or"ones"
that" are"not" strong"enough" (i.e." as" a" result" of" silos)." The" remaining" companies"obtained"a"
satisfactory" point" considering" that" they" showed" various" aspects" of" having" broker^like"
employees,"whom"work"both"internally"and"externally."
" "
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To"summarise," the"case"study"showed"that" the"studied"companies"mainly"have"employees"
who" are" formally" assigned" to" be" external" idea" seekers" (brokers)." The" formality" in" this" is"
theorised"to"stem"from"large"and"established"companies"otherwise"struggling"to"apply"OI"and"
having"to," inter"alia,"actively"assign"roles" for"a" legitimate" implementation."Without"brokers"
searching"for" ideas"to"innovate,"the"focus"can"likely"fall"on"operation"efficiency"and"less"on"
creative"and"intersectional"innovations."Studying"if"such"formal"seekers"exist"in"other"type"of"
companies"such"as"startups"could"thus"be"of"interest."It"is"just"as"important"for"companies"to"
have"internal"idea"seekers,"which"were"found"to"be"lacking"in"the"case"study."They"close"the"
gaps"between"silos"and"thereby"allow"internal"collaboration,"a"vital"but"often"neglected"aspect"
of" OI." Consequently," large" and" established" companies" should" consider" assigning" certain"
employees" with" the" formal" responsibility" to" search" for" ideas" within" the" company."
Furthermore,"employees"who"find"middle"grounds"between"groups"were"not"found."This" is"
disadvantageous"since"such"individuals"could"allow"problems"to"be"solved"early"on"and"shift"
the"focus"to"the"actual"innovation"process."
"
The!Connector!
The"connector"was"likely"the"role"category"with"the"most"deviating"results"from"the"literature."
While"the"case"study"shows"that"companies"have"employees"who"create"and"support"teams,"
it"did"not"indicate"other"characteristics"that"Arena"(2018)"states,"such"as"connectors"talking"to"
others"before"they"need"their"help"or"strengthening"team"relationships. To"repeat,"it"revealed"
that"employees"mainly"create"teams"in"formal"groups"but"typically"support"them"informally"
and"individually. 
"
An"explanation"as"to"why"teams"are"primarily"not"formed"by"one"employee"is"that"forming"an"
exceptional"team"for"an"OI"project" in"a" large"and"established"company"might"require"more"
than" one" person." Especially" in" a" large" company" it"might" be" too" demanding," or" rather" too"
difficult,"for"employees"to:"by"themselves,"know"what"employees"have"which"competences"
and"therefrom"decide"who"is"the"most"qualified"and"relevant"for"a"certain"project."Multiple"
employees"might"therefore"be"needed"to"obtain"a"better"and"more"correct"overview"of"the"
employees"in"the"company."These"groups"of"employees"are"likely"connectors"from"different"
functions,"who"together"can"form"the"optimal"teams"for"each"idea."Having"the"most"connected"
employees"in"the"company"working"together"is"thus"a"wise"way"to"work"effectively"and"unload"
the"workload"for"the"one"person"who"otherwise"would"be"doing"all"of"the"work"by"himself."In"
spite"of"companies"not"having"connectors"working"as"they"do"according"to"the"framework,"
they"still"aim"to"reach"the"same"goal:"to"develop"ideas"well."
"
" "
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The"fact"that"many"companies"develop"their" ideas" in"small"teams"was"expected"due"to"the"
many"advantages" it" is" said" to" give" according" to" the" literature" (Arena," 2018)," such"as" good"
communication" between"members," ideas" being" developed" faster" etc." In" fact," although" no"
company"was"found"to"have"employees"that"nurture"relationships"by"trying"to"strengthen"the"
bonds"between"other"employees,"companies’"small"teams"might"still"indicate"that"they"value"
relationships."This"is"since,"as"the"literature"(Arena,"2018) mentions,"employees"are"able"to"
bond" with" each" other" better" in" small" teams," which" induces" better" communication" and"
collaboration"and"in"turn"likely"enhances"work"performance."That"is,"in"small"teams,"bonds"can"
grow"strong"without"as"much"help"from"a"connector."To"restate,"connected"teams"also"give"
many"advantages,"such"as"members:"trusting"each"other"as"well"as"being"more"willing"to"share"
information"with"one"another" (Arena,"2018)." Substituting"one"of" the" characteristics"of" the"
connector"with"small"connected"teams"is"thus"another"clever"way"to"reach"the"same"pursued"
outcome." 
"
With"the"statement"from"the"previous"paragraph,"it"could"be"argued"that"the"connector"is"still"
considered"essential"due"to"the"role"it"takes"to"create"teams."This"is"especially"the"case"since"
many"of"the"companies"in"the"case"study"form"teams"based"on"the"idea"itself."In"addition,"the"
connectors"are"the"ones"that"know"what"skills"are"needed"to"develop"an"idea"(Arena,"2018)."
Without" them," the" teams" created" would" possibly" not" be" suitably" or" correctly" formed."
Nonetheless,"that"does"not"imply"that"having"permanent"teams"and"no"connectors"would"be"
an"alternative"solution."In"fact,"the"lack"of"permanent"teams"in"the"case"study"is"reassuring"
since"such"a"setup"could"risk"the"teams"to"lack"certain"competences"for"certain"initiatives."This"
would" particularly" be" if" teams" were" to" work" with" ideas," concepts" or" techniques" that" are"
unexplored"by"their"companies"(which"is"more"likely"the"case"for"those"companies"that"apply"
OI). 
"
From"the"literature"(Arena,"2018),"it"is"evident"that"the"connector"fulfils"a"supportive"function"
by"helping"people"when" they"ask" for" it." The"help"could" take" the" form"of"being:"directly"or"
indirectly"given"(Arena,"2018)."In"other"words,"it"could"be"from"the"connector"himself"or"from"
someone"who"is"more"competent"with"the"issue"(i.e."the"connector"finds"the"employee"with"
the"needed" competence)." This" supportive"help" is" also" reinforced"by" the" case" study,"which"
shows"that"a"majority"of"the"companies"have"someone"who,"in"one"way"or"another,"supports"
teams." Regardless" if" this" support" is" formally" or" informally" provided," a" common" factor" for"
almost"all"cases"is"that"it"is"given"by"employees"who"are"not"members"of"the"teams"themselves."
Having"support"stemming"from"the"outside"of"the"team could"be"favourable"in"cases"when"
teams"cannot"manage"to"convince"management"to"provide"them"with"further"resources."An"
outside" supporter" can" thus" cause" ideas" to" receive" more" internal" support," making" them"
become"further"developed."In"addition,"the"fact"that"such"support"is"provided"in"an"individual"
rather" than" grouped" scale" is" logical" since" it" otherwise" could" be" counterproductive." To"
exemplify," if"employees"would"collectively"and"formally"approach"the" local"chief"of"a" team"
member"to"address"a"certain"issue,"the"local"chief"would"most"probably"feel"uncomfortable,"
consequently"having"less"interest"in"supporting"the"team. 
"
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By"having"employees"who"create"and"protect"teams"as"well"as"by"showing"strong"signs"of"the"
connector," both" Clorox" and" Essity" obtained" the" highest" point" for" the" category" of" the"
connectors."Bayer"was"given"a"satisfactory"score"due"to"it"being"able"to"explain"in"detail"how"
its"employees"form"teams."Company"X"also"obtained"this"score"due"to"similar"reasons."The"
remaining" companies" scored" a" weak" point" as" they," besides" showing"minimal" signs" of" the"
connector’s"trait,"were"not"found"to"have"employees"who"create"teams"(except"for"IBM,"which"
gave"little"description"on"how"it"creates"its"teams)."

Since"different"employees"seem"to"fulfil"the"two"characteristics"of"the"connector,"it"would"be"
more"reasonable"to"divide"these"and"assign"them"with"their"separate"role"names:"the"team"
creator"(who"creates"teams)"and"the"supporter"(who"supports"them)."
"""
In"summary,"it"was"found"from"the"case"study"that"the"team"creators"of"the"companies"mostly"
work" together" in" formally" formed" groups" to" create" the" most" optimal" teams" for" idea"
development." This" might" be" to" obtain" a" complete" overview" of" the" employees" and"
competences"in"a"large"company."Many"of"them"also"create"small"and"connected"teams,"which"
enhance"relationships"between"the"members"and"provide"theoretically"proven"benefits"such"
as"higher"trust"and"better"communication."Furthermore,"in"close"relation"to"the"team"creator,"
it"was"found"that"an"additional"role"often"exists"in"companies:"one"who"individually"supports"
the"teams"developing"ideas"and"thereby"helps"them"gain"internal"attention."Since"the"team^
creating"versus"supporting"employees"fulfil"separate"roles"and"are"held"by"separate"people,"
they" are" given" separate" role" titles:" team" creator" and" supporter" respectively." For" further"
research,"these"two"roles"could"be"investigated."
"
The!Energiser!
The"result"from"the"case"study"showed"that"the"energiser"does"not"exist"in"practice;"essentially"
companies"do"not"have"specific"employees"with"its"traits:"they"do"not"have"energisers"who"
share" ideas" across" the" internal" network" nor" those" who" are" more" enthusiastic" than" their"
colleagues"(Arena"et"al.,"2017;"Arena,"2018)."As"a"consequence,"it"is"difficult"to"draw"further"
or"correct"conclusions"about"this"role,"if"it"actually"does"exist."It"cannot"be"said"whether"this"
role"would"exist"more"due"to"formal"or"informal"reasons,"or"how"it"acts"differently"in"practice"
compared" to" in" theory." To" close" the" innovation" process," but" even" more" to" convince"
management" to" implement"certain" ideas" (which"connectors"are"not" skilled"at"according" to"
Arena"(2018)),"it"does"seem"rational"to"have"some"employees"that"are"known"to"spread"ideas."
So"why"do"they"not"exist"in"practice? 
" "
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Several"arguments"can"be"given"as"to"why"energisers"did"not"come"through"overall"in"the"case"
study."Perhaps"companies"do"not"believe"that"it"is"enough"to"rely"on"a"few"employees"for"their"
ideas"to"be"spread."As"has"been"previously"stated,"it"seems"as"though"ideas"must"go"through"
the"operational"system"for"them"to"be"realised,"at"least"in"large"and"established"companies."
One"might"therefore"be"opposed"to"placing"such"responsibilities"merely"in"the"hands"of"a"few"
individuals."Similarly,"companies"might"also"not"have"realised"the"size"of" influence"that"the"
relationships"between"their"employees"can"generate."Another"explanation"could"be"that"such"
companies"are"still"so"invested"on"operational"efficiency"and"fulfiling"daily"goals,"that"they"do"
not"see"how"much"value,"for"instance,"positive"employees"could"give"them"(or"simply"do"not"
have"the"time"to"consider"it)."Alternatively,"they"might"already"consider"themselves"to"be"good"
at"spreading"ideas"and"therefore"not"see"the"need"in"having"someone"who"actively"does"it."A"
last" but" not" as" probable" reason" why" energisers" do" not" exist" could" be" that" companies’"
managements"already"pay"attention"to"the"connectors"when"they"pitch"their"ideas"in"the"first"
place."Moreover,"those"companies"who"show"no"signs"of"having"positivity,"or"do"not"seem"to"
use"effective"methods" to" spread" ideas," should"consider" learning"about" the"value"of"dyadic"
relationships"and"daily"interactions"(as"explained"by"Arena,"2018)."This"should"at"least"be"done"
by"their"key"opinion"leaders"so"that"change"can"be"spread"across"their"companies. 
"
Having"a"clear"substitution"for"the"energiser"is"an"alternative"that"many"companies"seem"to"
have"taken"to"fulfil"what"it"achieves."However,"using"intranets"or"newspapers"to"spread"ideas"
is"likely"not"as"effective"since"it"might"be"highly"time"consuming"to"write"formal"texts"describing"
these"developed"ideas"and"the"backgrounds"behind"them."Not"only"that,"but"the"updates"or"
releases"of"such"ideas"might"be"set"to"happen"at"a"slow"pace."Similarly,"events"that"spread"
ideas"can"be"chosen"to"be"held"unfrequently."With"large"and"established"companies"already"
being"slow"in"innovating"due"to"their"bureaucracy"(as"suggested"by"Arena"et"al.,"2017"and"the"
prestudy),"the"above"stated"approaches"are"not"the"most"promising."Since"the"thought"of"the"
energiser"is"to"spread"ideas"faster"(Arena,"2018),"there"is"not"much"point"in"using"slow"systems"
to"replace"it."With"such"methods,"it"will"take"an"even"longer"time"for"ideas"to"be"implemented"
and"more"formal"work"along"with"it,"prolonging"the"innovation"process"even"more."Therefore,"
if"a"company"lacks"or"disapproves"of"energisers,"a"more"appropriate"alternative"could"be"to"
have"regularly"held"meetings"in"which"employees"are"quickly"updated"on"current"ideas"(similar"
to"the"Friday"breakfasts"of"Bayer)."Alternatively,"events"could"be"assured"to"be"regularly"held. 
"
" "
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A"probable"consequence"of"energisers"not"existing" in"practice" is"that"companies"are"not"as"
innovative"as"they"could"be."With"no"one"broadening"the"awareness"of"ideas,"the"risk"rises"of"
ideas"stopping"to"move"along"the"innovation"process"once"they"have"been"developed."The"lack"
of"energisers"in"the"case"study"is"even"more"problematic"considering"the"characteristics"of"the"
companies" (being" large" and" established)." Energisers" are" especially" significant" in" large"
companies,"where"the" idea"of"one"employee"can" likely"be"silenced"by" frivolous"noise" from"
other" employees." Energisers" are" also" important" in" established" companies,"where" silos" are"
more"likely"to"still"hold"their"ground"(Chesbrough,"2003;"Arena"et"al.,"2017)"and"obstruct"the"
flow" of" ideas" and" communication." A" theoretical" conclusion" could" therefore" be" that" the"
absorbent"space"of"large"and"established"companies"is"smaller"than"that"of"other"companies"
(Arena,"2018) due"to"their"lack"of"energisers"and"thus"lack"of"agility. 
"
To"repeat"from"the"analysis,"the"one"company"that"does"have"someone"who"spreads"ideas"has"
it"assigned"as"a"formal"role"to"the"communication"manager."On"the"one"hand,"having"someone"
who"formally"communicates"with"all"employees"about"current"ideas"could"be"argued"as"less"
effective."This" is"as"the"Three#Degrees#of#Influence#Rule" implies"that" if"one"wants"to"spread"
something,"one"should" talk"with" those"closest" to"oneself" (Arena,"2018)." In"other"words," to"
actually"implement"an"idea,"one"must"spread"it"to"those"in"one’s"local"group."Many"of"those"
who"get"notified"about" ideas" from" their" communication"manager"might" thus"not" share"an"
interest"in"them."In"fact,"they"may"not"even"care"to"read/listen"to"what"they"have"to"say,"simply"
because" they" are" not" in" the" same" local" group." On" the" other" hand," having" someone" who"
formally"communicates"with"the"employees"could"catalyse"the"diffusion"process"for"various"
ideas."By"reaching"out"to"every"employee,"those"who"would"be"interested"in"an"idea"would"
also"be"contacted,"which"would"increase"the"chances"of:"their"attention"being"caught"and"their"
contribution"to"further"spread"it"on. 
"
The"case"study"also"showed"that"only"one"company"seems"to"have"an"employee"who"is"more"
optimistic than"the"rest"of"the"employees,"which"is"one"of"the"traits"of"the"energiser"(Arena,"
2018)."Like"the"energiser"in"the"literature"(Arena,"2018),"this"type"of"employee"is"set"to"reach"
its"goal"but"open"on"how"to"get"there."This"employee"also"drives"an"idea"forward"similarly"to"
how"the"energiser"can"make"employees"keep"going"during"hard"times"(Arena,"2018;"Arena"et"
al.,"2017)."The"project"results"of"this"company"are"therefore"highly"dependent"on"having"such"
an"employee"involved."A"postulation"made"is"that"this"employee"can"be"so"passionate"about"
the"projects"it"partakes"in,"that"it"likely"also"acts"as"an"energiser"in"spreading"ideas"by"proudly"
sharing"their"working"process"and"achievements"with"its"colleagues. 
"
When"explaining"the"energiser"Arena"(2018)"refers"to"social"signs."However,"as"such"signs"were"
not"mentioned"by"any"of"the"interviewees"in"the"case"study,"an"assumption"could"be"that"they"
are" not" as" commonly" observed" or" reflected" by" employees" as" expected." To" make" any"
conclusions"on"this"matter"(in"relation"to"energisers),"it"would"be"more"appropriate"to"carry"
out"an"observatory"study,"from"which"one"could"visually"and"personally"be"able"to"perceive"
which"type"of"employees"show"what"type"of"signs."Performing"such"a"study"is"however;"outside"
of"the"scope"for"this"thesis. 
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As"stated"in"the"analysis,"several"companies"seem"to"have"an"optimistic"culture"rather"than"
distinct" employees"who" are" encouraging." These" companies" seem" to" have" understood" the"
power"that"energy"can"have"over"them,"affecting"factors"such"as"productivity,"job"retention"
and"engagement"(according"to"Arena,"2018)."This"energising"culture"is"beneficial"as"making"
employees"feel"good"will"also"make"them"work"better."It"is"therefore"no"surprise"that"some"
companies"have"a"culture"that"follows"the"characteristics"of"the"energiser,"than"of"any"other"
role."Furthermore,"the"energiser"role"is"said"to"impact"the"organisation"more"extensively"than"
the"other"roles"(Arena,"2018)."Positivity"is"what"makes"the"larger"change." 
"
Companies" would" also" benefit" from" having" a" culture" where" employees" spread" the"""""
cognisance"of"developed"ideas."With"many"employees"talking"about"the"implementation"of"
the"same"idea,"top"managers"would"eventually"hear"about"them"and"want"to"get" involved."
This"way," they"would" implement" ideas"early"on"and" the" innovation"process" time" for" ideas"
would" therefore" be" shortened." In" contrast," an" energising" culture" could" be" overloading" if"
employees"were" to" shed" light" on"different" ideas."Having" so"many" advocates" for" ideas" can"
complicate"the"decision"making"for"those"in"charge,"making"it"difficult"for"them"to"know"whose"
opinion"to"be"guided"by."Having"said"that,"it"is"still"valuable"to"have"a"few"employees"who"stand"
out"more"than"the"rest"by"being"more"passionate"about"sharing"ideas."
"
The"actions"of"the"broker,"connector"and"energiser"roles"could"potentially"be"replaced"through"
systems"or"structures."Nonetheless,"such"replacements"might"not"reach"the"same"potential."
To"elaborate,"a"broker"could"be"replaced"by"having"an"idea"system,"in"which"employees"store"
the"ideas"that"they"have."However,"as"has"already"been"discussed,"such"systems"can"become"
inefficient"and"unused."Meanwhile,"a"connector"could"be"less"needed"after"it"has"formed"a"
team,"especially"if"the"team"is"small"and"the"members"are"homophilous"enough"to"collaborate"
well."A"connector"could"also"be"replaced"by"a"company"having permanent"teams."Lastly,"an"
energiser"could"be"replaced"by"a"company"having"different"communication"channels"or"events"
to"spread"its"ideas."However;"this"might"lead"to"an"overload"of"information"for"the"employees"
and" make" it" indistinguishable" for" them" to" see" which" idea" should" be" prioritised" in" being"
implemented"before"the"rest. 
"
The"majority"of"the"companies"scored"no"point"on"the"category"of"the"energiser"due"to"not"
showing"any"signs"of"having"employees"that"spread"ideas"towards"management"or"are"known"
to"be"positive/enthusiastic."Clorox"and"Fujifilm"were"given"a"point"of"one"as"they"both"have"
positive" employees" in" general" but" not" any" that" particularly" stand"out."While" IBM"also"has"
positive"employees,"it"obtained"a"higher"grade"of"two"as"it"has"an"employee"who"spreads"ideas"
as" well." Alfa" Laval" was" also" given" this" score" due" to" it" giving" a" detailed" description" of" its"
distinctive"enthusiastic"employees."
" !
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To" summarise," the"energiser" role" from"the" literature" (Arena"et"al,"2017;"Arena,"2018)"was"
almost"non^existent" in" the"studied"companies."This"was"manifested"by" their"use"of"certain"
systems,"communication"channels"and"events"to"spread"ideas,"and"in"some"cases"also"by"them"
having"an"optimistic"culture"to"encourage"colleagues."This"lack"of"energisers,"and"thus"lack"or"
slower"diffusion"of" ideas," is" suggested" to"be" the" cause"of" these" companies"having" smaller"
absorbent" networks" than" agile" ones." Furthermore," using" systems" instead"of" employees" to"
spread"ideas"can,"especially"in"the"studied"companies,"be"ineffective"due"to"silos"and"systems"
slowing" down" this" process," causing" the" contrary" intended" objective." Should" companies"
genuinely"be"opposed"to,"or"struggle"with,"having"energisers,"a"second"alternative"could"be"to"
regularly"hold"short"meetings. 
"
The!Challenger"
According" to" the" literature," the" role" of" the" challenger" is" to" observe" external" changes" and"
pressures," to" in"turn"criticise" its"company"and"suggest"relevant"changes"(Arena,"2018)."The"
case"study"showed"that"it"does"just"that;"several"cases"were"found"to"have"employees"who"
challenge"some"aspect"of"their"company."In"fact,"the"number"of"companies"that"were"found"
to"have"^"or"value"having"^"employees"with"challenger"traits"was"unanticipated."This"is"based"
on" the" literature" (Arena," 2018)" stating" that" non^agile" organisations" (which" large" and"
established" companies" can" tend" to" be)" face" challenges" in" having" challengers" due" to" their"
operational" systems." The" high" number" of" challenger" traits" emerging" from" the" case" study"
implies"that"large"and"established"companies"are"more"agile"than"expected,"and"that"they"have"
realised" that" they" have" to" be" agile" in" order" to" innovate." Nonetheless," companies’" lack" of"
energisers"most"likely"still"prevents"them"from"being"as"innovative"and"agile"as"they"could"be."
"
Being" a" challenger" in" a" large" and" established" company"might" be" even"more" difficult" if" no"
energisers"are"present"to"spread"one’s"ideas"(Arena,"2018)."Since"the"case"study"was"shown"to"
barely" find" any" energisers," this"might" explain" why" some" companies" lacked" challengers" or"
merely"said"they"valued"its"traits."Without"challengers,"a"company"might"not"be"as"innovative"
as"it"otherwise"could"be"(Arena,"2018)."As"a"solution,"companies"should"consider"applying"rules"
and"requirements"that"do"not"limit"employees"too"much"from"exploring"and"questioning."They"
should"also"try"to"groom"energisers"or"cultivate"an"energising"culture,"so"that"the"warnings"of"
challengers"can"reach"management"and"more"challengers"dare"to"reveal"themselves."
" "
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While" various" companies"were" found" to"have"a" challenger,"others"did"not"go" further" than"
stating"that"they"value"having"employees"possessing"its"traits."These"could"be"typical"examples"
of"companies"that"have"their"leaders"and"employees"follow"formal"requirements"and"systems,"
impeding" such" a" role" from" evolving" (Arena," 2018)."Other" companies"who" could"meet" this"
description"are"those"who"did"not"state"to"have,"or"value"having,"any"type"of"challenger"trait."
While" both" type" of" companies"might" have" employees"who" notice" and" react" to" upcoming"
trends,"these"might"not"dare"to"express"their"concerns"or"execute"their"ideas,"fearing"that"they"
will"be"punished"for"not"following"protocol,"as"explained"by"Arena"(2018)."Moreover,"these"
companies" likely" suffer" from"success" syndrome"and"might" thus" face" troubles" in" innovating"
(Arena," 2018)" and" applying"OI." Having" companies" that" recognise" the"worth" of" challenging"
employees"is"thus"a"first"step"in"the"right"direction."However,"for"these"challenging"employees"
to"actually"dare"to"come"through,"such"traits"should"be"reflected"on"or"expressed"in"company"
goals"or"cultures. 
"
According"to"the"literature"(Arena,"2018),"a"challenger"positively"disrupts"the"business"model,"
structures"or" strategies"of" a" company."Therefore," it" is" logical" that" several" companies"were"
found" to" have" employees" that" specifically" act" as" challengers" by:" challenging" the" business"
model"and/or"having"a"business^related"job"position."Since"it"is"the"offerings"of"a"company"that"
makes"its"business"and"generates"its"profit,"a"challenger"should"mostly"be"concerned"about"
changing"the"business"model"and"offerings."Moreover,"the"literature"(Arena,"2018)"also"states"
that"challengers"look"beyond"structures"and"disregard"norms."This"was"in"line"with"the"result"
of"one"company"that"explained"that,"if"it"is"needed,"its"employees"can"go"beyond"boundaries"
and" regulations."Nonetheless," as"mentioned" above," these" can" risk" being" penalised" for" not"
being"locked"in"to"the"structures"of"the"company."
"
One" of" the" companies" in" the" case" study" gave" its" CEO" as" a" prominent" example" of" being" a"
challenger." In" order" to" reinvent" and" save" the" company," this" employee" saw" the" need" to"
creatively"destroy"it"and"thus"positively"disrupted"it"with"new"technology."By"already"being"at"
the"top"of"the"hierarchy"when"proposing"to"implement"those"changes,"he"did"not"have"to"work"
as"hard"to"convince"it."For"this"reason,"he"was"not"in"need"of"energisers"who"would"spread"his"
ideas"or"message,"making"management"hear"about" them"prior" to"him"expressing" them." In"
other"words,"he"did"not"need"to"do"what"a"challenger"typically"does"(according"to"Arena,"2018)."
From" this" example" it" can" be" deduced" that" companies" could" attempt" to" have" at" least" one"
challenger"in"top"management,"who"can"act"as"additional"support"in"implementing"changes"
that"have"met"or"will"meet"resistance."Furthermore,"challenging"the"company"and"testing"new"
technologies"has"become"so"critical"to"this"company"that"one"of" its"regions"focuses"on"just"
that.""
" "
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Since" the" broker," connector" and" energiser" roles" could" technically"make" up" the" innovation"
process"by"themselves,"the"challenger"could"be"argued"to"not"be"necessary."However,"it"fulfils"
a"purpose"that"otherwise"would"be"less"achievable."While"the"three"roles"could"likely"end"up"
devoting" themselves" to" solely" innovating" incrementally," the" challenger" role" allows" more"
disruptive"and"radical"innovations"to"also"be"developed."A"challenger"can"thus"ensure"that"a"
company" avoids" improving" ideas" that" have" become"out" of" date."With" it," the"wheel" is" not"
reinvented."With"the"challenger,"the"company"obtains"a"long^term"success,"instead"of"merely"
short^term"profit."
"
Since"the"case"company"Fujifilm"not"only"provided"an"ideal"example"of"a"challenger"(including"
who" did"what" as"well" as"when" and"why" he" did" it)" but" also" explained"what" its" employees"
typically" challenge," it"was" assessed"with" a" full" point" in" the" challenger" category."Alfa" Laval,"
Bayer,"Company"X"and"IBM"were"given"a"point"of"two"due"to"showing"several"aspects"of"the"
challenger" (such"as"what" their"employees"challenge"as"well" as" their"way"of"being)"but" still"
lacking"some"type"of"aspect"to"be"considered"strong"in"this"category."Clorox"was"given"a"weak"
score"since"it"merely"touched"on"the"topic"of"the"challenger."The"two"remaining"companies"
were"not"given"any"points"as"they"did"not"address"this"type"of"role. 
"
In"summary,"unlike"what"the"literature"indicated,"many"of"the"studied"companies"were"found"
to"have"or"value"having"employees"with"challenging"traits."This"is"promising"since"having"such"
a" role" allows" an" organisation" to" develop" disruptive" innovations" (and" not" only" incremental"
ones),"thereby"ensuring"it"long"term"success."In"fact,"a"suggestion"would"even"be"to"have"a"
challenger" in" the" management" team." Energisers" would" then" be" less" important" to" make"
management"aware"of"new"ideas."Companies"that"lack"challengers"likely"do"so"because"they:"
lack"energisers,"have"too"strict"operational"systems"and"suffer"from"success"syndrome."They"
should"consider"reflecting"challenging"traits"on"their"cultures"or"goals"so"that"more"of"their"
employees"dare"to"act"challenging."They"should"also"review"their"energisers"to"see"if"they"need"
to"groom"employees"into"taking"that"role"or"promote"an"idea"spreading"culture"overall."With"
more"energisers,"challengers"are"more"likely"to"step"forward,"knowing"that"their"message"will"
be"spread."The"correlation"between"energisers"and"challengers"could"thus"be"an"interesting"
area"for"future"research."
" "
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6. Conclusions & Future Research 
In#this#chapter,#the#key#findings#of#the#study#are#summarised#to#answer#the#research#questions#

and#suggestions#for#future#research#are#presented.##

"
The"purpose"of"this"study"was"to:"

^! Investigate"the"challenges"and"success"factors"that"organisations"should"be"aware"of"
when"applying"open"innovation"

^! Investigate" and" analyse" the" existing" key" networks" and" key" behavioural" roles" of"
organisations"that"apply"open"innovation"

"
To"fulfil"the"purpose"above,"a"study"was"made"to"answer"the"following"research"questions:"

^! What"are"the"challenges"that"arise"when"organisations"apply"open"innovation?"
^! What"success"factors"are"important"when"organisations"apply"open"innovation?""
^! What"are"the"required"key"networks"for"organisations"that"apply"open"innovation?"
^! What" are" the" required" key" behavioural" roles" for" organisations" that" apply" open"

innovation?"
"
From"the"case"study,"it"was"found"that"having#management#commitment"and"creating#an#open#
culture" were" the" most" commonly" mentioned" challenges" when" organisations" apply" OI."
Different"internal"goals,"resistance"from"middle"management,"traditional"thinking"and"political"
agendas"are"some"causes"of"these"challenges."Other"challenges" listed"were:" identifying#the#
actual#problem#that#the#innovation#will#solve,"showing#the#financial#value#of#the#idea#to#the#
decision#makers,"not#allowing#the#current#prerequisites#to#limit#the#creativity#of#an#idea"and"
performing#the#development#phase#of#the#idea#effectively."Few"companies"mentioned"finding#
the#right#partner"as"a"challenge"in"spite"of"it"being"one"of"the"most"important"aspects"of"OI"
collaborations."A"possible"explanation"to"this" is" that" finding"the"right"partner" is"a"one^time"
event" that" occurs" at" the" beginning" of" each" partnership." In" other" words," it" is" not" a" daily"
challenge"and"can"thus"be"forgotten.""
!
The"most"commonly"mentioned"success"factors"when"applying"OI"were"having#management#

commitment" and"having# the# employees# embrace# the# initiative." That" is,"management"must"
commit"to"and"support"the"OI"initiative"as"well"as"create"a"company"culture"that"supports"it."
Finding#the#right#partner"was"another"stated"success"factor;"relevant"and"fitting"partners"must"
be"found."Partners"should"be"dissimilar"(e.g."be"active"in"different"industries)"in"order"to"be"
able"to"complement"each"other"and"contribute"more,"thereby"being"able"to"innovate"more"
creatively." Another" success" factor" mentioned" was" for" the" partners" to# have# trust# and#
transparency"with"each"other."This"is"in"order"to"collaborate"well,"ensure"the"best"potential"
outcome" and" prevent" the" partnership" from" coming" to" an" end." Identifying# the# problem#

correctly"and"showing#the#value#of#the#idea"were"also"brought"up"as"success"factors."Finally,"a"
crucial"success"factor"was"aiming#for#the#winHwin#concept."Sharing"is"the"essence"of"OI;"the"
more"you"give,"the"more"you"get."
"
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In"terms"of"the"key"networks,"it"was"found"that"when"organisations"apply"OI"they"tend"to"focus"
on"opening"up"their"external"boundaries"but"forget"about"their"internal"ones."Organisations"
emphasise"and"expand"their"external"networks"by:"having"OI"teams,"inviting"customers"to"their"
OI"hubs,"using"innovation"forums"and"seeking"support"from"external"sources"(e.g."infomediary"
companies," incubators" and" science" parks)." They" also" do" so" by" actively" collaborating" with"
different" type" of" partners" (e.g." startups," institutes" and/or" public" organisations)." Many"
organisations"were"found"to:"have"internal"silos"or"lack"effective"internal"communication"(for"
instance" due" to" secrecy" concerns)." To" strengthen" their" internal" networks" (thus" allowing"
knowledge"and"ideas"to"flow"more"smoothly" internally),"organisations"tackle"these"matters"
by:" having" groups" that" work" cross^functionally," holding" meetings" between" department"
representatives,"having"interest"communities"and"holding"internal"workshops/competitions."
In"other"words,"despite"their"shifted"focus"from"the"internal"network"(i.e."the"cornerstone"of"
the"closed"innovation"paradigm),"organisations"are"aware"of"its"significance"and"are"actively"
working"towards"improving"it."It"was"also"found"that"organisations"use"multiple"ways"to"absorb"
their" collected" ideas." Examples" of" this" are:" forming" internal" teams" with" members" from"
different" departments," having" an" open" culture" in" which" everyone’s" idea" is" valued,"
attending/holding" different" types" of" events/workshops" (e.g." internal" workshops," advisory"
boards"and"summits)"and"creating"environments"where"employees"with"different"knowledge"
sets"can"meet."In"short,"the"required"key"networks"for"organisations"that"apply"OI"are"thus"the"
externalH,"internalH"and"absorbent#network."
"
The"key"behavioural" roles" that"were" found"to"exist" in" the"studied"companies"that"apply"OI"
were:"the"external"and"internal"idea"seeker"(broker),"team"creator,"supporter"and"challenger."
It"was"found"that"the"majority"of"the"studied"companies"had"formal"idea"seekers,"which"could"
be" explained" by" their" characteristic" of" being" large" and" established." Several" of" the" studied"
companies"did"not"have"internal"brokers."To"ensure"better"internal"collaboration,"these"large"
and" established" companies" should" consider" assigning" certain" employees" with" the" formal"
responsibility"to"search"for"ideas"within"the"company."For"the"studied"companies,"it"was"found"
that" the" connector" role" from" the" literature"was"divided" into" two"different" roles:" the" team"
creator"(who"creates"teams"that"develop"ideas)"and"the"supporter"(who"supports"them)."Many"
of"the"studied"companies"were"also"found"to"have"formal"groups"of"team"creators."This"might"
be"to"obtain"a"complete"overview"of"the"competences"and"employees"in"a"large"company."The"
energiser"role"from"the"literature"was"almost"non^existent"in"the"studied"companies."Instead,"
they"use"systems,"communication"channels"and"events"to"spread"ideas."The"lack"of"energisers,"
could"result"in"slower"diffusion"of"ideas"and"explain"why"established"companies"have"smaller"
absorbent"networks"than"agile"ones."Unlike"what"the"literature"indicated,"many"of"the"studied"
companies" were" found" to" have" challengers." This" allows" them" to" develop" disruptive"
innovations."Companies"that"lack"challengers"likely"do"so"because"they"lack"energisers."With"
more"energisers,"challengers"are"more"likely"to"step"forward,"knowing"that"their"message"will"
be"spread."The"required"key"behavioural"roles"for"organisations"that"apply"OI"are"thus"the:"
broker"(external"and"internal"idea"seeker),"team#creator,"supporter,"energiser"and"challenger."
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6.1&Future&Research&
For"future"research"a"more"extensive"study"could"be"made,"where"more"interviews"are"held"
at" every" case" company," possibly" with" different" interviewees" (for" the" sake" of" obtaining"
repeatability)."This"way,"deeper"conclusions"could"be"made"about"each"role"and"network."A"
deep"dive"could"also"be"made"in"one"specific"role,"such"as"the"energiser"(to"for"instance"find"
why"it"appears"to"be"the"most"lacking"role)."It"would"also"be"interesting"to"explore"if"there"is"a"
variation" of" the" roles" in" different" industries" or" if" a" correlation" between" the" number" of"
employees"taking"one"role"in"relation"to"the"total"number"of"employees"exists."As"has"been"
mentioned"in"the"literature,"SNA"studies"could"also"be"made"to"investigate"whether"employees"
take"more"than"one"role"and,"if"so,"what"combination"they"typically"make."
"
One" of" the" main" delimitations" of" this" study" was" to" merely" interview" and" focus" on" and"
established"companies."Since"it"was"found"in"the"prestudy"that"large"companies"should"work"
as"small"companies,"more"specifically"startups,"a"suggestion"for"future"research"is"to"study"the"
key"networks"and"behavioural" roles" that"exist" in"startups."These" findings"could" later"on"be"
compared"to"those"found"in"this"study."
"
Many"of"the"studied"companies"(which"were"large"and"established)"had"formal"idea"seekers."
Studying"if"such"formal"idea"seekers"exist"in"other"type"of"companies,"such"as"startups,"could"
thus"be"of"interest"for"future"research."
""
Since"the"connector"role"from"the"literature"was"divided"into"two"different"roles"(team"creator"
and" supporter)" in" many" of" the" studied" companies," these" two" roles" could" be" further"
investigated."
""
The" energiser" role" from" the" literature"was" almost" non^existent" in" the" studied" companies."
Could" this"explain"why"established"companies"have"smaller"absorbent"networks" than"agile"
ones?"This"is"another"area"for"future"research."
""
Since"the"challengers"are"dependent"on"energisers,"the"correlation"between"these"two"roles"
could"be"an"interesting"area"for"future"research."
"
"
" "
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Appendices 
 
Appendix A. Interview guideline for the prestudy, 
English & Swedish versions 
!
Interview!guideline!for!open!innovation!research!(English!version)"

Interviewer(s):"" Place"&"date:"

Interviewee:" Organisation:"

!
Before"we"begin"with"the"interview,"we"would"like"to"start"by"quickly"introducing"ourselves."
Our"names"are"Laila"&"Rozann"and"we"are"studying"our"final"semester"at"KTH,"Stockholm."We"
are"writing"our"master"thesis"in"industrial"management"on"the"topic"of"open"innovation"(OI)."
With"OI"we"refer"to"the"process"that"an"organisation"uses"to"allow"ideas"and"experiences"to"
flow"through"external"and"internal"sources."We"hope"that" it" is"okay"that"we"ask"you"a"few"
questions" regarding" this" topic." There" are" no" right" or" wrong" answers," our" aim" with" this"
interview"is"for"us"to"understand"how"you"work"with"OI"and"compare"this"with"a"theoretical"
model."
"
Before"we"start,"we"would"like"to"ask"you"if"it"is"okay"for"us"to"record"this"interview."This"allows"
us"to"be"more"present"in"the"interview"and"not"focus"on"taking"notes."
"
Introduction*+*About*the*interviewee/organisation*

1.! Could"you"tell"us"about"yourself?"What"do"you"work"with?"
a.! What"is"your"position"in"the"organisation"and"in"which"function"do"you"work?"

2.! Could"you"tell"us"about"your"role"in"OI"initiatives?"
3.! Besides"your"current"job,"do"you"have"any"previous"experience"with"OI"initiatives?"

This"can"be"both"from"the"organisation"you"work"in"now"or"from"previous"positions"
in"other"organisations."

4.! What"kind"of"client"organisations"does"your"organisation"usually"support"to"work"
more"openly?"

"
Open*innovation*+*Challenges*

5.! Could"you"tell"us"about"the"most"typical"challenges"that"large"and"established"
companies"face"when"trying"to"implement"OI?"

6.! In"what"way"do"these"clients"need"support?"What"do"they"need"the"most"support"
with?"

7.! What"does"your"organisation"most"often"have"to"help"these"clients"with?"E.g."to"
encourage"employees"to"believe"in"the"initiative"or"to"structure"the"initiative?"
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Open*innovation*–*Success*factors*
8.! Could"you"tell"us"about"the"most"important"factors"that"large"and"established"

companies"need"to"make"an"OI"initiative"successful?"
9.! Could"you"give"us"examples"of"successful"OI"initiatives"that"your"organisation"has"

supported"to"build?"How"did"these"differ"from"other"initiatives?"In"which"way"did"
your"organisation"support"them?"What"were"the"challenges"that"you"encountered"
and"how"were"they"handled?"Were"they"solved"and"if"so,"how?"If"not,"why"not"and"
what"was"missing?"

a.! Could"you"give"us"examples"of"less.successful"OI"initiatives"that"your"
organisation"have"supported"to"build?"What"was"it"that"did"not"go"that"well?"
E.g."Did"the"client"struggle"to"share"ideas,"did"the"employees"not"have"time"
for"the"initiative"or"was"the"initiative"not"taken"seriously?"How"were"these"
problems"handled?"

10.!Could"you"say"that"a"certain"pattern"is"followed"by"organisations"that"succeed"with"
their"OI"initiatives?"If"so,"what"does"this"pattern"look"like?"Do"these"organisations"
have"a"certain"type"of"characteristics?"If"so,"what"type"of"characteristic?"

"
Open*innovation*–*Consulting*process*

11.!Does"your"organisation"take"any"preparation"measures"before"helping"the"client"
organisation"with"its"problems?"

12.!Could"you"describe"your"way"of"helping"your"client"organisations"in"applying"OI?"Do"
you"follow"a"certain"process?"

13.!Do"you"tend"to"look"into"the"existing"network"structure"of"the"client"organisation"
before"you"find"ways"to"help"it?"

a.! If"so,"how"is"the"network"used?"And"what"does"it"look"like?"
14.!Do"you"try"to"find"certain"type"of"people"in"the"organisation"to"simplify"the"OI"

initiative?"
a.! What"type"of"people"do"you"usually"look"for?"
b.! Are"these"people"selected"due"to"their"formal"or"informal"roles?"

15.!Is"it"common"for"your"client"organisations"to"have:"
a.! Employees"who"aim"to"actively"explore"and"discover"ideas?"
b.! Employees"who"place"emphasis"on"developing"discovered"ideas?"
c.! Employees"who"spread"the"developed"ideas"to"the"rest"of"the"organisation"so"

that"they"are"implemented?"
16.!"Do"you"try"to"assign"people"different"roles"(within"the"client"organisation),"to"allow"

the"initiative"to"succeed?"
*!By! the! term! “roles”!we!do!not! only! refer! to! formal! roles! such! as!managers! or!
assistants!but!even!more!to!employees’!way!of!acting!and!behaving.!

a.! If"you"assign"roles,"what"kind"of"roles"do"you"assign?"
17.!Do"some"individuals"tend"to"take"on"certain"roles?"

a.! If"so,"what"type"of"roles"do"they"typically"take?"
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18.!Is"an"individual"more"likely"to"be"given"a"role"or"to"take"it"on?"
19.!Do"you"implement"events"like"summits,"conferences"or"prototype"challenges"to"

allow"ideas"to"flow"within"the"client"organisation"and"between"your"collaboration"
partners?"

"
Final*comments!

20.!Are"there"any"final"comments/questions"that"you"would"like"to"add?"
21.!Do"you"have"the"possibility"to"share"any"documentation"about"your"OI"cases"or"any"

other"type"of"information"that"could"be"relevant"to"our"study?"We"are"not"interested"
in"your"solutions"but"rather"the"way"in"which"these"were"reached."E.g."How"did"you"
work"internally,"did"you"have"any"processes/protocols?"Do"you"have"any"
organisational"charts,"ways"of"working"that"describe"the"processes"you"use?"This"
would"be"anonymous"and"not"spread."

22.!Could"you"recommend"someone"that"knows"a"lot"about"what"we"have"been"talking"
about?"
"

Thank"you"for"taking"your"time"to"meet"with"us"and"answer"our"questions."We"appreciate"it"
a"lot"and"hope"to"reach"some"interesting"and"new"conclusions"through"this"interview."If"you"
wish,"we"can"send"you"a"copy"of"our"thesis"when"it"has"been"published."
"
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Intervjumall,för,studie,inom,öppen,innovation,(version,på,svenska)"

Intervjuare:" " Plats"&"datum:"

Intervjuobjekt:" Organisation:"

"

Innan"vi"börjar"med"intervjun"skulle"vi"vilja"börja"med"att"introducera"oss"själva"lite"kort."Vi"

heter"Laila"&"Rozann"och"läser"för"närvarande"vår"sista"termin"på"KTH,"Stockholm."Vi"skriver"

vårt"masterexamensarbete"inom"industriell"ekonomi"inom"ämnet"öppen"innovation"(ÖI)."Med"

ÖI"menar"vi"processen"som"en"organisation"använder" för"att" få" idéer"och"erfarenheter"att"

flöda"genom"externa"och"interna"källor."Vi"hoppas"att"det"är"okej"att"vi"ställer"några"frågor"om"

hur"ni"jobbar"med"detta."Det"finns"inga"svar"som"är"rätt"eller"fel,"syftet"med"denna"intervju"är"

för"oss"att"förstå"hur"ni"arbetar"med"ÖI"och"att"sedan"jämföra"detta"med"en"teoretisk"modell."

"

Innan"vi"börjar"skulle"vi"vilja"fråga"om"det"är"okej"att"vi"spelar"in"den"här"intervjun."Det"tillåter"

oss"att"vara"mer"närvarande"under"intervjun"istället"för"att"fokusera"på"att"föra"anteckningar."

"

Introduktion*+*Om*den*intervjuobjektet/organisationen*
1.! Skulle"du"kunna"berätta"om"dig"själv"och"vad"du"jobbar"med?"

2.! Skulle"du"kunna"berätta"vad"du"har"haft"för"roll(er)"inom"olika"ÖITinitiativ?"

3.! Förutom"det"du"jobbar"med"idag,"har"du"haft"andra"erfarenheter"av"att"jobba"med"

ÖI?"Dessa"kan"vara"både"från"organisationen"som"du"jobbar"för"nu"eller"från"tidigare"

arbeten"i"andra"organisationer."

4.! Vilka"typer"av"kunder"brukar"er"organisation"ha?"
"

Öppen*innovation*+*Utmaningar*
5.! Skulle"du"kunna"berätta"om"de"mest"typiska"utmaningarna"som"stora"och"etablerade"

företag"möter"när"de"försöker"applicera"ÖI?"

6.! På"vilket"sätt"behöver"dessa"kunder"stöd?"Vad"behöver"de"mest"hjälp"med?"

7.! Vad"brukar"ni"oftast"behöva"hjälpa"dessa"kunder"med?"T.ex."Att"engagera"de"

anställda"att"tro"på"initiativet"eller"att"strukturera"upp"initiativet?"

" "
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Öppen*innovation*+*Framgångsfaktorer*
8.! Skulle"du"kunna"berätta"om"de"viktigaste"faktorerna"som"stora"och"etablerade"

företag"behöver"för"att"ett"ÖITinitiativ"ska"bli"framgångsrikt?"
9.! Skulle"du"kunna"ge"oss"exempel"på"framgångsrika"ÖITinitiativ"som"er"organisation"har"

hjälpt"att"åstadkomma?"Hur"skiljde"sig"dessa"från"andra"initiativ?"På"vilket"sätt"

stöttade"ni"dem?"Vilka"utmaningar"uppstod"och"hur"hanterades"dessa?"Löstes"de"och"

isåfall,"hur?"Om"inte,"varför"inte"och"vad"saknades?"

a.! Skulle"du"kunna"ge"oss"exempel"på"mindre0framgångsrika"ÖITinitiativ"som"er"

organisation"har"varit"inblandad"i?"Vad"var"det"som"inte"gick"så"bra?"T.ex."

hade"kunden"svårt"att"dela"idéer,"hade"de"anställda"inte"tid"för"initativet"eller"

togs"initiativet"inte"på"allvar?"Hur"hanterades"dessa"problem?"

10.!Skulle"du"säga"att"ett"visst"mönster"följs"bland"organisationer"som"lyckas"med"ÖI?"

Om"ja,"hur"ser"detta"mönster"ut?"Har"dessa"organisationers"särskilda"egenskaper?"

Om"ja,"vilken"typ"av"egenskaper?"

"

Öppen*innovation*+*Konsultprocess*
11.!Har"ni"någon"förberedelseprocess"som"ni"går"igenom"innan"ni"hjälper"en"kund?"

12.!Skulle"du"kunna"beskriva"ert"sätt"att"hjälpa"era"kunder"att"applicera"ÖI?"Följer"ni"en"
viss"process?"

13.!Brukar"ni"kolla"in"på"en"kunds"existerande"nätverksstrukturer"innan"ni"hjälper"dem?"

a.! Om"svaret"är"ja,"hur"används"nätverket?"Och"hur"ser"det"ut?"

14.!Brukar"ni"försöka"hitta"en"viss"typ"av"individer"i"kundorganisationen"för"att"förenkla"
initiativet?"

a.! Vilka"typer"av"individer"söker"ni"då?"
b.! Väljs"dessa"individer"utifrån"deras"formella"eller"informella"roller?"

15.!Är"det"vanligt"för"era"kunder"att"ha:"
a.! Anställda"som"jobbar"aktivt"med"att"söka"efter"och"upptäcka"idéer?"

b.! Anställda"som"lägger"vikt"på"att"utveckla"dessa"idéer?"

c.! Anställda"som"sprider"dessa"utvecklade"idéer"genom"resten"av"

organisationen"så"att"dem"implementeras?"

16.!Försöker"ni"tilldela"individer"särskilda"roller"(inom"kundens"organisation),"så"att"det"

är"mer"sannolikt"att"initiativet"blir"lyckat?"

*,Med,termen,“roller”,syftar,vi,inte,nödvändigtvis,på,formella,roller,såsom,chefer,
och,assistenter,utan,mer,anställdas,sätt,att,bete,sig,i,organisationen.,

a.! Om"ni"tilldelar"roller,"vilka"typer"av"roller"tilldelar"ni?"

17.!Brukar"vissa"individer"ta"åt"sig"vissa"roller?"
a.! Om"ja,"vilken"typ"av"roll"brukar"de"ta?"

18.!Är"det"mer"sannolikt"att"en"individ"blir"tilldelad"en"roll"eller"att"hen"tar"åt"sig"den?"

19.!Brukar"ni"hålla"olika"events"som"summits,"konferenser"eller"prototyptävlingar"för"att"

få"idéer"att"flöda"inom"er"organisation"och"emellan"era"samarbetspartners?"

"
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Slutkommentarer*
20.!Har"du"några"sista"kommentarer/frågor"som"du"skulle"vilja"lägga"till/ställa?"
21.!Finns"det"en"möjlighet"för"dig"att"dela"med"dig"av"någon"form"av"dokumentation"om"

era"ÖITfall"eller"någon"annan"information"som"skulle"kunna"vara"relevant"för"vår"
studie?"Vi"är"inte"intresserade"av"själva"lösningen"utan"snarare"hur"denna"lösning"
nåddes."T.ex."hur"jobbade"ni"internt,"följde"ni"några"processer/protokoll?"Har"ni"
något"organisationsschema"eller"arbetssätt"som"förklarar"processerna"ni"använder?"
Dessa"skulle"tas"emot"anonymt"och"inte"spridas."

22.!Skulle"du"kunna"rekommendera"någon"som"kan"mycket"om"det"vi"har"pratat"om?"
"

Tack" för"att"du" tog"dig" tiden" för"att" träffa"oss"och" svara"på"våra" frågor."Vi"uppskattar"det"
enormt"mycket"och"hoppas"kunna"nå"intressanta"och"nya"slutsatser"från"denna"intervju."Om"
du"vill"kan"vi"skicka"en"kopia"av"vårt"examensarbete"när"det"har"publicerats.!
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Appendix B. Scored evaluations of cases in the 
case study 
 
Company( Network( Key(behavioural(role(

" External" Internal" Absorbent" Broker" Connector" Energiser" Challenger"

Alfa%Laval% 3" 2" 3" 2" 1" 2" 2"

Bayer% 3" 2" 2" 2" 2" –" 2"

Clorox% 3" 2" 3" 2" 3" 1" 1"

Company%X% 2" 2" 2" 2" 2" –" 2"

Essity% 3" 2" 3" 2" 3" –" –"

Fujifilm% 1" 3" 2" 2" 1" 1" 3"

IBM% 3" 2" 2" 2" 1" 2" 2"

SCA% 2" 2" 1" 2" 1" –" –"

"
Rating(definition(of(scores:(
1":"Case"showed"weak"signs"in"the"given"category"
2":"Case"showed"satisfying"signs"in"the"given"category"
3":"Case"showed"strong"signs"in"the"given"category"
–":""Case"showed"no"signs"in"the"given"category"
" "" "" " "
" " " "
" " " " "
" " " " " "
" " " " "
" " " "
" " "
"
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Appendix C. Interview guideline for the case 
study, English & Swedish versions 
 
Interview)guideline)for)open)innovation)research)(English)version)"

Interviewer(s):"" Place"&"date:"

Interviewee:" Company:"

"
Before"we"begin"with"the"interview,"we"would"like"to"start"by"quickly"introducing"ourselves."
Our"names"are"Laila"&"Rozann"and"we"are"studying"our"final"semester"at"KTH,"Stockholm."We"
are"writing"our"master"thesis"in"industrial"management"on"the"topic"of"open"innovation"(OI)."
With"OI"we"refer"to"the"process"that"an"organisation"uses"to"allow"ideas"and"experiences"to"
flow"through"external"and"internal"sources."We"hope"that" it" is"okay"that"we"ask"you"a"few"
questions" regarding" this" topic." There" are" no" right" or" wrong" answers," our" aim" with" this"
interview"is"for"us"to"understand"how"you"work"with"OI"and"compare"this"with"a"theoretical"
model."
"
Before"we"start,"we"would"like"to"ask"you"if"it"is"okay"for"us"to"record"this"interview."This"allows"
us"to"be"more"present"in"the"interview"and"not"focus"on"taking"notes."
"
Introduction*+*About*the*interviewee/company*

1.! Could"you"tell"us"about"yourself?"What"do"you"work"with?"
a.! What"is"your"position"in"the"organisation"and"in"which"function"do"you"work?"

2.! Could"you"tell"us"about"your"role"in"OI"initiatives?"
3.! Besides"your"current"job,"do"you"have"any"previous"experience"with"OI"initiatives?"

This"can"be"both"from"the"organisation"you"work"in"now"or"from"previous"positions"
in"other"organisations."

4.! Do"you"feel"that"your"organisation"actively"works"with"OI?"
a.! Could"you"give"us"an"example"of"how"it"does"that?"

"
We"will"now"proceed"by"asking"you"questions"about"the"roles"and"networks"in"your"way"of"
working"with"OI." By" the" term" “roles”"we" do" not" necessarily" refer" to" formal" roles" such" as"
managers"or"assistants"but"rather"to"employees’"way"of"working/being/behaving.""
! *
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Open*innovation*+*Networks*
External)

5.! Could"you"explain"how"your"organisation"works"externally"to"find"and"share"ideas"
and"experiences?"

a.! How"do"you"communicate"externally"to"gather"new"and"share"ideas/"

experiences?"

6.! What"kind"of"external"sources"are"you"in"touch"with?""

7.! How"do"you"get"in"contact"with"external"sources?"
8.! How"did"the"results"turn"out"when"you"collaborated"with"organisations"that"have"

(similar)"knowledge?"

a.! How"have"the"results"from"collaborations"differed"from"when"you"have"

worked"on"ideas"alone?"

)
Internal)

9.! Could"you"explain"how"your"organisation"works"internally"to"find"and"share"
ideas/experiences?"

a.! How"does"your"organisation"communicate"internally"to"make"ideas"flow?"

(E.g."Over"department"boundaries)"

10.!Could"you"explain"how"your"organisation"makes"different"groups"work"cohesively,"in"

order"to"improve"communication/integration?"

"

Absorbent"
11.!How"are"the"ideas"that"have"been"collected"both"externally"and"internally"

developed?"

a.! How"does"your"organisation"spread"the"news"about"a"new"innovation"in"
order"to"make"use"of"it"(e.g."within"the"organisation"or"as"a"product/service"to"

the"customer)?"

12.!Do"you"hold"events"like"summits,"conferences"or"prototype"challenges"to"allow"ideas"

to"flow"within"the"organisation"and"between"its"collaboration"partners?"

a.! If"not,"how"do"you"enable"ideas"to"flow?"
13.!Could"you"describe"other"ways"you"encourage"employees"to"form"bonds"with"

individuals"that"don’t"work"close"to"them?"

14.!How"do"you"encourage"employees"to"work"on"new"ideas?"

15.!Are"different"groups"encouraged"to"build"new"relationships"outside"of"their"comfort"

zone?""

a.! If"so,"how?"
! "
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Open*innovation*+*General*roles/behaviours*
16.!How"would"you"characterise"the"employees"involved"in"OI"initiatives?""

a.! Do"you"think"that"there"are"certain"type"of"roles"that"are"more"important"
than"others"in"order"for"the"initiative"to"be"as"innovative"as"possible?"If"so,"
how"does"their"personality/competence/contacts/position"etc."differ"from"
those"of"the"rest?"

b.! Are"these"roles"assigned"or"do"they"take"them"on"themselves?"If"they"are"
assigned,"who"gets"which"role?"

17.!Do"you"feel"like"the"roles"that"you"have"mentioned"are"the"optimal"roles,"or"is"a"
role/behaviour"missing"in"order"for"the"initiative"to"be"as"innovative"as"possible?"

a.! What"type"of"role"do"you"believe"should"be"added?"How"would"their"
personality/competence/contacts/position"etc."differ"from"those"of"the"rest?"

"
Broker)role"

18.!Could"you"think"of"an"employee"in"your"company"who"actively"aims"to"explore"and"
discover"ideas?"

a.! Could"you"think"of"somebody"who"searches"for"these"ideas"within"the"
organisation,"somebody"who"is"in"contact"with"other"employees"to"find"the"
most"recent"ideas"and"technologies?"

b.! Could"you"think"of"somebody"who"searches"for"these"ideas"outside)of"the"
organisation,"somebody"who"is"in"contact"with"other"individuals"to"find"the"
most"recent"ideas"and"technologies?"

c.! Does"this"tend"to"be"the"same"person"(that"looks"for"ideas"inside"and"outside"
of"the"organisation)"or"is"it"two"separate"persons?"

d.! If"not,"how"do"you"find"new"ideas"to"explore?"
19.!Could"you"describe"their"way"of"working?"

a.! Do"they"tend"to"make"more"use"of"formal"or"informal"connections?"
b.! What"type"of"communication"channels"do"they"use?"

20.!Could"you"give"an"example"of"how"(s)he"searches"for"ideas?"When"has"(s)he"done"
that?"

21.!Is"there"an"employee"who"acts"as"a"messenger"between"different"
groups/departments/units"and"tries"to"find"solutions"for"their"conflicting"
views/needs/opinions?""

a.! If"yes,"how"do"they"do"so?"Through"meetings,"conferences,"newsletters"etc?"
b.! If"not,"how"are"conflicting"views/needs/opinions"between"groups"handled?"

22.!Is"there"an"employee"who"improves"communication"between"groups?"
a.! If"not,"how"do"you"actively"work"to"maintain"communication"between"

groups?"""
23.!How"does"this"type"of"employee"stand"out"from"the"rest?"How"does"their"

personality/competence/contacts/position"etc."differ"from"those"of"the"rest?"
! "
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Connector)role)
24.!Could"you"think"of"an"employee"in"your"company"who"supports"teams"to"develop"

(test,"evaluate"and"refine)"existing"ideas?"
a.! If"yes,"could"you"describe"their"way"of"working?"
b.! If"not,"how"do"you"take"the"next"step"after"finding"a"great"idea?""

25.!Could"you"think"of"a"generally"skilled"person"who"is"able"to"spot"the"talent"required"
and"knows"where"to"find"it"in"the"organisation?"

a.! If"yes,"could"you"describe"their"way"of"working?"
b.! If"not,"how"do"you"include"the"most"suitable/competent"individuals"in"an"OI"

initiative?"
26.!Is"there"a"person"who"coordinates"employees"into"teams"to"develop"a"certain"idea?"
27.!Could"you"think"of"a"person"who"emphasises"the"importance"of"strong"bonds"

between"the"team"members?"
a.! How"does"(s)he"build"these"bonds"between"the"team"members?"

28.!How"does"this"type"of"employee"stand"out"from"the"rest?"How"does"their"
personality/competence/contacts/position"etc."differ"from"those"of"the"rest?"

"
Energiser)role)

29.!Could"you"think"of"an"employee"who"spreads"the"developed"ideas"to"the"rest"of"the"
organisation"so"that"they"are"implemented?"

a.! If"not,"how"are"developed"ideas"spread?"
30.!Could"you"think"of"an"employee"that"is"known"for"their"positivity"and"enthusiasm"and"

is"respected"amongst"the"rest"of"the"employees?"
a.! Is"there"an"employee"who"engages"colleagues"to"implement"new"ideas?"

31.!Could"you"think"of"a"employee"that"cares"about"his/her"colleagues’"well"being?"
32.!How"does"this"type"of"employee"stand"out"from"the"rest?"E.g."Through"their"

personality/competence/contacts/position?"
"
Challenger)role"

33.!How"would"you"feel"about"an"employee"that"challenges"the"company"to"change"due"
to"present"or"future"external"changes,"such"as"certain"events"or"technological"
advancements?"

a.! Does"your"organisation"have"such"an"employee?"Could"you"describe"him/her?"
b.! Do"you"feel"that"such"a"person"is"important"to"have"in"a"OI"initiative?"
c.! Should"everybody"involved"in"an"OI"initiative"behave"this"way?"

34.!How"does"this"type"of"employee"stand"out"from"the"rest?"E.g."Through"their"
personality/competence/contacts/position?"

! "
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Open)innovation)=)General)roles/behaviours)
35.!After"discussing"these"roles,"do"you"feel"like"they"are"needed"in"organisations"in"

order"to"succeed"with"OI?"
a.! Are"these"roles"generally"taken"by"the"same"individuals?"

36.!Could"you"think"of"an"additional"role"that"might"be"missing..."
a.! ...in"your"organisation?"(This"can"be"a"role"in"your"organisation"that"you"feel"

does"not"correspond"to"any"of"the"roles"that"we"have"discussed"or"simply"one"
that"you"feel"is"missing"from"it)."

b.! ...logically?"
37.!Would"you"say"that"one"type"of"role"is"more)involved"in"an"OI"initiative"than"the"rest?"

If"so,"which"one"and"why?"
a.! Would"you"say"that"one"type"of"role"is"less)involved"in"an"OI"initiative"than"the"

rest?"If"so,"which"one"and"why?"
38.!Do"you"believe"that"one"type"of"role"is"more)important"in"an"OI"initiative"than"the"

rest?"If"so,"which"one"and"why?"
a.! Do"you"believe"that"one"type"of"role"is"less)important"in"an"OI"initiative"than"

the"rest?"If"so,"which"one"and"why?"
"
Open*innovation*–*Challenges*&*success*factors*

39.!Could"you"tell"us"about"the"most"typical"challenges"that"large"and"established"
companies"face"when"trying"to"implement"OI?"

a.! Could"you"rank"these"from"being"the"largest"to"smallest?""
40.!Could"you"tell"us"about"the"most"important"factors"that"large"and"established"

companies"need"to"make"an"OI"initiative"successful?"
a.! Could"you"rank"these"from"being"the"most"to"least"important?"

41.!Could"you"tell"us"about"an"OI"initiative"you"were"involved"in"that"you"consider"has"
been"more)successful"than"others?"How"did"it"differ"from"other"OI"initiatives?"

a.! Could"you"tell"us"about"an"OI"initiative"that"you"consider"has"been"less)
successful?"How"did"it"differ"from"other"OI"initiatives?"

" "
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Final*comments*
42.!Are"there"any"final"comments/questions"that"you"would"like"to"add?"
43.!Do"you"have"the"possibility"to"share"any"documentation"about"your"OI"

process/initiatives"or"any"other"type"of"information"that"could"be"relevant"to"our"
study?"We"would"not"be"interested"in"solutions"but"rather"the"way"in"which"these"
were"reached."E.g."How"did"you"work"internally,"did"you"have"any"
processes/protocols?"Do"you"have"any"organisational"charts,"ways"of"working"that"
describe"the"processes"you"use?"This"would"be"anonymous"and"not"spread."

44.!Could"you"recommend"someone"that"knows"a"lot"about"what"we"have"been"talking"
about?"

"
Thank"you"for"taking"your"time"to"meet"with"us"and"answer"our"questions."We"appreciate"it"
a"lot"and"hope"to"reach"some"interesting"and"new"conclusions"through"this"interview."If"you"
wish,"we"can"send"you"a"copy"of"our"thesis"when"it"has"been"published."
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Intervjumall,för,studie,inom,öppen,innovation,(version,på,svenska)"

Intervjuare:" " Plats"&"datum:"

Intervjuobjekt:" Organisation:"

"

Innan"vi"börjar"med"intervjun"skulle"vi"vilja"börja"med"att"introducera"oss"själva"lite"kort."Vi"

heter"Laila"&"Rozann"och"läser"för"närvarande"vår"sista"termin"på"KTH,"Stockholm."Vi"skriver"

vårt"masterexamensarbete"inom"industriell"ekonomi"inom"ämnet"öppen"innovation"(ÖI)."Med"

ÖI"menar"vi"processen"som"en"organisation"använder" för"att" få" idéer"och"erfarenheter"att"

flöda"genom"externa"och"interna"källor."Vi"hoppas"att"det"är"okej"att"vi"ställer"några"frågor"om"

hur"ni"jobbar"med"detta."Det"finns"inga"svar"som"är"rätt"eller"fel,"syftet"med"denna"intervju"är"

för"oss"att"förstå"hur"ni"arbetar"med"ÖI"och"att"sedan"jämföra"detta"med"en"teoretisk"modell."

"

Innan"vi"börjar"skulle"vi"vilja"fråga"om"det"är"okej"att"vi"spelar"in"den"här"intervjun."Det"tillåter"

oss"att"vara"mer"närvarande"under"intervjun"istället"för"att"fokusera"på"att"föra"anteckningar."

"

Introduktion*+*Om*den*intervjuobjektet/företaget*
1.! Skulle"du"kunna"berätta"om"dig"själv"och"vad"du"jobbar"med?"

a.! Vad"är"din"position"i"företaget"och"inom"vilken"funktion"jobbar"du?"

2.! Skulle"du"kunna"berätta"vad"du"har"haft"för"roll(er)"inom"olika"ÖITinitiativ?"

3.! Förutom"det"du"jobbar"med"idag,"har"du"haft"andra"erfarenheter"av"att"jobba"med"

öppen"innovation?"Dessa"kan"vara"både"från"organisationen"som"du"jobbar"för"nu"

eller"från"tidigare"arbeten"i"andra"organisationer."

4.! Känner"du"att"ni"jobbar"aktivt"med"ÖI?"

a.! Skulle"du"kunna"ge"oss"ett"exempel"på"hur"företaget"gör"det?"

"

Vi"kommer"nu"att"fortsätta"med"att"ställa"några"frågor"om"de"roller"och"nätverk"som"existerar"

i" det" sättet" ni" arbetar" med" öppen" innovation." Med" “roller”" menar" vi" inte" nödvändigtvis"

formella"roller"som"chefer"eller"assistenter"utan"snarare"anställdas"sätt"att"arbeta/vara/bete"

sig.""

! "
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Öppen*innovation*+*Nätverk!
Externt!

5.! Skulle"du"kunna"förklara"hur"ni"jobbar"externt"för"att"hitta"och"dela"med"er"av"
idéer/erfarenheter?"

a.! Hur"kommunicerar"ni"externt"för"att"samla"in"och"dela"med"er"av"
idéer/erfarenheter?"

6.! Vilken"typ"av"externa"källor"är"ni"i"kontakt"med?"
7.! Hur"kommer"ni"i"kontakt"med"dessa"källor?"
8.! Hur"upplevde"ni"att"resultaten"har"blivit"när"ni"har"samarbetat"med"organisationer"

som"har"(liknande)"kunskaper"som"er?"
a.! Hur"har"resultaten"skiljt"sig"när"ni"har"hållit"samarbeten"jämfört"med"när"ni"

har"jobbat"själva"med"idéer?"
"
Internt!

9.! Skulle"du"kunna"förklara"hur"ni"jobbar"internt"för"att"samla"in"och"dela"
idéer/erfarenheter?"

a.! Hur"kommunicerar"ni"internt"för"att"få"idéer"att"flöda"inom"er"organisation?"
(T.ex."över"grupper/avdelningsgränser)"

10.!Skulle"du"kunna"förklara"hur"ni"får"olika"grupper"att"jobba"tillsammans,"för"att"
förbättra"kommunikationen/samarbeten?"

"
Absorberande!!

11.!"Hur"utvecklas"idéerna"som"har"samlats"externt/internt?"
a.! Hur"sprider"ni"information"om"en"nyutvecklad"innovation"för"att"kunna"

implementera"den"(t.ex."inom"organisationen"eller"som"en"produkt/tjänst"till"
en"kund)?"

12.!Brukar"ni"hålla"olika"events"som"summits,"konferenser"eller"prototyptävlingar"för"att"
få"idéer"att"flöda"inom"er"organisation"och"emellan"era"samarbetspartners?"

a.! Om"inte,"hur"får"ni"idéer"att"flöda?"
13.!Skulle"du"kunna"beskriva"andra"sätt"ni"uppmuntrar"anställda"att"skapa"relationer"

med"individer"som"inte"jobbar"nära"dem?"
14.!Hur"uppmuntrar"ni"anställda"att"utveckla"nya"idéer?""
15.!Uppmuntras"olika"grupper"att"bygga"nya"relationer"utanför"deras"komfortzon?"

a.! Om"ja,"hur"uppmuntras"de?""
! "
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Öppen*innovation*+*Generella*roller/beteenden*
16.!Hur"skulle"du"karaktärisera"de"anställda"som"är"involverade"i"ÖITinitiativ?"

a.! Tror"du"att"det"finns"särskilda"roller"som"är"viktigare"än"andra"för"att"
initiativet"ska"vara"så"innovativt"som"möjligt?"Om"ja,"hur"skiljer"deras"
personlighet/kompetens/kontakter/position"etc."från"resten?"

b.! Är"dessa"roller"tilldelade"eller"tar"dem"själva"den"rollen?"Om"dem"är"
tilldelade,"vem"får"vilken"roll?"

17.!Känner"du"att"dessa"roller"är"de"optimala"eller"tror"du"att"en"viss"roll/ett"visst"
beteende"saknas"för"att"initiativet"ska"vara"så"innovativt"som"möjligt?"

a.! Vilken"typ"av"roll"borde"då"läggas"till?"Hur"skulle"deras"
personlighet/kompetens/kontakter/position"etc."skilja"sig?"

"
Bryggan!

18.!Finns"det"någon"anställd"i"företaget"som"aktivt"arbetar"för"att"söka"efter"och"
upptäcka"idéer?"

a.! Finns"det"någon"som"gör"detta"inom"organisationen,"någon"som"är"i"kontakt""
med"anställda"för"att"hitta"de"senaste"idéerna"och"teknologierna?"

b.! Finns"det"någon"som"gör"detta"utanför"organisationen,"någon"som"är"i"
kontakt""med"individer"utanför"organisationen"för"att"hitta"de"senaste"idéerna"
och"teknologierna?"

c.! Brukar"detta"vara"samma"person"(som"letar"efter"idéer"inom"och"utanför"
organisationen)?"

d.! Om"inte,"hur"brukar"ni"hitta"nya"idéer"att"utforska?"
19.!Skulle"du"kunna"beskriva"deras"sätt"att"arbeta?"

a.! Tenderar"de"att"använda"sig"mer"av"formella"eller"informella"kontakter?"
b.! Vilka"typer"av"kommunikationskanaler"använder"dem?"

20.!Skulle"du"kunna"ge"ett"exempel"på"hur"hen"letar"efter"idéer?"När"har"hen"gjort"det?"
21.!Finns"det"någon"anställd"som"försöker"hitta"lösningar"när"olika"

grupper/avdelningar/enheter"inte"är"överens?"
a.! Om"ja,"hur"gör"de"det?"Genom"möten,"konferenser,"nyhetsbrev"etc."
b.! Om"inte,"hur"hanteras"motstridande"perspektiv/behov/åsikter"mellan"

grupper?"
22.!Finns"det"en"anställd"som"förbättrar"kommunikationen"mellan"grupper?"

a.! Om"inte,"hur"jobbar"ni"aktivt"för"att"behålla"kommunikation"mellan"grupper?"
23.!Hur"skiljer"sig"den"anställde"från"resten?"Hur"skiljer"deras"

personlighet/kompetens/kontakter/position"etc."från"resten?"
! "
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"
Samordnare!

24.!Finns"det"en"person"i"organisationen"som"stöttar"grupper"att"utveckla"(testa,"
utvärdera"och"förfina)"idéer?"

a.! Om"ja,"skulle"du"kunna"beskriva"deras"sätt"att"arbeta?"
b.! Om"inte,"hur"tar"ni"nästa"steget"efter"att"ni"har"hittat"en"bra"idé?"

25.!Finns"det"en"allmänt"skicklig"person"som"kan"identifiera"vilken"kompetens"som"
behövs"och"vet"vem"som"har"den"i"organisationen?"

a.! Om"ja,"skulle"du"kunna"beskriva"deras"sätt"att"arbeta?"
b.! Om"inte,"hur"får"ni"med"de"mest"kompetenta"i"ett"ÖITinitiativ?"

26.!Finns"det"en"person"som"är"bra"på"att"samla"ihop"individer"till"olika"grupper"för"att"
utveckla"en"viss"idé?"

27.!Finns"det"en"person"som"understryker"vikten"av"starka"relationer"mellan"
gruppmedlemmar?"

a.! Hur"får"hen"dessa"relationer"att"växa?"
28.!Hur"skiljer"sig"den"anställde"från"resten?"Hur"skiljer"deras"

personlighet/kompetens/kontakter/position"etc."från"resten?"
"
Ambassadör!

29.!Finns"det"en"anställd"som"sprider"utvecklade"idéer"till"resten"av"organisationen"så"att"
de"implementeras?"

a.! Om"inte,"hur"sprids"de"utvecklade"idéerna?"
30.!Finns"det"en"anställd"som"är"känd"för"sin"positivitet/entusiasm"och"som"respekteras"

av"de"anställda?"
a.! Finns"det"en"anställd"som"medarbetare"lyssnar"på"och"som"engagerar"

anställda"att"implementera"nya"idéer?""
31.!Finns"det"en"anställd"som"bryr"sig"om"kollegornas"välmående?"
32.!Hur"skiljer"sig"den"anställde"från"resten?"Hur"skiljer"deras"

personlighet/kompetens/kontakter/position"etc."från"resten?"
"
Utmanaren"

33.!Vad"skulle"du"tycka"om"en"anställd"som"utmanar"företaget"att"förändras"p.g.a."
nuvarande"eller"framtida"externa"förändringar,"t.ex."särskilda"events"eller"
teknologiska"framsteg?""

a.! Har"er"organisation"en"sådan"anställd?"Skulle"du"kunna"beskriva"
henne/honom?"

b.! Tycker"du"att"en"sådan"person"är"viktig"att"ha"med"i"ett"ÖITinitiativ?"
c.! Borde"alla"involverade"i"ett"ÖITinitiativ"bete"sig"på"det"viset?"

34.!Hur"skiljer"sig"den"anställde"från"resten?"Hur"skiljer"deras"
personlighet/kompetens/kontakter/position"etc."från"resten?"

! !
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Öppen!innovation!<!Generella!roller/beteenden!
35.!Nu"när"vi"har"diskuterat"dessa"roller,"känner"du"att"dem"behövs"i"organisationen"för"

att"man"ska"lyckas"med"ÖI?"
a.! Tas"dessa"roller"generellt"av"samma"personer?"

36.!Tycker"du"att"det"saknas"någon"roll…"
a.! ...i"er"organisation?"(Detta"kan"vara"en"roll"i"er"organisation"som"du"känner"

inte"motsvarar"någon"av"de"roller"vi"har"diskuterat"eller"en"som"du"helt"enkelt"
tycker"borde"finnas)"

b.! ...rent"logiskt?"
37.!Skulle"du"säga"att"någon"roll"är"mer!involverad"i"ett"ÖITinitiativ"än"resten?"Om"ja,"

vilken"och"varför?"
a.! Skulle"du"säga"att"någon"roll"är"mindre!involverad"i"ett"ÖITinitiativ"än"resten?"

Om"ja,"vilken"och"varför?""
38.!Skulle"du"säga"att"någon"roll"är"viktigare"i"ett"ÖITinitiativ"än"resten?"Om"ja,"vilken"och"

varför?"
a.! Skulle"du"säga"att"någon"roll"är"mindre!viktig"i"ett"ÖITinitiativ"än"resten?"Om"

ja,"vilken"och"varför?"
"
Öppen*innovation*–*Utmaningar*&*framgångsfaktorer*

39.!Skulle"du"kunna"berätta"om"de"mest"typiska"utmaningarna"som"stora"och"etablerade"
företag"möter"när"de"försöker"applicera"ÖI?"

a.! Skulle"du"kunna"rangordna"dessa"från"största"till"minsta"utmaning?"
40.!Skulle"du"kunna"berätta"om"de"viktigaste"faktorerna"som"stora"och"etablerade"

företag"behöver"för"att"ett"ÖITinitiativ"ska"bli"framgångsrikt?"
a.! Skulle"du"kunna"rangordna"dessa"från"viktigast"till"minst"viktig?"

41.!Skulle"du"kunna"berätta"om"ett"ÖITinitiativ"du"var"involverad"i"som"du"tycker"har"varit"
mer!lyckat"än"andra?"Hur"skiljde"det"sig"från"andra"initiativ?"

a.! Skulle"du"kunna"berätta"om"ett"ÖITinitiativ"du"var"involverad"i"som"du"tycker"
har"varit"mindre!lyckat"än"andra?"Hur"skiljde"det"sig"från"andra"initiativ?"

" "
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Slutkommentarer,,
42.!Har"du"några"sista"kommentarer/frågor"som"du"skulle"vilja"lägga"till/ställa?"
43.!Finns"det"en"möjlighet"för"dig"att"dela"med"dig"av"någon"form"av"dokumentation"om"

era"ÖITinitiativ"eller"någon"annan"information"som"skulle"kunna"vara"relevant"för"vår"
studie?"Vi"är"inte"intresserade"av"själva"lösningen"utan"snarare"hur"denna"lösning"
nåddes."T.ex."hur"jobbade"ni"internt,"följde"ni"några"processer/protokoll?"Har"ni"
något"organisationsschema"eller"arbetssätt"som"förklarar"processerna"ni"använder?"
Dessa"skulle"tas"emot"anonymt"och"inte"spridas."

44.!Skulle"du"kunna"rekommendera"någon"som"kan"mycket"om"det"vi"har"pratat"om?"
"

Tack" för"att"du" tog"dig" tiden" för"att" träffa"oss"och" svara"på"våra" frågor."Vi"uppskattar"det"
enormt"mycket"och"hoppas"kunna"nå"intressanta"och"nya"slutsatser"från"denna"intervju."Om"
du"vill"kan"vi"skicka"en"kopia"av"vårt"examensarbete"när"det"har"publicerats.!
!
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